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1.1

Introduction and Methodology
N a m e o f t h e Proposed Activity

Kyeamba Curve Improvement

1.2

Local G o v e r n m e n t Area

Wagga Wagga City Council

1.3

R T A Region

South West Region

1.4

Introduction

The NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) proposes to realign the northern-most curve
of the Hume Highway at Kyeamba (the Proposal). Curve improvement would involve
increasing the current curve radius from 280m to 800m. All works would be located within
existing road reserve.
This Proforma 1 Review of Environmental Factors (REF) has been prepared by
Environmental Technology Branch (RTA Operations Directorate) on behalf of RTA Client
Services, South West Region. For the purposes of these works, the RTA is the proponent
and the determining authority under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
(EP&A) A c t 1979.
The purpose of the REF is to describe the Proposal, t o document the likely impacts of the
Proposal on the environment, and to detail protective measures to be implemented.
The description of the proposed works and associated environmental impacts have been
undertaken in context of Clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation 2000, the Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) A c t 1995, the Fisheries
Management (FM) A c t 1994, and the (Commonwealth) Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) A c t 1999. In doing so, the REF helps to fulfil the
requirements of Section I I I of the EP&A Act, that the RTA examine and take into account
t o the fullest extent possible, all matters affecting o r likely to affect the environment by
reason of the activity.
This REF has been prepared in accordance with the RTA's Proforma 1 REF as presented in
the RTA's Environmental Impact Assessment Policy, Guidelines and Procedures, Version 4
2001.
The findings of the REF would be considered when assessing:
•

Whether the Proposal is likely t o have a significant impact on the environment and
therefore the necessity for an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) under Section 112
o f the EP&A Act.
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•

The significance of any impact on threatened species as defined by the TSC Act, in
Section 5A of the EP&A Act and therefore the requirement for a Species Impact
Statement (SIS).

•

The potential for the Proposal to significantly impact a matter of national environmental
significance o r Commonwealth land and the need to make a referral to the
Commonwealth Environment Minister in accordance with the EPBC Act.

1.5

1

1

Background

The Kyeannba section of the Hume Highway was identified in the Hume Highway Strategic
Planning Study (Connell Wagner, 2004) as a section requiring short-term safety
improvements and ultimately duplication. This section of road has a series of three curves
with the northern-most curve having a radius of 280m. The southern-most curve is located
on a sharp crest and includes a climbing lane ending just beyond the crest. The recent
accident history of the Kyeamba section of the Highway has prompted urgent action to
establish short-term safety improvements in this area.
The five-year accident history for the period 1998 — 2002 revealed that 12 accidents
occurred at this section, 9 of which involved northbound vehicles losing control on the
northern-most curve. Most recently in January 2004, a family of four people lost their lives
in a single vehicle accident on the northern-most curve. This accident is now the subject of
a Coronial enquiry.
A meeting between the RTA and the Federal Department of Transport and Road Safety
(DoTARS) on 14 July 2004 resulted in a commitment by both agencies to investigate options
t o improve the road safety of the northern-most curve.
1.6

Methodology

The method in which this document has been prepared is as follows:

1

I.

A discussion was held with the Project Manager to consider the Proposal.

2.

RTA Environmental Technology representative undertook a site visit 28 July 2004 to
provide an overview of the Proposal and to discuss any issues relevant to the
completion of the REF.

3.

The following agencies and RTA personnel were notified and/or consulted:
RTA's Regional Environmental Adviser, South West Region;
•

4.

•

RTA's Aboriginal Program Consultant, South West & Western Region;

•

Wagga City Council; and

•

Brungle/Tumut Local Aboriginal Land Council.

A desktop search was conducted on the following databases t o identify any potential
issues:
•

Australian Heritage Database;

•

NSW Heritage Office State Heritage Register and State Heritage Inventory;

•

National Native Title Claims Search;
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•

DEC Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS);

•
•

DEC Atlas of NSW Wildlife - Threatened Flora and Fauna Records;
DEH Protected Matters (EPBC Act) Database;

•

DEC Contaminated Land Records;

•

DEC Air Quality Records;

•

National Pollutant Inventory; and

•

DPI Noxious Weeds List.

5.

As part of the environmental assessment undertaken for this REF, an ecology and
Indigenous heritage specialist study was undertaken to identify the Proposal
constraints and to provide environmental safeguards. Details and findings from the
investigation is further discussed in Sections 8.5 and 8.7, respectively of this REF with
a copy of the specialist studies included as Appendix A and B, respectively, to this
REF.

6.

A literature review and review of documentation was undertaken to determine
issues relating to:
•

Landform, geology, and soils;

•

Local Environment Plans;

•

Regional Environmental Plans;

•

State Environmental Planning Policies;

•

Regional Vegetation Management Plans; and

•

Murrunnbidgee Catchment Plan.

1
1
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2 Description of Proposal Site and Study Area
2.1

Location

The Proposal is located within the vicinity of the city of Wagga Wagga and approximately
67km south of Gundagai in the southwest slopes region. Development in this area is
dominated by agricultural holdings. Murraguldrie State Forest is located approximately 5km
south of Kyeamba. As it travels north from Kyeamba, the Hume Highway ascends the lower
slopes of Kilgowla Mountain, which is approximately 530m above sea level and is located
west of the current alignment.
For the purposes of this REF, the Proposal site is defined as the footprint of the realignment
and the proposed compound site. The realignment footprint extends over a 500m length of
the Hume Highway, between 67.2 and 68.2knn south of Gundagai. The realigned section
would be located a maximum of 25m to the west of the existing alignment. The proposed
compound site would be located within the private property at the northern end of the site,
approximately 30m west of the alignment. The study area for the Proposal is defined as the
Proposal site with an additional buffer of approximately 50m to cover the potential impacts
resulting from the proposed works. Figure 2.1 below indicates the general location of the
study area.
2.2
2.2.1

Description o f t h e Existing Environment
General

The Proposal site is located on the eastern footslopes of Kilgowla Mountain. The
surrounding landscape is characterised by cleared agricultural land, with remnant vegetation
within the road reservation. The topography is characterised by hills and shallow valleys.
There are no residences visible from the study area, although two access ways front the
Hume Highway in the vicinity of the Proposal. No towns o r other infrastructure are located
within the near vicinity of the study area.
Photographs of the study area are included in Appendix C.
2.2.2

1

Topography and Landform

The study area is located in a cutting on eastern footslopes of Kilgowla Mountain.
Approaching from the south, the Hume Highway ascends the footslope and the descent
commences just south of the northern-most curve. To the east of the Hume Highway,
there is an embankment that slopes down to a drainage channel. A shallow, wide valley
separates the embankment and a neighbouring hill. West of the Hume Highway cutting, the
land rises gradually towards the peak of Kilgowla Mountain. To the north of the study area,
beyond the footslopes of Kilgowla Mountain, the land opens into a broad valley.
2.2.3

Geology and Soils

Soil profile information was derived from a site south of the study area, located on the
Hume Highway (DIPNR Website). This site, located on the footslopes of a ridge, was
considered t o be most closely representative of the soils present within the study area.
Soils in the sample location are derived from a parent substrate of granite. Outcropping of
this rock type is evident along the cutting, west of the Hume Highway alignment. Soils in the
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upper horizon consist of coarse sand, up to 10cm in depth. Soils in deeper horizons are
characterised by coarse loamy sand and coarse sandy clay. These soils exhibit high
erodibility, resulting in a high risk of erosion for this soil type. No salting was evident in the
sample soil profile.

2.2.4

Climate

Climate data was derived from the nearest weather station located at Wagga Wagga
Average daily
Airport, located approximately 40km north west of the study area.
temperatures peak between December and February, ranging from 29.3 — 31.4°C. Average
daily temperatures are at their lowest between the months of June and August, ranging from
2.7 — 3.7°C.
Average rainfall peaks in October, recording 60.6mm and the most erosive rainfall is
recorded between the months of January and April. The Wagga Wagga area is also subject
t o frequent fog over the winter months.
2.2.5

Drainage and Watercourses

Two drainage channels are located within the study area. One commences on the western
side of the Hume Highway at the southern end of the study area and drains from south to
north roughly parallel to the alignment for the length of the study area. The second channel
is located at the northern end of the study area, which drains from west t o east across the
Highway. The study area would be expected to drain in a north-easterly direction, following
the slope of the Highway as it travels north. Therefore, the potential for impacts on the
drainage line t o the west of the Highway, which originates upslope from works and is
approximately 25m away at the closest point, would be limited. However, run-off from the
study area would be expected to ultimately drain into the drainage channel located at the
northern end of the study area.
A t the time of the site visit, both channels were experiencing some flow, however the
amount of water present was minimal. Evidence of erosion is present on the banks of the
western drainage channel. Both drainage channels are tributaries of Keajura Creek, which in
turn drains into Tarcutta Creek. Tarcutta Creek is a tributary of the Murrumbidgee River.
Potential for impacts on water quality are discussed further in Section 8.3 of this REF.
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Figure 2.1: Location o f study area (Map extract courtesy o f UBD. N o t t o scale).
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2.2.6

1

Biodiversity

Remnants and regrowth of native vegetation is located within the road reserve on both sides
of the Hume Highway over the length of the study area. The following species characterise
the ecology of the study area.

Flora
The vegetation within the study area belongs t o a fragmented corridor that persists within
the road reserve of the Hume Highway. The dominant species of tree is Grey Box
(Eucalyptus microcarpa), although some saplings have been tentatively identified as Blakely's
Red Gum (Eucalyptus blakelp). A large proportion of the trees present within the study
area is regrowth and hence has not yet developed hollows. Only one mature tree would be
removed, which has a number of small and developing hollows. Native understorey shrub
species are sparse and intermittently located within the study area and consists of Violet
Kunzea (Kunzea parviflora), Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha) and Hickory Wattle.
Introduced species are dominant in the groundcover layer, although native species are more
prevalent in the northern section of the study area.
Two species of noxious weed were identified during the site visit, St John's Wort
(Hyper/cum perforatum); and Paterson's Curse (Echium plantagineum).

Fauna
Two species of mammal and twenty-two birds were identified during the field surveys.
None o f the species are listed as threatened under the TSC Act, however there are a
number of threatened bird species that may occasionally utilise the study area during
different seasons, particularly when foraging for food. One mammal species is introduced
and the second was the common Eastern Grey Kangaroo (Macropus giganteus). It is
considered unlikely that any bats permanently reside within the stand of remnant vegetation.

1

Potential impacts on flora and fauna are further discussed in Section 8.5 of this REF.
Aquatic
A t the time of the site visits, both drainage channels present within the study area had water
available. Neither drainage channels are considered to represent important habitat for
aquatic species due mainly to the ephemeral nature of the water flow. Two frog species
identified in the drainage channels were the Common Eastern Froglet (Crinia signifera) and
the Spotted Marsh Frog (Limnodynastes tasmaniensis).
Potential impacts on aquatic flora and fauna are further discussed in Section 8.5 of this REF.
2.2.7

Sensitive Noise Receptors

There were no sensitive noise receptors identified within the study area during the site visit,
however private driveways indicate the presence of residences or other buildings within the
locale. According to topographic maps (Lands Department NSW, under license to the
RTA), a driveway access at the southern end of the study area connects t o a cluster of
buildings ("Ballandry") approximately 1.1km to the southeast of the study area. Buildings
located on both sides of the intersection o f Tumbarumba Road appear to belong to the
property "Kyeannba". One of these buildings, located west of the Hume Highway and north
of Tumbarumba Road, appeared to be a residence. The buildings are approximately I .7km
south of the study area. The residence is located on the southern footslopes of Kilgowla
Mountain.
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The existing ambient noise level for this location would be expected to be generally low
owing t o the rural nature of the surrounds, and the Highway would be the major source of
environmental noise.
Potential impacts on residences relating to noise and vibration are further discussed in
Section 8.7 of this REF.

2.2.8

A i r Quality

Air quality in the locality of the study area would be expected to be high, owing to the rural
nature of the location. The Hume Highway would represent a source of air pollution,
however vehicle emissions would be expected to dissipate quickly in this environment. In
regions where crop production is a prominent industry, seasonal decreases in air quality
might be expected due to ploughing and harvesting activities. However, at the time of site
visit, the primary use of surrounding properties appeared to be stock production.
2.2.9

Visual Amenity

The visual amenity of the study area is relatively high for motorists. As the Hume Highway
approaches the study area in the northbound direction, vehicles ascend the footslopes of
Kilgowla Mountain. The hill itself is a prominent visual feature, owing to its vertical relief and
the retention of native vegetation towards the peak. The road reserve retains some
remnant native vegetation on both sides, much of which has been cleared in neighbouring
paddocks and across the district in general. To the east of the road, views of the district are
available as vehicles round the series of bends. As the road descends Kilgowla Mountain,
plantation timber in a neighbouring property is visible. However, drainage lines in the study
area are not easily visible to the motorist passing at speed and hence of less visual
importance t o the travelling public.

1

2.2.10 Existing and Forecasted Traffic
The most recent traffic figures for this area were collected in 2002. An Annual Average
Daily Traffic (AADT) figure of 5000 vehicles per day occurs over this section of the Hume
Highway. The following provides a breakdown of the proportions of different types of
vehicles within the AADT:
63% light vehicles — equivalent to 3150 vehicle movements.
•
3% rigid trucks — equivalent to 150 vehicle movements.
•
6%
semi-trailer trucks — equivalent to 300 vehicle movements.
•
28%
b-double truck — equivalent to 1400 vehicle movements.
•
Based on a predicted linear traffic growth of 3.2% per annum, 2004 traffic volumes would be
expected t o be as follows:
5325 AADT.
•
3355 light vehicles.
•
160 rigid trucks.
•
320 semi-trailer trucks.
•
1491 b-double trucks.
•
The high proportion of heavy vehicles is a reflection of the role as the Hume Highway as the
major in-land route between Sydney and Melbourne, catering for local traffic, tourist traffic
and commercial transport. This particular section of the Hume Highway connects Gundagai,
a major tourist focus, and Holbrook. The Highway also passes through Tarcutta and has
connections to the major regional centre of Wagga Wagga.
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3 Description of the Proposal
3.1

Description o f t h e Proposal

The Proposal involves a I km realignment of the northern-most curve of the Hume Highway
over Kilgowla Mountain (refer to Appendix C for a concept design). The current threelane configuration, one northbound lane and two southbound lanes, would be retained. The
centreline of the Highway would be shifted a maximum of 25m to the west of the current
position. An 800m radius curve would replace the current 300m radius curve. Lane and
sealed shoulder widths would be consistent with standard widths as described in the RTA
Road Design Guide.
The existing cutting would be extended to the west of the Highway t o accommodate the
realignment. Due to outcropping of rock along much of the length of the cutting, a blast-cut
technique is expected to be used in this location. This would involve a worker trained in the
safe application of explosives drilling into the rock and loading holes with charge before
detonating the explosive from a safe distance. Blasting activities would be undertaken in one
day to minimise the disruption to traffic. It is anticipated that blasting would be undertaken
within a 3 — 5 hour period, with a maximum period of 8 hours required. Traffic diversions
would be as follows:
• Northbound through traffic — diverted at Tabletop t o the Olympic Highway to
Wagga Wagga, then would travel east along the Sturt Highway to rejoin the Hume
Highway just north of Tarcutta.
Southbound
through traffic — reverse of the above.
•
• Northbound local traffic — diverted at Tumbarumba Road, 2km south of the works,
through Wagga to the Sturt Highway to rejoin the Hume Highway north of Tarcutta.
• Southbound local traffic — reverse of the above.

1

During the loading and detonation stage of this operation, workers and the general public
would be required to maintain safe distances from the work site. Traffic interruptions
during blasting activities are discussed in further detail in Section 8.9 of this REF.
Vegetation, consisting largely of sapling native trees and introduced grasses, would be
removed for the purposes of the Proposal. Any soil or vegetative material suitable for
revegetation purposes would be temporarily stockpiled. Excavated rock would be removed
from the work site and disposed of at a landfill facility. Drainage works associated with the
Proposal would be restricted to the reinstatement of the catch drain that currently lies
parallel to the Highway, at the top of the western batter slope. Any redundant pavement
would be removed and this area would be revegetated.
Sub-base and base material would be imported from a local commercial supplier. Dense
graded asphalt pavement would be used to seal the formation. Line marking would be
required t o delineate lanes and shoulders.

3.2
3.2.1

C o n s t r u c t i o n Activities
Construction Processes and W o r k Methodology

Construction of the Proposal would consist of the following general steps:
Introduction of mitigation measures as outlined in the Environmental Management Plan
•
(EMP) and Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan (ESCP), including traffic management
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

measures.
Clearance of vegetation and grubbing, west of the existing alignment (refer to Section
8.5 for further detail);
Relocation of any nnicrohabitat features such as tree hollows o r stumps (refer to Section
8.5 for further detail);
Stockpile any material suitable for revegetation (refer to Section 8.5 for further detail);
Excavate o r blast cut new cutting (refer to Chapter 8 for information on impacts);
Remove unsuitable fill from site;
Import sub-base and base, stockpile as required (refer to Section 3.2.8 for location
details and Section 8.2 for further information on impacts);
Compact sub-base and base layers;
Test compaction of layers;
Seal pavement with bituminous asphalt;
Respread topsoil on embankment batters (refer t o Section 3.2.9 for further details);
Progressively stabilise and revegetate disturbed areas (refer to Section 8.5 for further
details);
Provide pavement delineation; and
Open Highway to traffic.

3.2.2

Construction Equipment

The following equipment would be required for the construction of the Proposal:
Front-end loaders for waste removal and fill placement purposes;
•
Excavators t o extend cutting west of the Hume Highway;
•
Rock-drilling rigs to place explosives;
•
Haul
trucks for waste and fill transport;
•
Vibratory rollers to compact sub-base and base layers;
•
Graders t o prepare base surface for pavement;
•
Bitumen sprayers to seal pavement;
•
Hand-held
plant to excavate cutting and remove redundant pavement;
•
Water
carts t o manage dust during earthworks stages; and
•
Service vehicles.
•
3.2.3

Access

The proposed stockpile site is located on private property at the northern end of the study
area and west of the current alignment. The existing gated driveway to the property would
provide access t o the stockpile site. There is potential for construction related traffic to
temporarily interfere with access of the property owner. In addition, there are potential
implications with regard to security of the property as the use of this site may create
opportunity for trespass. Furthermore, frequent passage through the gate by construction
vehicles has the potential to impact upon the management of any stock held by the
landholder.
It is anticipated that one lane of traffic, the eastern lane, would be operational throughout
the construction period. Access to the work site for construction vehicles would be
provided primarily by the western lane, which would be closed to traffic for the duration of
works. There are potential safety risks associated with construction traffic accessing the
worksite from the southern end of the study area, due to poor sight distances related t o the
crest and the bends in the Hume Highway at this location.
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3.2.4

Utilities

There are no utilities in the vicinity of the Proposal.
3.2.5

Property Acquisition

There would be no property acquisition required for the purposes of the Proposal, as the
works are restricted to the existing road reserve. However, the nominated stockpile and
compound site is located on private property. Preliminary discussions with the landholder
indicate that permission for the use of this site would be granted. The use of this site would
be subject to further negotiations with the landholder and any agreement would be
formalised prior t o the commencement of construction.
3.2.6

Source o f Material

Materials required for the construction of the Proposal would be sourced from local
commercial suppliers. Fill would be stockpiled for a short period of time at the nominated
stockpile and compound site (refer to Section 3.2.8).

3.2.7

Additional Truck Movements

It is anticipated that an average additional 30 truck movements per day would result from
the construction of the Proposal. A maximum of 40 truck movements per day is anticipated.
Phases of construction involving the greatest number of truck movements would be the
removal of spoil during excavation, the transport and stockpiling of fill material and the
placement of fill at the pavement area.
Given that trucks comprise 37% of vehicles along this section of road, 40 additional truck
movements represents an increase of only 2% of daily truck movements. Therefore, the
increase in truck movements would not be expected to substantially impact on traffic
conditions o r general amenity.
3.2.8

1

Stockpile and Compound Sites

The stockpile and compound site is likely to be located west of the Hume Highway, at the
northern end of the study area. The area identified is located within private property
boundaries, which is secured by a locked gate. During preliminary consultation, the
landholder has indicated willingness for the property to be used in this fashion by the RTA.
No vegetation would be removed for the purposes of the stockpile and compound site.
The nominated stockpile and compound site is located on relatively flat land, with a very
slight grade from the northwest corner t o the southeast corner. The site is approximately
40m t o the north of the northern drainage channel. It is likely that this area would drain in a
southerly direction towards this channel. The landform between the drainage channel and
the site is generally flat and sparsely vegetated. Any runoff from the stockpile and
compound site travelling east would be contained by the Highway and directed south.
The stockpile and compound site is likely to consist of the following construction related
equipment, buildings and materials:
Portaloo toilets;
•
W o r k shed;
•
Construction machinery;
•
Oils
and fuels for construction machinery;
•
Stockpiled imported sub-base and base materials; and
•
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•

Stockpiled topsoil suitable for revegetation purposes.

The nominated site is large and it would therefore be possible to stockpile materials at least
50m away from drainage lines.
3.3

W o r k f o r c e and W o r k i n g Hours

The workforce would comprise approximately 15 personnel.
It is anticipated that working hours for the Proposal would be undertaken during standard
working hours adopted by the RTA as detailed below:
Standard Working Hours:
Monday — Friday:

7.00ann t o 6.00pnn

Saturday:

8.00am to 1.00pm

Sunday and Public Holidays:

No work.

Should work be required outside of the standard working hours, the procedure contained in
the RTA's Environmental Noise Management Manual 200/, "Practice Note vii — Roadworks
Outside o f Normal Working Hours" would be followed.

3.4

C o m m e n c e m e n t o f Works

Construction of the Proposal would be expected to commence in February 2005.
3.5

Period o f Construction

It is anticipated that construction of the Proposal would be completed over a period of 4
months, given ideal working conditions.

3.6

Proposal C o s t and Source o f Funds

A strategic estimate anticipates a cost of $2M for the construction of the Proposal. The
Proposal would be fully funded by the Federal Government.
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4 Statutory Position
4.1

Local Environmental Plans

The Proposal is located within the Wagga Wagga Local Government Area (LGA). Wagga
Wagga Council regulates land use within this LGA through the Wagga Wagga Rural Local
Environmental Plan 1991. Within the Proposal site, the Proposal passes through a single
land use zoning. The land use zoning applicable to the Proposal site and neighbouring lands
is Zone I- Rural.
The objectives of Zone I - Rural are to enhance, protect and preserve agricultural land,
harvestable forest, environmentally sensitive locations, soils and water whilst providing for
future development needs. According t o the LEP's development control table, development
for the purposes of roads is permissible with the prior consent of Council.
Therefore, within the land use zoning Rural, development consent from Wagga Wagga City
Council is required for the purposes of curve realignment of the Hume Highway at Kyeamba
under the provisions of the LEP.

4.2

Regional Environmental Plans

No Regional Environmental Plans (REP) apply to the Proposal.
4.3

S t a t e Environmental Planning Policies

The following State Environmental Planning Policy o r Policies (SEPPs) apply to the Proposal:
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 4 (SEPP 4) Development without
consent - miscellaneous and complying development
One of the functions of SEPP 4 is relieve government authorities from the requirement to
seek development consent where consent is only required by Council imposed zoning
regulations. Where works are "on a classified road" the RTA does not have t o seek
consent from Council to undertake works. As the Proposal would be restricted t o the
current road reservation, a development application to Wagga Wagga City Council would
not be required.

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 4 4 (SEPP 44) Koala Habitat Protection
Wagga Wagga City Council is identified in Schedule I "Local government area" of SEPP 44.
As development consent is not required from local Council for the purposes of the
Proposal, the provisions of SEPP 44 technically do not apply. Furthermore, none of the feed
tree species identified in Schedule 2 of SEPP 44 are located within the study area.
Therefore, impacts on Koala habitat are not expected to result from the Proposal.
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4.4

C o n f i r m a t i o n o f P a r t 5 Position

All relevant statutory planning instruments have been examined for the Proposal. It is
concluded that Clause 35 of the Model Provisions, adopted in the Wagga Wagga Rural Local
Environmental Plan /99/ operates to remove the development consent requirements,
thereby permitting assessment of the Proposal under Part 5 of the EP&A Act.

1
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5 Strategic Stage
5.1

Strategic Planning

The Hume Highway is an important interstate route, connecting Sydney to Melbourne and
providing for local, tourist and commercial traffic. This section of the Highway was identified
in the Hume Highway Strategic Planning Study (Connell Wagner 2004) as in need of shortterm safety improvement and ultimately duplication. It is a Commonwealth Department of
Transport and Regional Services (DoTARS) priority to improve road safety. The National
Road Safety Strategy 2001-2010 and the Action Plan for 2001 and 2010 were adopted by the
Australian Transport Council in November 2000. The target of the strategy is to reduce the
annual number of road fatalities per 100 000 population by 40 per cent, from 9.3 in 1999 to
no more than 5.6 in 2010. Achieving this target will save an estimated 3,500 lives by 2010
and reduce the annual road toll in 2010 by approximately 700. Therefore, road safety
improvements in a section of road known to experience an unacceptably high accident rate
is in keeping with the commitment of the Commonwealth DoTARS to improving road
safety.

5.2

N e e d f o r t h e Proposal

The Proposal is justified in terms of road user safety. This section of the Hume Highway has
an unacceptably high accident rate. The five-year accident history for the period 1998 —
2002 revealed that 12 accidents occurred at this section, 9 of which involved northbound
vehicles losing control on the northern-most curve. Most recently in January 2004, a family
of four people lost their lives in a single vehicle accident on the northern-most curve. This
accident is now the subject of a Coronial enquiry. Improvement of the curves at Kyeannba
would increase road safety of this section of road in the short-term.

1
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6 Concept Stage
6.1

Proposal Objectives

The primary objective of the Proposal is to improve the road safety of the section of the
It is
Hume Highway between 67.2 and 68.2km south of Gundagai in the short term.
anticipated that this section of the Highway would be ultimately duplicated, whereby road
safety concerns can be properly addressed.
6.2

O p t i o n s Considered

Three options were investigated during the development of the Proposal. These include:
Do Nothing Option;
•
Realignment of the Hume Highway; and
Eastern
•
Realignment
of the Northernmost Curve.
•
Option I — Do Nothing:
This option would involve retaining the existing alignment of the Hume Highway at
Kyeamba. This option would not improve the current alignment.

Option 2 — Eastern realignment of the H u m e Highway
This option would have involved an easterly realignment of the Hume Highway, thereby
avoiding both the second and northernmost curves at Kyeamba. This option did not appear
t o offer road safety benefits greater than the Preferred Option and was prohibitively
expensive. This option would have required a more complex road design, particularly to
traverse the western drainage channel. Property acquisition would also have been required,
with the potential to delay construction.

Option 3 — Realignment of northernmost curve, Kyeamba (Preferred Option)
This option is expected to deliver the road safety improvement necessary in this location to
reduce the unacceptably high accident rate. This option involves a relatively small change in
the current road alignment, allowing for a shorter construction period. Furthermore, due to
the minor alteration of the current Highway, the current works would not encumber any
future duplication plans.
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7.1

Background Investigations and Database Searches

The following results were obtained from desktop database searches conducted for the
study area. The information below provides a summary of the search results. Copies of all
the search results are provided in Appendix E.
Australian Heritage Database
A search of the Australian Heritage Database on the 26 July 2004 returned 34 records for
the Wagga Wagga LGA. With the exception of two records located at nearby Tarcutta, all
of the recorded items are located within the urban area of the city of Wagga Wagga.
Therefore, no impacts on items of national heritage significance are anticipated to result
from the Proposal.

N S W Heritage Office State Heritage Register/Inventory
A search o f the State Heritage Register on 26 July 2004 returned 3 records for the Wagga
Wagga LGA. None of these records are located within 20km of the study area. A
simultaneous search of the State Heritage Inventory returned 19 records for the Wagga
Wagga LGA. None of these records are located within 20km of the study area.
National Native Title Tribunal
A search of the National Native Title Tribunal's Native Title application and determination
records for the Wagga Wagga LGA on 12 October 2004 revealed that previous Native Title
Claims have been proven not to exist in this location. Neither are there currently any
unresolved Native Title Claims pending in the study area.
N S W D E C Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS)
A search of the AHIMS on I I August 2004 returned one record within a I Okm radius of the
Proposal site. This item, consisting of a scarred tree, is located approximately 2.5km north
o f the Proposal site. There would be no impact on this item as a result of the Proposal.
N S W D E C Atlas of N S W Wildlife - Threatened Flora and Fauna Records
A search of the DEC wildlife atlases on 3 August 2004 returned 5 species of threatened
fauna recorded within a 10km radius of the Proposal site. The nearest records are located
approximately I.5km southwest of the site. No threatened flora species have been recorded
within this search area.
The potential for the Proposal to impact upon threatened species recorded in the vicinity of
the study area is discussed further in Section 8.5 of this REF.
D E H Protected Matters (EPBC Act) Database
A search o f the EPBC Act Database on 26 July 2004 for an area 10k min radius around the
Proposal site returned the following records:
2 Wetlands o f International Significance;
•
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•
•
•
•

I Threatened Ecological Community;
12 Threatened Species;
6 Migratory Species; and
6 Marine Species (all avian).

Neither of the Wetlands of International Significance are located within 100km of the
Proposal site. Also no Commonwealth Land or Commonwealth Heritage Places are located
within a 10km radius of the Proposal site.
The potential for the Proposal to impact upon threatened species recorded in the vicinity of
the study area is discussed further in Section 8.5 of this REF.
N S W DPI Noxious Weeds List
A search of the DPI Noxious Weeds list for the Wagga Wagga LGA on the 12 October
2004 identified 41 noxious weeds in the search area. Two of these weeds, Patersons' Curse
(Echium plantaginium) and St John's W o r t (Hypericum perforatum) were identified on site
during the ecological assessment.
The potential impact of the Proposal, with regard to noxious weeds, is discussed further in
Section 8.5 of this REF.

N S W D E C A i r Quality Register
The nearest DEC air quality monitoring station to the study area is located within the city of
Wagga Wagga. This station monitors levels of particulate matter in the air. During the
October to December reporting period of 2003, the monthly average for the daily 1 hour
maximum index ranged between 37 and 56jig/m3. Maximum 24hr values ranged between 21
and 42pg/nn3, therefore no exceedences of the National Environmental Pollution Monitoring
standard level of 501.1g/m3 over a 24hr period were recorded.
National Pollution Inventory
A search of the National Pollution Inventory for the Wagga Wagga LGA revealed that textile
and meat manufacturing are the industries responsible for emission of the greatest number
of toxic substances in this area. Motor vehicle related substance emission was not identified
as a major source in this LGA.
N S W D E C Contaminated Land Records
A search of the DEC contaminated land record on 21 September 2004 returned one record
for the Wagga Wagga LGA. The contaminated site is located within the city of Wagga
Wagga and therefore would not be impacted upon by the Proposal.
The rural nature of the study area, the location of the study area on the footslopes of a
mountain and the outcropping granite rock all suggest that contaminant-generating past land
uses are unlikely to have occurred in the study area. Therefore, impacts relating to
contaminated land are not anticipated as a result of the Proposal.
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7.2
7.2.!

G o v e r n m e n t and C o m m u n i t y Consultation and Involvement
Government and stakeholder consultation

In the preparation of an REF, relevant state government agencies and stakeholders are
contacted and provided with the opportunity to comment on the Proposal. Due to the
permanent impacts of the Proposal being restricted to the road reserve and the generally
minor nature of works, only the local Council was invited to comment. The response
received is summarised in column I of Table 7.1, while column 2 identifies the Section in the
REF where addressed. Copies of correspondence are provided Appendix E of this REF.
Table 7.1: Summary of issues raised by government agencies and stakeholders.

Summarised Issues

Section in
REF Where
Addressed

W a g g a W a g g a City Council
A response to the consultation letter dated 1 I October 2004 was received on
the 15 October 2004. Wagga Wagga City Council had the following comments
to make with regard to the proposed works.
• Council has no objections to the proposed realignment of the Hume Noted.
Highway at Kyeamba.
Given
that removal of vegetation would be required, Council requested that Section 8.5
•
appropriate environmental assessment be undertaken and that every effort
be made to minimise environmental impact, particularly in relation to
biodiversity.
Brungle/Tumut Local Aboriginal Land Council
A report detailing the findings of the site survey on 24 November 2004 was
received on the 2 December 2004.
Brungle/Tumut Local Aboriginal Land
Council had the following comments to make with regard to the proposed
works.
• There are no areas with potential for Aboriginal sites due to previous Noted.
disturbance. Please accept the letter as confirmation that no heritage or
cultural artefacts of significance are evident in the area surveyed.

7.2.2

Community Consultation and Involvement

No formal community consultation has been undertaken due to the small scale of the
Proposal. However, some preliminary discussions have been held with adjacent landholders
t o obtain permission to access properties for the purposes of specialist studies. The
proposed location of the stockpile and compound site has also been raised with the relevant
landholder. Affected residents would be consulted prior to the commencement of works, in
accordance with the RTA's Community Involvement Practice Notes and Resource Manual,
1998.
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8 Environmental Assessment
8.1

General

This section of the REF provides a detailed description of the potential environmental
impacts associated with the Proposal during both construction and operation, and provides
site-specific safeguards to ameliorate the identified potential impacts.
The environmental safeguards outline additional site-specific requirements which are not
covered by the RTA's QA Specification 36 — Environmental Protection (Management Plan),
QA Specification 39 - Soil and Water Management (Erosion and Sediment Control Plan) or
QA Specification 40 — Clearing and Grubbing for inclusion into the Contractors
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and the Project Environmental Management Plan
(PEMP). These safeguards would be implemented prior to construction, during construction
and post construction. The CEMP and PEMP would be reviewed by the RTA's Regional
Environmental Adviser South West Region prior to the commencement of work.
8.2

L a n d f o r m , Geology and Soils

Potential Impacts
Based on soil profile information at a similar site, it can be anticipated that soils within the
study area are highly susceptible to erosion. This conclusion is supported by the presence of
scouring along the western drainage channel. Potential impacts associated with erodible
soils include the generation of sediment, which may be mobilised by wind or rainfall, causing
dust o r entering drainage channels. There is the potential for mud and dirt to be tracked
onto roadways during construction. Stockpiles of these soil types are likely to be
particularly susceptible to wind and water erosion.
Outcropping of rock is present along much of the length of the existing cutting. It is
expected that this rock would provide some stability to the new batter slope. As a result,
the slope of the batter would be relatively steep, minimising vegetation removal and
landscape disturbance. However, due to erodible soils, batter slopes would need to be
stabilised promptly. This would also apply t o any area of redundant pavement that is
removed.

Site Specific Safeguards
•

An erosion and sedimentation control plan would be developed and incorporated into
the CEMP. The plan would incorporate specifications outlined in the N S W Erosion and
Sediment Control Handbook No. 2, identify areas requiring management controls,
include inspections and checklist sheets and be reviewed by the RTA's Regional
Environmental Adviser, South West Region prior to the commencement of works.

•

Temporary stormwater control devices o r erosion and sedimentation controls would be
implemented throughout the site and along drainage channels t o prevent sediment-laden
runoff entering the Keajura Creek catchment.

•

Maintenance and checking of the erosion and sedimentation controls would be
undertaken on a regular basis and records kept and provided at anytime upon request.
Sediment would be cleared from behind barriers on a regular basis and all controls
would be managed in order to work effectively at all times.
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•

All stockpiles would be designed, established, operated and decommissioned in
accordance with the RTA's Stockpile Management Procedures 2001. In addition, all
stockpiles would be located 50m away from the high bank of any rivers or drainage lines.

•

Stockpiles would not be established on slopes steeper than 2: I (horizontal to vertical).

•

Any material transported onto pavement surfaces would be swept and removed at the
end of each working day.

•

Hardstand material or rumble grids would be implemented at entry and exit points to
minimise the tracking of soil and particulates onto pavement surfaces.

•

Imported fill required for the Proposal would be sourced from licensed/registered
suppliers within the local area.

•

The stripping of topsoil and stockpiling activities would not be undertaken during rainfall
events.

•

Site rehabilitation of disturbed areas would be undertaken progressively as stages are
completed.

8.3

W a t e r Q u a l i t y and Hydrology

Potential Impacts
Two drainage channels are located within the study area, both of which are tributaries of
Keajura Creek, belonging to the Murrumbidgee River catchment. Due to the landform of
the study area, the majority of run-off would be expected t o drain t o the northern drainage
channel. Small amounts of water were present in drainage channels at the time of site visit,
which can be attributed t o the reasonable rainfall that has been recorded recently in the
surrounds.
The Proposal has the potential to generate sediment, which may enter waterways and
impact on ecology by reducing light penetration and visibility. Transport of sub-base and
base materials between the stockpile site and the worksite requires that trucks cross the
northern drainage channel, with potential to leave a wake of dust and particles. Due to the
steep grade as the Hume Highway descends the footslopes of Kilgowla Mountain run-off is
likely t o generate considerable velocity, with the risk of mobilising soil particles.

1

During construction there is also risk of spillages of fuels, oils and asphalt, both at the
worksite and the stockpile and compound site. Use of herbicides t o control weeds during
construction may result in contamination of water within drainage channels, resulting in
impacts on the aquatic flora and fauna. During operation, there is potential for general
traffic t o introduce small amounts of fuels, oils o r contaminants to the pavement. The
roadway itself is likely to capture and direct rainfall down the slope t o the drainage channel,
transporting contaminants. As the realigned section of Highway would replicate the original,
the concentrations of contaminants deposited on the pavement are not expected to
increase. A reduction in accidents may indeed assist in reducing oil, fuel and other chemicals
associated with motor vehicles from entering drainage channels.
The realignment would replicate the existing pavement formation, a maximum of 25m east
of the current location. Therefore, it is anticipated that any changes in hydrology resulting
from the realignment would be negligible.
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Site Specific Safeguards
•

An incident emergency spill plan would be developed and incorporated into the CEMP.
The plan would include measures to avoid spillages of fuels, chemicals, and fluids onto
any surfaces o r into any adjacent/nearby waterways. An emergency spill kit would be
kept onsite at all times.

•

All staff would be inducted to the incident emergency procedures and made aware of
the location of where the emergency spill kit would be kept.

•

Should a spill occur during construction, the incident emergency spill plan would be
implemented, and the Regional Environmental Adviser South West Region contacted.

•

All fuels, chemicals, and liquids would be stored at least 50m away from any waterways
o r drainage lines and would be stored within an impervious bunded area within the
compound site.

•

The refuelling of plant and maintenance of machinery would be undertaken within
impervious bunded areas within the compound site.

•

Vehicle wash downs and/or cement truck washouts would be undertaken offsite.

•

Excess concrete would be scraped off equipment prior to leaving site to prevent
deposition on the road surface. This concrete residue would be collected and disposed
of t o a licensed landfill.

•

Wastewater generated from the construction process would be contained onsite,
collected via a suction pump or wet industrial vacuum and/or treated in accordance with
DEC specifications prior to its disposal. The release of dirty water into any waterways
would be prohibited.

•

Concrete pumping would be carried out in a controlled manner via a boom pump to
minimise overspray.

•

Drop sheets would be used where appropriate during construction to prevent cement
slurry and other materials from entering any waterways.

•

Herbicides approved for use in the vicinity of waterways would be used and applied as
per the label.

8.4

Biodiversity

The Johnstone Centre prepared an ecological assessment of the study area in October 2004.
A site visit for this assessment was undertaken on X September 2004.
Potential Impacts
Flora
During the site inspection undertaken for the ecological assessment, 41 species of plant
were identified on site, however it was considered likely that additional species would be
identified should the field survey have been undertaken at a more optimal time of year. The
vegetation community present on site is best described as scattered Grey Box woodland.
The majority of trees on site consist of trees up t o approximately 50 years in age and
regenerating saplings varying in height from 0.5 to less than 5m. Only two of the trees
within the study site are mature, old growth trees. The shrub layer is sparse, although
native shrubs are present intermittently over the study area. The groundcover layer is
dominated by introduced and agricultural species, however the north-eastern end of the
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study area contains a large number of native grass species such as VVheatgrass (Elymus
scaber), Wallaby Grass (Austrodanthonia spp.) and Pale Sundew (Drosera peltata).
Some saplings observed on the site were tentatively identified as Blakely's Red Gum, a
component of the endangered ecological community (EEC) White Box / Yellow Box /
Blakely's Red Gum (TSC Act 1995), which is synonymous with the White Box Grassy
Woodland (EPBC Act 1999). A t the time of survey, these trees were suffering from severe
insect attack, limiting the accuracy of the identification. It is therefore possible that these
trees are Red Box (Eucalyptus polyanthemos). No other threatened flora species or
ecological communities were identified on site.
The following trees would be removed as a result of the Proposal:
• One large mature Grey Box on the northern edge of the Proposal site. This tree is
relatively healthy, displaying a small amount of dieback. Three small hollows were
observed and a number of other hollows in mid stages of development, but the latter
are not yet suitable for fauna occupation.
Four Grey Box in a mallee like form (5-10m in height).
•
Ten
Grey Box saplings, which are in poor condition, suffering from insect attack.
•
Approximately
10 saplings less than 2 metres tall in poor to moderate condition.
•
Groundcover species to be removed are predominantly introduced, such as Quaking Grass
(Brim maxima), Haresfoot Clover (Trifolium angustifolium), Ribwort (Plantago lanceolata),
Wild Oats (Avena fatua), Wheatgrass (Elymus scaber) and Stonecrop (Crassula colorata).
Native species are more prominent to the north of the study area and would also be
removed.

1

1
1

The removal of the above trees would not result in the removal of all vegetation within the
road reserve, therefore the connectivity of the roadside corridor would not be severed, but
narrowed over a distance of approximately 600m. The removal of the mature tree would
result in a reduction of the present and future habitat value of the vegetation by removing
developing tree hollows. In addition, this tree provides a seed source for regeneration of
However, a second mature tree within the
vegetation in the road reserve and surrounds.
study area would be retained and would remain a potential source of seed and habitat.
Furthermore outside of the study area, within adjacent private land and across the Hume
Highway, there are additional mature trees that would be retained.
Assuming that the saplings that were tentatively identified as Blakely's Red Gum do indeed
belong to that species, then removal of these individuals would reduce the area of White
Box / Yellow Box / Blakely's Red Gum in NSW. This vegetation community has been heavily
impacted upon by agricultural land clearing, with an estimated 4% remaining from preEuropean distributions. Furthermore, the presence of saplings of this species indicates the
possibility that the seedbank in this location supports seeds of some species belonging to this
community. It is nevertheless considered that the Proposal would not have a significant
affect on the EEC on a local o r regional level. This conclusion was the result of an eight-part
test and an EPBC Act assessment of significance and is primarily due t o the poor health of
the saplings, the small number to be removed and their limited, and yet doubtful,
representation in the vegetation community present on site.
Further risks for vegetation related to construction of the Proposal include damage to the
root systems o f trees to be retained, when excavating t o extend the existing cutting. If the
damage sustained is serious, there is potential for the health of trees to suffer and in
extreme circumstances may result in tree death. Furthermore, the presence of noxious
weeds on the site introduces a risk of spreading the weeds through contaminated soil and
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other inadvertent seed dispersal. One W 2 category (NSW DPI) noxious weed, St Johns
Wort, and one W 3 category noxious weed, Patersons Curse were identified on site.

1

Fauna
During the field survey, two mammals and 22 bird species were identified within the study
area using opportunistic sightings, hand searches of litter and bird observation periods. Only
one of the two mammalian species identified on site was native, the common Eastern Grey
Kangaroo. None of the 22 bird species identified in the study area are listed as threatened
under the TSC Act or EPBC Act. However, a number of threatened bird species are
considered likely to occasionally visit the study area and/or have known o r likely habitat
within the study area. These include the following:
Brown Treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus victoriae);
•
• Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor);
• Turquoise Parrot (Neophema pulchella);
Regent Honeyeater (Xanthomyza phrygia); and
•
Black-chinned
Honeyeater (Melithreptus gularis gularis).
•
Known records for the Swift Parrot occur within a 3knn radius of the study area. Although
no threatened mammalian species were identified on site, and habitat was considered
unsuitable for bat species, it was considered that there was potential for the threatened
Squirrel Glider (Petaurus norfolcensis) to occur. However, the habitat requirements of this
species, including high-nectar producing Eucalypts and Acacia woodlands are not
represented within the study area.
The construction of the Proposal would require the removal of a number of native trees,
with the potential to reduce available habitat and food resources for common and
threatened species alike. An eight-part test and an EPBC Act assessment of significance was
undertaken to determine whether o r not the Proposal would have a significant impact on
threatened bird species identified. In all cases, the removal of one mature Grey Box tree
and 26 juvenile trees was not considered a significant impact upon the habitat available for
these species. Larger and better-preserved areas of similar vegetation are present within the
vicinity of the study area, located approximately 10km to the north (Tarcutta Hills Reserve)
and 5km to the south east (Murraguldrie Flora Reserve). Furthermore, retained trees and
trees within adjacent private property would continue to provide a habitat and feeding
resource. In the case of the Swift Parrot, who preferentially feed on Grey Box when
present on the mainland, the loss of one good quality and mature flowering tree was not
considered to be a significant impact. No operational impacts on fauna over and above
those posed by the existing alignment are anticipated.

1

Aquatic
Two amphibian species were identified during field survey, in the gullies and drainage
channels with readily available water. Although two amphibian species were identified, no
threatened amphibian species are considered likely to occur within the study area. There is
potential for impact upon the habitat of frogs during construction due to the risk of
sedimentation of water channels.

1
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•

The W 2 noxious weed species, St Johns Wort, which was identified within the Proposal
site would be destroyed and continuously suppressed as required under the Noxious
Weeds Act, 1993.

•

The W 3 noxious weed species, Patersons Curse, which was identified within the
Proposal site would be controlled to prevent the spread and reduce the number of
infestation t o the satisfaction of the local control authority.

•

Topsoil potentially containing weed propagules would be removed from the Proposal
site and disposed of at a licensed landfill facility. Weed infested or contaminated topsoil
would not be reused for the proposed works or for revegetation works and would not
be stockpiled adjacent to any areas of native vegetation.

•

Soil free of noxious weed propagules would be stockpiled for incorporation into
revegetation works. Soil excavated around saplings tentatively identified as Blakely's Red
Gum would be targeted for incorporation into the revegetation works.

•

The area of vegetation to be removed would be restricted t o the Proposal footprint and
those trees described in this REF. These areas would be clearly marked onsite, and on
site plans prior to the commencement of works. Should additional clearing be required,
the RTA's Regional Environmental Adviser, South West Region would be contacted and
consulted to determine the need for further environmental impact assessment.

•

All vegetation to be retained would be clearly highlighted on site and on site plans and
would be protected with fencing. Protective fencing would be erected beyond the dripline of trees and erected prior to the commencement of works. All staff would be
informed and inducted of the limits of vegetation clearing and the areas of vegetation to
be retained.

•

A buffer of 20m would be marked on site plans and on site to protect ephemeral creeks
and prevent incursion by construction machinery or vehicles. Site staff would be
informed familiarised with this measure at site induction.

•

If possible, seed would be collected from the mature flowering Grey Gum to assist in
retaining the genetic variation of this species in this location.

•

Vehicles and machinery would be parked in cleared areas and not under the drip-line of
retained vegetation o r trees. Retained vegetation o r trees would not be smothered by
stockpiles, sediment, or by the storage of materials and equipment.

•

Construction compounds, stockpile sites and the storage of materials would be
established within existing cleared areas.

•

Areas from where pavement has been removed, the construction compound and
stockpile site and other disturbed areas would be progressively revegetated. A cover
crop of native o r sterile exotic grasses would be applied to stabilise soil.

Fauna
•

Any fauna species found inhibiting within areas to be disturbed would be removed by
licensed persons under the NPW Act 1974.

•

With the exception of the one mature, hollow bearing tree identified in this REF, trees
containing hollows would be retained and protected.

•

For removal of the one hollow bearing tree identified in the REF, removal should occur
in the period January to May to avoid the breeding season and during the hottest part of
the day, t o minimise the effects of torpor induced by low temperatures.
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•

1

Removal of vegetation within the Proposal site would be undertaken in a five step
process:
•

Removal of non-hollow bearing juvenile trees and undergrowth;

•

Inspection of hollows for fauna and relocation to identical habitat if required;

•

Mechanical shaking/butting of trees to frighten animals out of hollow-bearing trees
to be removed;

•

Removal of hollow bearing trees 24 hours post disturbance of the juvenile trees
and undergrowth; and

•

Inspection of hollow limbs for the presence of fauna and relocation to identical
habitat if required.

•

Should native arboreal species be found inhabiting hollow trees proposed to be
removed, animals would be relocated by an appropriately qualified and licensed person.

•

During vegetation clearing, woody debris suitable for fauna habitat would be retained
and replaced on site, outside of clear zones, as the removal of any dead wood, trees and
logs is a Key Threatening Process under the TSC Act.

•

Hollows would be excised from the hollow bearing tree and placed at suitable locations
within retained vegetation.

•

12 nesting boxes would be placed in suitable vegetation adjacent t o the road reserve and
near t o the site.

•

200 trees of White Box, Grey Box and Red Gum species would be planted and
protected adjacent to the Proposal site. Preferably, replanting would be undertaken
within farm-land adjacent to the road reserve. A suitable location should be discussed
with the landholder.

Aquatic
•

8 3

Stringent water quality and sedimentation measures would be employed to minimise the
impact on the drainage channels that provide habitat for frogs.

Non-Indigenous Heritage

Potential Impacts

1

No items of non-indigenous heritage are located within the vicinity of the study area.
However, during site visits undertaken t o assess impacts upon Indigenous heritage, a
surveyor's mark was identified on a tree. The tree is located in the paddock adjacent to the
Proposal, approximately 3.4m from the fenceline. The tree, tentatively identified as Yellow
Box, is in moderate condition with some missing crown branches and some splitting of the
trunk. The tree scar is approximately 100cm long and 42cm wide.
As the item is located outside of the road reserve, there would be no impact upon this item
as a result o f the Proposal.

1
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1
Site Specific Safeguards
•

Should archaeological remains be uncovered during construction, all works would cease
within the vicinity of the material/find and the RTA's Regional Environmental Adviser
South West contacted.

•

Staff would be informed of the location of the surveyor's mark during site induction, the
item would be marked on site plans and flagged for the duration of construction.

8.6

Indigenous Heritage

Navin Officer prepared an Indigenous heritage assessment of the study area in October
2004. A site visit for the assessment was undertaken in September 2004. The study area
falls within the boundaries of Wagga Wagga Local Aboriginal Land Council. This group is
currently under administration and attempts to identify a contact spokesperson were
fruitless. However, a representative from the neighbouring Brungle/Turnut Local Aboriginal
Land Council undertook a site visit to determine the likelihood of impact upon Indigenous
heritage.

Potential Impacts
During the field survey undertaken to assess the impacts of the Proposal on Indigenous
heritage by Navin Officer Heritage Consultants, no Aboriginal sites, objects o r areas of
potential archaeological deposit were identified. The study area is considered to have
undergone considerable disturbance as a result of previous agricultural land clearance and
the construction, use and maintenance of the Hume Highway. The proposed compound and
stockpile site has also been heavily disturbed, with original vegetation removed and
plantation pine trees planted along the eastern margin of the site. A representative from
Brungle/Tumut Local Aboriginal Land Council confirmed that there are no Indigenous
Heritage constraints to the Proposal.
Therefore, the study area is considered to have low Aboriginal archaeological potential and
there is believed t o be no Indigenous heritage constraints relating t o the Proposal.
Site Specific Mitigation Safeguards

1

•

All personnel working on site would receive training in their responsibilities under the
National Parks and Wildlife A c t 1974.

•

Should Indigenous heritage items be uncovered during works, all works in the vicinity of
the find would cease and the RTA's Aboriginal Programs Consultant, Regional
Environmental Adviser South West, DEC representative and relevant LALC
representative would be contacted. Works would not re-commence until appropriate
clearance has been received.
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1
Noise

8.7

Potential Impacts
Construction Noise
In general, it is not anticipated noise generated from the construction site would be audible
at residences in the locality of the study area. Two potential residences located near the
study area are 1.7 and 3km away respectively. Neither of these residences is visible from
the study area, as in both cases large hills separate and buffer the houses from the Proposal
site.
However, blasting activities are likely t o be heard from this distance, and likely t o exceed
noise assessment criteria over short periods. Noise resulting from blasting may be irritating
o r alarming to the nearby residents. In addition, consideration should be given to the
proximity of stock to minimise shock and fright responses.
Operational Noise
The Proposal is limited to realigning the Hume Highway approximately 25m to the west of
the existing location. There would be no increase in traffic capacity and the Proposal would
not result in a change in traffic mix. As there are no residences within approximately 1km of
the Proposal site, the realignment would not result in increased operational noise impacts
compared t o the existing situation.

1

Site Specific Safeguards
•

Should works be required outside standard working hours, the procedures contained in
the RTA's Environmental Noise Management Manual, 2001 "Practice Notes vii
—
Roadworks Outside o f Normal Working Hours" would be followed.

•

Potentially affected residents would be contacted prior to the commencement of works
and would be informed of the proposed works, working hours, and the period of
construction. Residents would also be provided with a contact name and number to
register complaints.

•

Residents would be informed as to the frequency and timing of blasting activities to
eliminate concern and allow for movement o r other handling of stock.

•

Blasting activities would be undertaken during the day.

•

The following general measures would apply to construction:
•

The idling of machinery and equipment when not in use and for prolonged periods
o f time would be prohibited.

•

Best management practices would be adopted that are consistent with the RTA's
Environmental Noise Management Manual, 2001.

•

Noise from reverse alarms would be controlled to the lowest possible levels
consistent with safety or, during the night, replaced with flashing lights, o r other
warning devices. Machines with excessively noisy alarms would be modified or
removed from the site.

•

Noisy activities, particularly rock-breaking o r concrete breaking with a hydraulic
hammer, if required, would be carried out during the day, o r prior t o I Opm if
required t o be undertaken outside standard hours.

•

All machines would be in good working condition, with particular attention to
exhaust silencers, engine covers and other noise reduction devices.
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8.8

A i r Quality

Potential Impacts
No operational impacts on air quality are anticipated, as the Proposal would not involve an
increase in traffic capacity or a change in the traffic mix. During construction, excavation
earthworks and establishing the sub-base and base layers of the pavement have the potential
t o generate dust. Stockpiles and areas where groundcover vegetation has been removed
may also generate dust during periods of high wind speeds. Furthermore, construction
vehicles would generate a local increase in exhaust fumes. There are no residences in the
near vicinity of the Proposal site therefore dust and vehicle exhaust would be expected to
disperse without impacting on residents. These impacts of the localised reduction in air
would be mostly experienced by workers and passing motorists.

Site Specific Safeguards
•

Any stockpiles and general areas with the capacity to cause dust would be dampened to
suppress dust emissions.

•

Any materials transported in trucks would be appropriately covered to reduce dust
generation.

•

Construction activities that generate high dust levels would be avoided during high wind
periods.

•

Rehabilitation of disturbed surfaces would be undertaken as soon as possible.

8.9

Socio-economic Considerations

Potential Impacts
During operation, the Proposal is anticipated to have a positive impact on socio-economic
factors. This is because the realignment would be restricted entirely t o the road reserve
and would not interfere with access and would provide a better alignment thereby
improving road safety.
During construction, several impacts on socio-economic considerations would be expected:
Interruptions to traffic flows during construction;
•
Potential safety risks due to blasting;
•
Potential
for impacts on stock due to blasting;
•
Potential
interference with stock within the property in which the proposed stockpile
•
and compound site is located; and
Interruption t o access to the property, where the proposed stockpile and compound
•
site would be located.
The construction of the Proposal would require the closure of the northbound lane of traffic
for the duration of the construction period. Traffic control devices would be required to
ensure motorist and worker safety under these altered traffic conditions.
During blasting events, all vehicular traffic would be diverted from the Hume Highway. The
diversions would be as follows:
Northbound through traffic — diverted at Tabletop to the Olympic Highway to Wagga
•
Wagga, then would travel east along the Sturt Highway to rejoin the Hume Highway just
north o f Tarcutta.
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1
•
•
•

Southbound through traffic — reverse of the above.
Northbound local traffic — diverted at Tumbarumba Road, 2km south of the works,
through Ladysmith to the Sturt Highway to rejoin the Hume Highway north of Tarcutta.
Southbound local traffic — reverse of the above.

Traffic diversion would be limited to one day only. A maximum period of 8 hours would be
required, however it is anticipated that blasting activities would be completed within 3 to 5
hours. The diversion of traffic intending to travel through on the Hume Highway would
result in some inconvenience to motorists. The uninterrupted through route for traffic,
along the Hume Highway, measures approximately I36km between Tarcutta and Tabletop.
The diversion route for through traffic, travelling on the Olympic Highway and Sturt
Highway's via Wagga Wagga, measures approximately I 53knn. The additional length
involved in the diversion would be less than 20km, which is not considered to be a serious
inconvenience to motorists travelling long distances. In addition to the additional length
involved, through traffic would be required to pass through the town of Wagga Wagga. On
the uninterrupted route, traffic would pass through Tarcutta, however this town is
considerably smaller in size than Wagga Wagga. An increase in traffic, and the presence of
traffic lights on the Sturt Highway within the town, is likely to add some additional twenty
minutes of delay to the journey of diverted traffic. However, the Sturt Highway avoids the
main street of Wagga Wagga. In total, the delays experienced by diverted through traffic
would be minor.

1

1

The town of Tarcutta is a popular rest stop, particularly with heavy vehicles. However, the
distance between the Sturt Highway diversion point and Wagga Wagga is only 35km further
than the distance from the diversion point t o Tarcutta. From a northbound direction, the
distance between the Tabletop diversion point and Wagga Wagga is marginally smaller than
the distance to Tarcutta. Wagga Wagga is therefore considered to be an adequate
alternative rest stop. Furthermore, it should be noted that the diversion route is an
approved route for B-double semi-trailers.
Road transport companies will therefore
experience minimal disruption to haulage operations.
Local traffic travelling between Tarcutta and Kyeamba on the Hume Highway is likely to
experience a more significant interruption. Motorists travelling north on the uninterrupted
route would cover a distance of 34km. The diversion route is approximately 64km in length,
nearly doubling the distance. Residents of Tarcutta, and of properties with direct frontage
onto the Hume Highway between the Sturt Highway and Kyeamba, would experience the
greatest inconvenience. Tailored access arrangements would apply to motorists in this
section.
The Hume Highway would be blockaded and manned at three locations:
• The intersection of Tumbarumba Road and the Hume Highway;
• The intersection of the Hume Highway and the Sturt Highway; and
• Hume Highway travel lanes, I km north of the work site.
Residents, visitors and people with business in Tarcutta would be permitted to travel along
the Hume Highway between the I km blockade and the Sturt Highway blockade. Residents
located within this section of the Hume Highway wishing t o travel south would be required
t o first travel north, then through the diversion or take an alternative local road, such as
Humula Road, south. A t least one property entrance, that of the proposed compound site,
falls within the I km blockade zone. Access t o this property would be restricted during the
loading and firing o f charges. A t all other times, access would be permitted t o the
landholder and/or resident. The safety of workers, adjacent property owners and/or
residents would be safeguarded by ensuring appropriate distances are maintained between
the site o f the blast, and people, compound and stockpile sites.
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1

Much of the agricultural land in the vicinity of the study area is utilised for stock. Although
stock were not observed adjacent to the Proposal site at the time of site visit, rotation of
stock may occur. There is potential for blasting to result in injury to stock in the event of fly
rock, should they be in the near vicinity of the blast site. In addition, should stock be housed
within the property that would be used for a stockpile and compound site, effectively
securing stock may be an issue as there would be frequent passage of vehicles through the
gate. Stock safety may also be compromised by heavy vehicles and other machinery moving
around the stockpile and compound site.
The temporary occupation of the private property may limit the productivity and usefulness
of the property to the landholder. In addition, access t o this property is likely to suffer
some interruption due to the frequent passage of construction related vehicles and
equipment from the work site to the stockpile and compound site.
Site Specific Safeguards

1

•

Property leasing arrangements would be resolved between the RTA and property
owners prior to the commencement of works.

•

Access, o r alternative access to the property within which the stockpile and compound
site would be maintained for the landholder if required. Conditions of access and use of
the land would be negotiated with the landholder prior to the commencement of works.

•

Should the landholder wish to keep stock within the property that surrounds the
stockpile and compound site, workers would be informed of their presence during site
induction.

•

Consultation would be undertaken with potentially affected residences prior to the
commencement of works and would be undertaken in accordance with the RTA's
Community Involvement Practice Notes and Resource Manual, 1988. In addition,
consultation would include but not limited to door knocks, newsletters or letter box
drops providing information on the proposed works, working hours adhered to and a
contact name and number should any complaints wish to be registered.

•

A Traffic Control Plan would be prepared in accordance with the RTA's Traffic Control
at Work Sites Manual 2003, and approved by the RTA prior t o implementation. The
Traffic Control Plan would include the notification of any traffic alterations o r closures.

•

As the Hume Highway is the major north-south route, widespread notification of the
impending road closure is appropriate. Advanced warning variable message signs would
be erected at a minimum of four locations: the intersection of the Sturt Highway with
the Hume Highway; the intersection of the Olympic Highway with the Hume Highway at
Tabletop; the (western) intersection of Tumbarumba Road and the Hume Highway; and
at the intersection of Humula Road and the Hume Highway.

•

During the road closure period, the Hume Highway would be blockaded and manned at
three locations: the intersection of the Sturt Highway with the Hume Highway; the
(western) intersection of Tumbarumba Road and the Hume Highway; and the Hume
Highway travel lanes I km north of works. Variable message signs would direct through
traffic along the diversion at the intersection of the Olympic Highway and the Hume
Highway.

•

Local traffic would be permitted to travel on the Hume Highway between the Sturt
Highway t o I km north of the work site, and between Tabletop and Tumbarumba Road
during the road closure period.

•

Adjacent landholders and residents would be fully informed of the date, time and
duration o f blasting activities to allow for the relocation of stock. Information would
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include minimum safe distances to ensure that no people or livestock are within range.
•

No access would be permitted to or from the property upon which the compound site
is located during the loading and firing of charge. The landowner o r resident would be
contacted by telephone immediately prior to the loading of charge to confirm that they
are not within I km of the blast site and allow time to vacate this buffer zone if
necessary. Prior to the commencement of construction, the landowner and/or resident
would be contacted to discuss these safety arrangements.

•

The Road Services Technical Procedure RS-TP-R044C Earthworks - blasting would be
adhered to for blasting procedures.

8.10 W a s t e Minimisation and Management
Potential Impacts
The Proposal would be expected to generate the following waste streams:
• Rock;
• Soil;
• Vegetation, including trees, shrubs and groundcover;
Noxious weed waste;
•
Pavement;
and
•
• General construction site waste.

1

The use of explosives for blasting has the potential t o generate hazardous waste/residue that
would need to be safely transported and disposed of in accordance with the Dangerous
Goods A c t 1975.

Site Specific Safeguards

1

•

A Waste Management Plan would be prepared in accordance with RTA's QA
Specifications and in accordance with RTA's Waste Minimisation & Management
Guidelines, /998 and the principles of the WARR Act.

•

Trees to be removed would be assessed for their value as millable timber.

•

Leaf material and small branches of native vegetation would be chipped and used as
mulch in revegetation works.

•

There would be no burning of waste.

•

All noxious weeds and exotic plant species removed would be bagged and disposed of at
a licensed landfill facility.

•

All construction materials, surplus soils and wastes generated from the Proposal would
be stockpiled and stored at the compound site prior to reuse, recycling or disposal.

•

All working areas would be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up at the end of
each working day.

•

Wastes would not be stored for long periods during construction of the Proposal.
Empty drums o f fuels, oils or chemicals and fluids would not be stored on site during
construction.

•

Transport, storage and disposal of hazardous waste associated with blasting activities
would be managed in accordance with the requirements of the Dangerous Goods Act
1975.
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In addition, the Resource Management Hierarchy principles of the WARR Act would be
adopted as follows:
I

.

Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority;

2.

Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of materials, reprocessing
recycling, and energy recovery; and

3.

Disposal is undertaken as a last resource.

8.11 S u m m a r y o f Beneficial Effects
The Proposal has the following beneficial effects:
•

Improvement in road safety in the short term;

•

No net increase in pavement area; and

•

Facilitation of cost-effective future duplication of the Hume Highway.

8.12 S u m m a r y o f Adverse Effects
The Proposal would result in some adverse effects that would include:
• Removal of one mature tree, bearing hollows, and up to 26 juvenile trees;
•

Interruption of traffic during the construction period and closure of a section of the
Hume Highway for one day.

•

Potential and short-term worker, motorist and stock safety issues relating to blasting
activities; and

•

Potential generation of sedimentation and contamination of drainage channels.
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9 Implementation Stage
9.1

S u m m a r y o f Proposed Environmental Safeguards

Environmental safeguards outlined in this document would be incorporated into the detailed
design phase of the Proposal and during construction and operation of the Proposal. These
safeguards would minimise any potential adverse impacts arising from the proposed works
on the surrounding environment. All safeguards described in this REF and the Decision
Report/ Conditions of Approval would be incorporated into the Contractor's Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) and the Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP).

1

The CEMP and PEMP (if required) would be developed in accordance with the specifications
set out in the RTA's Environmental Protection (Management Plan) — Q A Specification G35,
Soil and Water Management Plan (Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan) — QA
Specification 39 and Clearing and Grubbing — Q A Specification 40.
Table 9.1: Site Specific Environmental Safeguards.
Impact
Landform,
Geology & Soils

1

Environmental Safeguards
•

An erosion and sedimentation control plan would be developed
and incorporated into the CEMP. The plan would incorporate
specifications outlined in the N S W Erosion and Sediment Control
Handbook No. 2, identify areas requiring management controls,
include inspections and checklist sheets and be reviewed by the
RTA's Regional Environmental Adviser, South West Region prior
to the commencement of works.

•

Temporary stormwater control devices o r erosion and
sedimentation controls would be implemented throughout the
site and along drainage channels to prevent sediment-laden runoff
entering the Keajura Creek catchment.

•

Maintenance and checking of the erosion and sedimentation
controls would be undertaken on a regular basis and records
kept and provided at anytime upon request. Sediment would be
cleared from behind barriers on a regular basis and all controls
would be managed in order to work effectively at all times.

•

All stockpiles would be designed, established, operated and
decommissioned in accordance with the RTA's Stockpile
Management Procedures 2001. In addition, all stockpiles would
be located 50m away from the high bank of any rivers or drainage
lines.

•

Stockpiles would not be established on slopes steeper than 2:1
(horizontal to vertical).

•

Any material transported onto pavement surfaces would be
swept and removed at the end of each working day.

•

Hardstand material o r rumble grids would be implemented at
entry and exit points to minimise the tracking of soil and
particulates onto pavement surfaces.

•

Imported fill required for the Proposal would be sourced from
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Environmental Safeguards

Impact

licensed/registered suppliers within the local area.

W a t e r Quality &
Hydrology

Biodiversity

•

The stripping of topsoil and stockpiling activities would not be
undertaken during rainfall events.

•

Site rehabilitation of disturbed areas would be undertaken
progressively as stages are completed.

•

An incident emergency spill plan would be developed and
incorporated into the CEMP. The plan would include measures
to avoid spillages of fuels, chemicals, and fluids onto any surfaces
or into any adjacent/nearby waterways. An emergency spill kit
would be kept onsite at all times.

•

All staff would be inducted to the incident emergency procedures
and made aware of the location of where the emergency spill kit
would be kept.

•

Should a spill occur during construction, the incident emergency
spill plan would be implemented, and the Regional Environmental
Adviser South West Region contacted.

•

All fuels, chemicals, and liquids would be stored at least 50m away
from any waterways or drainage lines and would be stored within
an impervious bunded area within the compound site.

•

The refuelling of plant and maintenance of machinery would be
undertaken within impervious bunded areas within the compound
site.

•

Vehicle wash downs and/or cement truck washouts would be
undertaken offsite.

•

Excess concrete would be scraped off equipment prior to leaving
site to prevent deposition on the road surface. This concrete
residue would be collected and disposed of to a licensed landfill.

•

Wastewater generated from the construction process would be
contained onsite, collected via a suction pump o r wet industrial
vacuum and/or treated in accordance with DEC specifications
The release of dirty water into any
prior to its disposal.
waterways would be prohibited.

•

Concrete pumping would be carried out in a controlled manner
via a boom pump to minimise overspray.

•

Drop sheets would be used where appropriate during
construction to prevent cement slurry and other materials from
entering any waterways.

•

Herbicides approved for use in the vicinity of waterways would
be used and applied as per the label

•

The W 2 noxious weed species, St Johns Wort, which was
identified within the Proposal site would be destroyed and
continuously suppressed as required under the Noxious Weeds
Act, 1993.

•

The W3 noxious weed species, Patersons Curse, which was
identified within the Proposal site would be controlled to prevent
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Environmental Safeguards

Impact

the spread and reduce the number of infestation to the
satisfaction of the local control authority.
•

Topsoil potentially containing weed propagules would be
removed from the Proposal site and disposed of at a licensed
landfill facility. Weed infested or contaminated topsoil would not
be reused for the proposed works o r for revegetation works and
would not be stockpiled adjacent t o any areas of native
vegetation.

•

Soil free of noxious weed propagules would be stockpiled for
incorporation into revegetation works. Soil excavated around
saplings tentatively identified as Blakely's Red Gum would be
targeted for incorporation into the revegetation works.

•

The area of vegetation t o be removed would be restricted to the
Proposal footprint and those trees described in this REF. These
areas would be clearly marked onsite, and on site plans prior to
the commencement of works. Should additional clearing be
required, the RTA's Regional Environmental Adviser, South West
Region would be contacted and consulted to determine the need
for further environmental impact assessment.

•

All vegetation to be retained would be clearly highlighted on site
and on site plans and would be protected with fencing.
Protective fencing would be erected beyond the drip-line of trees
and erected prior to the commencement of works. All staff
would be informed and inducted of the limits of vegetation
clearing and the areas of vegetation to be retained.

•

A buffer of 20m would be marked on site plans and on site to
protect ephemeral creeks and prevent incursion by construction
machinery or vehicles. Site staff would be informed familiarised
with this measure at site induction.

•

If possible, seed would be collected from the mature flowering
Grey Gum t o assist in retaining the genetic variation of this
species in this location.

•

Vehicles and machinery would be parked in cleared areas and not
under the drip-line of retained vegetation o r trees. Retained
vegetation or trees would not be smothered by stockpiles,
sediment, or by the storage of materials and equipment.

•

Construction compounds, stockpile sites and the storage of
materials would be established within existing cleared areas.

•

Areas from where pavement has been removed, the construction
compound and stockpile site and other disturbed areas would be
progressively revegetated. A cover crop of native o r sterile
exotic grasses would be applied to stabilise soil.

•

Any fauna species found inhibiting within areas t o be disturbed
would be removed by licensed persons under the NPW Act
1974.

•

With the exception of the one mature, hollow bearing tree
identified in this REF, trees containing hollows would be retained
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Environmental Safeguards

Impact
and protected.

Non-Indigenous
Heritage

•

For removal of the one hollow bearing tree identified in the REF,
removal should occur in the period January to May to avoid the
breeding season and during the hottest part of the day, to
minimise the effects of torpor induced by low temperatures.

•

Removal of vegetation within the Proposal site would be
undertaken in a five step process:
•

Removal of
undergrowth;

•

Inspection of hollows for fauna and relocation to identical
habitat if required;

•

Mechanical shaking/butting of trees t o frighten animals out
of hollow-bearing trees t o be removed;

•

Removal of hollow bearing trees 24 hours post disturbance
of the juvenile trees and undergrowth; and

•

Inspection of hollow limbs and relocation to identical
habitat if required.

non-hollow

bearing

juvenile

trees

and

•

Should native arboreal species be found inhabiting hollow trees
proposed to be removed, animals would be relocated by an
appropriately qualified and licensed person.

•

During vegetation clearing, woody debris suitable for fauna
habitat would be retained and replaced on site, outside of clear
zones, as the removal of any dead wood, trees and logs is a Key
Threatening Process under the TSC Act.

•

Hollows would be excised from the hollow bearing tree and
placed at suitable locations within retained vegetation.

•

12 nesting boxes would be placed in suitable vegetation adjacent
to the road reserve and near t o the site.

•

200 trees of White Box, Grey Box and Red Gum species would
be planted and protected adjacent t o the Proposal site.
Preferably, replanting would be undertaken within farm-land
adjacent to the road reserve. A suitable location should be
discussed with the landholder.

•

Stringent water quality and sedimentation measures would be
employed to minimise the impact on the drainage channels that
provide habitat for frogs.

•

Should archaeological remains be uncovered during construction,
all works would cease within the vicinity of the material/find and
the RTA's Regional Environmental Adviser South West
contacted.

•

Staff would be informed of the location of the surveyor's mark
during site induction, the item would be marked on site plans and
flagged for the duration of construction.
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Environmental Safeguards

Impact
Indigenous
Heritage

Noise and
Vibration

A i r Quality

•

All personnel working on site would receive training in their
responsibilities under the National Parks and Wildlife A c t 1974.

•

Should Indigenous heritage items be uncovered during works, all
works in the vicinity of the find would cease and the RTA's
Aboriginal Programs Consultant, Regional Environmental Adviser
South West, DEC representative and relevant LALC
Works would not rerepresentative would be contacted.
clearance
has
been received.
until
appropriate
commence

•

Should works be required outside standard working hours, the
procedures contained in the RTA's Environmental Noise
Management Manual, 2001 "Practice Notes vii — Roadworks
Outside o f Normal Working Hours' would be followed.

•

Potentially affected residents would be contacted prior to the
commencement of works and would be informed of the
proposed works, working hours, and the period of construction.
Residents would also be provided with a contact name and
number to register complaints.

•

Residents would be informed as to the frequency and timing of
blasting activities to eliminate concern and allow for movement
or other handling of stock.

•

Blasting activities would be undertaken during the day.

•

The following general measures would apply to construction:
•

The idling of machinery and equipment when not in use and
for prolonged periods of time would be prohibited.

•

Best management practices would be adopted that are
RTA's Environmental Noise
consistent with the
Management Manual, 2001.

•

Noise from reverse alarms would be controlled to the
lowest possible levels consistent with safety or, during the
night, replaced with flashing lights, o r other warning
devices. Machines with excessively noisy alarms would be
modified or removed from the site.

•

Noisy activities, particularly rock-breaking o r concrete
breaking with a hydraulic hammer, if required, would be
carried out during the day, o r prior t o I Opm if required to
be undertaken outside standard hours.

•

All machines would be in good working condition, with
particular attention to exhaust silencers, engine covers and
other noise reduction devices.

•

Any stockpiles and general areas with the capacity t o cause dust
would be dampened t o suppress dust emissions.

•

Any materials transported in trucks would be appropriately
covered to reduce dust generation.

•

Construction activities that generate high dust levels would be
avoided during high wind periods.
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Environmental Safeguards

Impact

Socio-Economic
Considerations

•

Rehabilitation of disturbed surfaces would be undertaken as soon
as possible.

•

Property leasing arrangements would be resolved between the
RTA and property owners prior t o the commencement of works.

•

Access, or alternative access to the property within which the
stockpile and compound site would be maintained for the
landholder if required. Conditions of access and use of the land
would be negotiated with the landholder prior to the
commencement of works.

•

Should the landholder wish to keep stock within the property
that surrounds the stockpile and compound site, workers would
be informed of their presence during site induction.

•

Consultation would be undertaken with potentially affected
residences prior to the commencement of works and would be
undertaken in accordance with the RTA's Community
Involvement Practice Notes and Resource Manual, 1988. In
addition, consultation would include but not limited to door
knocks, newsletters or letter box drops providing information on
the proposed works, working hours adhered to and a contact
name and number should any complaints wish to be registered.

•

A Traffic Control Plan would be prepared in accordance with the
RTA's Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual 2003, and approved
by the RTA prior to implementation. The Traffic Control Plan
would include the notification of any traffic alterations or
closures.

•

As the Hume Highway is the major north-south route,
widespread notification of the impending road closure is
appropriate. Advanced warning variable message signs would be
erected at a minimum of four locations: the intersection of the
Sturt Highway with the Hume Highway; the intersection of the
Olympic Highway with the Hume Highway at Tabletop; the
(western) intersection of Tumbarumba Road and the Hume
Highway; and at the intersection of Humula Road and the Hume
Highway.

•

During the road closure period, the Hume Highway would be
blockaded and manned at three locations: the intersection of the
Sturt Highway with the Hume Highway; the (western)
intersection of Tumbarumba Road and the Hume Highway; and
the Hume Highway travel lanes I km north of works. Variable
message signs would direct through traffic along the diversion at
the intersection of the Olympic Highway and the Hume Highway.

•

Local traffic would be permitted to travel on the Hume Highway
between the Sturt Highway to !km north of the work site, and
between Tabletop and Tumbarumba Road during the road
closure period.

•

Adjacent landholders and residents would be fully informed of the
date, time and duration of blasting activities to allow for the
relocation of stock. Information would include minimum safe
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Environmental Safeguards

Impact

distances to ensure that no people o r livestock are within range.

Waste
Management &
Minimisation

9.2

•

No access would be permitted to or from the property upon
which the compound site is located during the loading and firing
of charge. The landowner or resident would be contacted by
telephone immediately prior to the loading of charge to confirm
that they are not within 1km of the blast site and allow time to
vacate this buffer zone if necessary. Prior to the commencement
of construction, the landowner and/or resident would be
contacted to discuss these safety arrangements.

•

The Road Services Technical
Procedure RS-TP-R044C
Earthworks - blasting would be adhered t o for blasting
procedures.

•

A Waste Management Plan would be prepared in accordance
with RTA's Q A Specifications and in accordance with RTA's
Waste Minimisation & Management Guidelines, 1998 and the
principles of the WARR Act.

•

Trees t o be removed would be assessed for their value as
millable timber.

•

Leaf material and small branches of native vegetation would be
chipped and used as mulch in revegetation works.

•

There would be no burning of waste.

•

All noxious weeds and exotic plant species removed would be
bagged and disposed of at a licensed landfill facility.

•

All construction materials, surplus soils and wastes generated
from the Proposal would be stockpiled and stored at the
compound site prior t o reuse, recycling o r disposal.

•

All working areas would be maintained, kept free of rubbish and
cleaned up at the end of each working day.

•

Wastes would not be stored for long periods during construction
of the Proposal. Empty drums of fuels, oils o r chemicals and
fluids would not be stored on site during construction.

•

Transport, storage and disposal of hazardous waste associated
with blasting activities would be managed in accordance with the
requirements of the Dangerous Goods A c t 1975.

Licences and Approvals

W a t e r Act, 1912
Should water for road works and associated ancillary works need to be drawn from any
waterways and used, a license under Section 10, o r a permit under Section 18F of the Water
Act 1912 may be required from DIPNR. In addition, the RTA's Environmental Adviser,
South West Region, should be advised of the location and methodology in which water
would be drawn.
It should be noted that at any time after the completion of writing this REF the above
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sections of the Water Act 1912 will be superseded by the Water Management Act 2000.
Should this new legislation come into force then regard would be given to any new or
additional requirements resulting from the applicability of the Water Management Act 2000
(and any other legislation) to any water source that may be affected by the Proposal.
Dangerous Goods A c t 1975
Should explosives for blast cutting be kept on site, then a licence to keep dangerous goods
on the premises o r to import explosives may be required.
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I 0 Consideration of State
Environmental Factors

and

Commonwealth

10.1 Clause 2 2 8 ( 2 ) Factors ( N S W Legislation)
The factors which need to be taken into account when considering the environmental
impact of an activity are listed in Clause 228(2) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation, 2000. Those factors have been addressed in Table 10.1 below to
ensure that the likely impacts of the proposed activities on the natural and built environment
are fully considered.
Table 10.1: Compliance with Clause 228(2) of the EP&A Regulation 2000.
Clause 228(2) Factors
a) Any environmental impact on a community?
There is potential for environmental impact on a community with the
removal of a limited number of trees from the road reserve of the Highway,
reducing the habitat value of the study area. However, given that only one
mature tree is to be removed, and in the context of a landscape that has
been extensively modified for agricultural purposes, the Proposal would not
be considered to represent a major reduction in available habitat for native
species.

Impact

Minor
negative

Temporary impact on a community is anticipated with the closure of the
Hume Highway for one day, and the alteration of traffic conditions for the
duration of construction. A suitable alternative route, with minimal delay,
would service traffic travelling through on the Hume Highway. However,
local traffic is likely to experience a measure of inconvenience in negotiating
the road closure over an eight hour period.

Short term
negative

There is some potential for the introduction of sediment and other
Impacts on
contaminants to drainage channels during construction.
drainage lines would be adequately mitigated by the measures outlined in
Section 8.2 and 8.3 of this REF.

Nil

b) Any transformation of a locality?
The realignment would be restricted t o the northern-most curve and
would only represent a relatively small deviation from the existing Highway.
Only a limited number of trees would be removed t o accommodate the
realignment. The vegetation would remain consistent with the pattern of
isolated patches of vegetation common throughout the region. Therefore,
there the realignment of the Highway would not represent a transformation
o f the locality.
c) A n y environmental impact on the ecosystem of the locality?
The ecosystem of the locality would experience a minor impact as a result
of the removal of a limited number of trees. Vegetation at this location is
considered to be of limited conservation value, due to previous agricultural
and road building activities. Only one of these trees is a mature hollow-
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1
Clause 228(2) Factors

Impact

bearing tree providing a contribution t o seed production. The remainder of
the trees are juvenile and many are in poor health. Other mature trees
would be retained within the road reserve and in adjacent paddocks and
revegetation would replace lost individuals. In this context, the removal of
these trees is not expected t o represent a major detriment to the
ecosystem of the locality.

1
1
1

Construction processes have the potential to impact on the ecosystems of
the drainage channels within the study area through the introduction of
sediment and other contaminants. However, the measures outlined in
Sections 8.2 and 8.3 of this REF would adequately ameliorate these impacts.

Nil

d) Any reduction of the aesthetics, recreational, scientific o r other
environmental quality or value of a locality?
The Proposal site is restricted to the existing road reserve and as such is
not considered to represent any recreational o r scientific opportunities.
The removal of a limited number of trees may result in a minor reduction
of visual amenity. However, a large portion of vegetation would be
retained and would be consistent with the pattern of remnant vegetation
patches within a cleared landscape seen throughout the region.

Nil

There would be minor reduction in the environmental quality of the locality
due to the removal of trees. However, the loss of these trees is not
Furthermore,
considered to represent a major reduction in habitat.
revegetation would improve the habitat available in the locality.

Minor
negative.

e) Any effect on a locality, place o r building having aesthetic,
anthropological, archaeological, architectural, cultural, historical,
scientific o r social significance o r other special value for present
generations?

1

1

There are no items of indigenous or non-indigenous heritage interest
located within the Proposal site. A European surveyors mark is located in a
paddock adjacent to the Proposal. However, works would not extend to
this location and therefore no impact is anticipated.
0

Nil

Any impact on habitat of any protected fauna (within the meaning
of the National Parks and Wildlife A c t /974)?
The vegetation within the study area is not considered to represent a
critical habitat resource for any threatened species. Although threatened
species may occasionally visit the area t o feed, better quality habitat is
available in nearby reserves, such as Tarcutta Hills conservation property to
the north and Murraguldrie Flora Reserve t o the southeast. Furthermore,
the Proposal would require the removal of only one mature and hollowbearing tree. Other mature trees o f the same species would be retained
within the road reserve and in the private properties adjacent to the Hume
Highway and would continue to provide a habitat resource in this location.
Furthermore, the removal of these trees was not considered t o represent a
significant impact upon threatened species within potential to occur within
the study area.
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Clause 228(2) Factors

Impact

g) Any endangering of any species of animal, plant o r other form of
life, whether living on land, in water o r in the air?
No threatened species were identified on site, although it is possible that
some threatened species visit the site occasionally whilst foraging for food.
However, the Proposal was not considered to have a significant impact
upon threatened species with potential t o occur within the study area.
Furthermore, removal of vegetation associated with this is minor in scale.
Therefore, it is not anticipated that the Proposal would result in the
endangering of any species.
h) Any long-term effects on the environment?
Few long-term effects on the environment are anticipated. The removal of
vegetation is considered to be a medium-term negative impact, as all of the
individuals but one are juvenile trees. This area has proven itself capable of
regeneration, therefore we can anticipate that new growth would replace
those removed in time. The removal of one mature tree might be
considered a long-term loss, however the habitat resource that this tree
currently provides would eventually be provided by other maturing trees in
the locality.
Furthermore, revegetation would eventually replace the
provided
by the vegetation removed.
resources
i)

Medium term
negative

Any degradation of the quality o f the environment?
The Proposal is not expected to degrade the quality of the environment,
due t o the minor scale of works. There is no increase in the traffic capacity
o r mix, nor are there significant changes to drainage in the study area
relative to the existing situation. The paved area of the new road would
replicate that of the existing and redundant pavement would be removed.
Therefore, the quality of the environment would not be expected to
deteriorate relative to the existing situation.

j)

Nil

Any risk t o the safety of the environment?
The blasting required during construction of the Proposal represents a
short-term risk to the safety of the environment. Altered traffic conditions,
such as the closure of one lane for construction, represent an additional
risk t o the safety of the environment. Risks associated with blasting and
traffic management would be effectively managed by measures outlined in
Section 8.9 of this REF.
An improvement to the safety of the environment would result from the
Proposal, reducing the risk of accidents at this location,

k) Any reduction in the range of beneficial uses of the environment?
The Proposal would be restricted entirely t o the road reserve boundaries.
This area o f land is currently in use as a Highway and would continue to
serve this function. Although there would be temporary traffic alterations
and one day of road closure, no permanent reduction in beneficial uses
would be expected.
The stockpile and compound site is located on private land, part of which is
used for plantation timber.
The presence of construction vehicles,
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Clause 228(2) Factors

Impact

equipment, offices and stockpiles would temporarily reduce the range of
beneficial uses of this section of the property. Furthermore, the range of
beneficial uses of the property n
i general may be restricted due to the
limitations with regard to access and security.
I)

Any pollution of the environment?
The Proposal has the potential to result in pollution of drainage channels or
the general landscape should waste not be properly stored, transported and
disposed of. However, the measures described in Section 8.3 and Section
8.10 would adequately ameliorate these impacts.

Nil

m ) Any environmental problems associated with the disposal of
waste?
A potential issue with regard to disposal of waste is the presence of
noxious weeds and topsoil contaminated with weed seeds. Transport,
handling and disposal of any waste associated with explosives may be
dangerous and result in environmental contamination if spillages occur.
However, measures outlined in Section 8.4 and 8.10 of this REF would
effectively ameliorate these impacts.

Nil

n) Any increased demands on resources, natural o r otherwise which
are, o r are likely to become, in short supply?
The Proposal would not require the use of materials that are currently in
short supply.

1
1
1

Nil

o) Any cumulative environmental effect with other existing o r likely
future activities?
The Proposal would contribute to the cumulative environmental effect of
the removal of roadside vegetation. Duplication of this section of road is
likely to occur in the relatively near future. Although the impacts of the
removal of vegetation are not significant for this Proposal, future works are
likely t o have a greater impact.

Short term
negative

1
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10.2 E P B C A c t 1999 Factors ( C o m m o n w e a l t h Legislation)
The EPBC Act requires that the following matters of National Environmental Significance
(NES) be considered.
Table 10.2: Compliance with Commonwealth EPBC Act requirements.
EPBC A c t Factors

Impact

a) Any environmental impact on W o r l d Heritage property?
There are no World Heritage properties in the vicinity of the Proposal.

Nil

b) Any environmental impact on National Heritage places?
There are no National Heritage places in the vicinity of the Proposal.

Nil

c) Any environmental impact on wetlands of international
importance?
Although the Proposal is located within the same catchment as two
wetlands of international importance, the study area does not ultimately
drain t o these areas. Therefore, there would be no environmental impact
on wetlands of international expected.
d) Any environmental impact on Commonwealth listed threatened
species o r ecological communities?
There is potential habitat for the Swift Parrot on site, which feeds off
Grey Gums when on the mainland. The removal of one mature tree with
hollows and a limited number of saplings was not considered t o be a
significant loss the habitat of this threatened species. This is due t o the
presence of better quality habitat in the locality and other mature trees
adjacent t o the Proposal.
The removal of several saplings, suffering from severe insect attack and
tentatively identified as Blakely's Red Gum is not considered to represent
a significant impact on Grassy White Box Woodlands.
e) Any environmental impact on Commonwealth listed migratory
species?
The study area is not considered t o be suitable habitat for threatened
migratory species, therefore no impacts are anticipated.
f)

Does any part of the Proposal involve nuclear action?
No part o f the Proposal involves a nuclear action.

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

g) Any environmental impact on a Commonwealth Marine area?
There are no Commonwealth Marine areas within the vicinity of the
study area therefore no impacts are anticipated.

Nil

In addition: Any impact on Commonwealth Land?
There is no Commonwealth Land within the vicinity of the study area
therefore no impacts are anticipated.

Nil
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I I Certification
This Review of Environmental Factors provides a true and fair review of the Proposal in
relation to its potential effects on the environment. It addresses t o the fullest extent possible
all matters affecting or likely t o affect the environment as a result of the Proposal.

Kelly Carbery
Environmental Officer
Date:

74,2/05
I have examined this Review of Environmental Factors and the certification by Kelly Carbery
and accept the Review of Environmental Factors on behalf of the RTA.

Wayne Walgers
Project Manager
Date:

- 4 FEB 2005
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Executive Summary

1

The study site has been previously modified for agricultural and road building purposes
and is o f a low conservation value. The study site forms part o f a fragmented corridor that
runs along the roadside verges o f the Hume Highway. The study site contains an upper
canopy layer dominated by Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) and a groundcover in the
north eastern end dominated by native groundcovers and in the south western end
dominated by introduced species.
Flora surveys indicate that the site has been modified in the past and contains a mixture of
introduced and native groundcover dominated by Quaking Grass (Briza maxima),
Haresfoot Clover (Trifolium angustifolium), Ribwort (Plantago lanceolata), Wild Oats
(Avena fatua), Wheatgrass (Elymus scaber) and Stonecrop (Crassula colorata) on the road
edges. There were only small amounts o f understorey present and these usually consisted
o f single individuals spaced throughout the study site.
No threatened species were observed during the survey. It is unlikely that any threatened
species would be significantly affected by the proposed activity as vegetation clearing will
be minimal and restricted to one mature tree and twenty-six young trees and saplings that
are in poor condition and suffering from severe dieback due to insect attack. Some
threatened species may rely on the vegetation on site as a movement corridor and possibly
foraging but it is likely that they also utilise resources in the broader study area and region.

1
1

The eight part test was applied to the Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor), Brown Treecreeper
(eastern subspecies) (Climacteris picumnus victoriae), Turquoise Parrot (Neophema
pulchella), Black-chinned Honeyeater (eastern subspecies) (Melithreptus gularis gularis)
and Regent Honeyeater (Xanthomyza pluygia). It was determined that a significant impact
was unlikely. A number o f amelioration measures should be implemented such that
proposed development does not impact upon local threatened and non-threatened fauna
and flora. These briefly include:
1. A buffer o f 20 metres should be placed either side o f ephemeral creeks.
2. Vegetation disturbance outside the study site should be kept to minimum in all
cases.
3. Production and implementation of a soil and erosion control plan.
4. Removal o f hollow bearing trees should occur in the period January to May to
avoid the breeding season o f bats, birds and arboreal fauna and the cooler months
when some species may be in torpor.

JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STUR1' UNIVERSITY
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5. Prior to and after lopping, hollow limbs should be checked for the presence of
fauna.
6. Dead wood on site should not be removed but rather relocated within the roadside.
7. Revegetation will consist o f stabilisation o f disturbed areas with native or sterile
introduced seed mix, probably applied with hydro-mulch.
8. A zero grazing tolerance for rehabilitation and stabilisation areas within the
compound site and roadside verges.
The amelioration measures list a number o f local plants that are suitable for revegetation in
the area. It would be beneficial if a range o f local trees, small and tall shrubs, native grass
and herbs were planted in the revegetation program. Care will need to be taken that the
proposed development does not contribute to the spread o f weeds, particularly noxious
species.

1
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21
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1 Introduction
The NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) propose to realign the Hume Highway
(State Highway No 2) at Kyeamba, 67.2km to 68.2km south o f Gundagai. The proposed
works would improve the safety o f the existing curved alignment. The Johnstone Centre —
Environmental Consultancy was engaged by the Roads and Traffic Authority to complete
an Ecological assessment comprising o f the flora and fauna component o f the proposed
realignment.
This report details the outcomes o f the flora and fauna assessment. The area was assessed
for the presence o f threatened species, populations and ecological communities. The
specific aims o f this assessment are to:
•

identify and describe all flora species (including rare and threatened flora), and
vegetation communities present within the study area and assess their conservation
significance with regard to relevant Federal, State and Local Government
environmental legislation;

•

identify and describe all fauna species (including rare and threatened fauna), and their
habitats which are present, or which may occur within the study area and surrounds,
and assess their conservation significance with regard to relevant Federal, State and
Local Government environmental legislation;

•

assess the significance o f potential impacts arising from the proposed activities on any
native flora and fauna (including rare and threatened species), and their habitats, with
respect to Section 5A (8 part test) o f the NSW Environmental and Planning
Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act 1979), as modified by the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act 1995), Environmental Protection & Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC 1999) and the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994;
and

•

complete all ecological assessment requirements as stated in the RTA project brief (see
Appendix 7) in regards to native flora, fauna and threatened species assessment; and

•

provide recommendations based on these findings, which will mitigate the effects of
the proposed work on any native flora and fauna, particularly rare and threatened
species and their habitats, and the general environment.

This assessment is based upon a flora and fauna survey o f the study area conducted from
the 2"d o f September 2004 and a desktop review. Targeting methodologies were used to
detect threatened species recorded in similar habitats to those previously recorded in the
locality. Locally and regionally significant species and communities, as well as the general
flora and fauna found within the region were also taken into consideration during this
assessment.
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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T h e definitions given below will be used in this report.
p r o p o s e d activity - as described in section 2.3, nature o f the proposed activity.
study area - the study site and any additional areas which are likely to be affected by the
proposal, either directly or indirectly (NPWS 1996). The Study Area equates to the "Road
Footprint", a buffer zone o f 50m beyond the development footprint and one potential
stockpile/compound sites.
s t u d y site — the area to be directly affected b y the proposal (NPWS 1996).
locality - means the area within a 5 km radius o f the study area.
region - means a biogeographical region that has been recognised and documented such as
the Interim Biogeographical Regions o f Australia (IBRA) (NPWS 1996).
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2 Site Description
The study site is located along the Hume Highway (State Highway No 2) at Kyeamba,
67.2km to 68.2km south o f Gundagai in south eastern New South Wales. The preferred
Realignment option would involve realigning the highway at the northern-most curve to a
800m radius curve. The road is in cut at this location, further cut and minor vegetation
removal would be required to accommodate the highway.
An REF is required for the Proposal to fulfil the requirements o f Section 111 (Part V) of
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, and to take into account all matters
affecting or likely to affect the environment as a result o f the Proposal. This report
provides specialist input in the area o f ecological assessment.

2.1 Climate & Topography
The study site is classified as semi-arid with a mean annual rainfall o f 575 millimetres
(Bureau o f Meteorology 2004) recorded at the Wagga Wagga Airport (40km's from study
site). Rainfall is relatively uniform throughout the year with a slight winter dominance of
rainfall. The region encompassing the study site had received rainfall in the weeks prior to
the surveys being conducted although the region was still suffering the effects o f drought
that has been declared in the region since 2002.
Elevation varies across the study site from 380 metres in the north eastern sector o f the
study to 430 metres at the southern end o f the study site. Rocky outcrops are uncommon
throughout the study site and study area surrounds. The study area exists on undulating to
gently sloping land with the study site existing on the eastern side o f the crest o f a hill.

2.2 Adjacent Land Use and Drainage
Adjacent land use consists predominately o f rural farming land. This land is predominately
used for grazing o f livestock particularly sheep and cattle. In addition, small portions of
land to the north east o f the study area are used for timber production o f the form of
Radiata Pine (Pinta radiata) plantations. The surrounding land has been extensively
cleared for agricultural activities with only scattered paddock trees and lines o f trees along
gullies and some ridge tops still in tact.
There is one ephemeral drainage lines that exists within the direct line o f the proposed
realignment route. This drainage lines in its current form extends from the west to east and
has been previously modified during road construction is lined almost entirely with
concrete to aid in the removal o f runoff. This concrete runoff structure extends to a drain
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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that then takes runoff under the current Hume Highway and south towards an ephemeral
creek on private property.

2.3 Nature of the Proposed Activity

1

This section o f highway was identified in the report Hume Highway Strategic Planning
Study (Connell Wagner 2004) requiring short-term safety improvements and ultimately
duplication. This section o f road has a series o f three curves with the northern-most curve
having a radius o f 280m. The southern-most curve is located on a sharp crest and includes
a climbing lane ending just beyond the crest. The recent accident history o f the study area
has prompted urgent action to establish short-term safety improvements in this area.
The preferred realignment option would involve realigning the highway at the northernmost curve to an 800m radius curve. The road is in cut at this location, further cut and
minor vegetation removal would be required to accommodate the highway.
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PbSSIBLE COMPUND SfTE

Figure 1: Location o f the preferred option (Option One in this photo) for the proposed
curve realignment at Kyeamba.
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3 Flora and Fauna Assessment
This section presents the methodology employed and results o f the flora and fauna
assessment.

3.1 Methodology
3.1.1

Literature review and database search

Information was collected on threatened species and other species known to or likely to
occur in the locality. Information sources used in order to obtain an accurate inventory of
threatened species and other species include:
•

NSW NPWS Wildlife Database Atlas
(http ://wi ld I featl as.nationalparks.nsw.gov .au/wi ld I ifeatlas/watlasjsp)
— public access web version and licensed version (Wagga Wagga 1:100000 mapsheet
search).

•

Environment Australia Online Database
(http://www.deh.gov.au/erin/ert/epbc/index.html)

•

— interactive map searcher; and
NSW Department of Agriculture — WaggaWagga Control Area, Noxious Weeds.

The desktop review identified a range of species o f flora and fauna from within the region.
Some o f these are o f particular conservation significance as their presence indicates
specific habitats and/or communities. Attention was focused on the potential and actual
occurrence o f those species, their communities and habitats. A list o f all species recorded
and their relevant status are listed in Appendix 1 and 2.

3.1.2 Field survey methodology
Flora and habitat survey

1

Two methodologies were employed to determine flora species, vegetation communities
and habitat types:
•

Desktop review involving map interpretation, preliminary database search and literary
review before undertaking field surveys; and

•

Field surveys o f the vegetation o f the study site.
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Habitat surveys included:
•

General habitat assessment; and

•

Habitat for species o f conservation significance

The study site was inspected to assess its vegetation structure and the integrity of
vegetation communities and to create a list o f species across the study site. Random
traverses were conducted in areas o f representative vegetation. This included both
woodland areas o f dry sclerophyll forest as well as cleared and natural grassland areas used
for grazing purposes. The traverse was conducted with the aim o f collecting a list of
species in each vegetation type and therefore, the duration and area covered by a traverse
in each vegetation unit varied depending on the size and nature o f the site. Incidental
sightings o f flora were also recorded.
All species observed were identified and recorded (Appendix 1). Plant species were
identified on site (Costermans, 1991; Lamp and Collet, 1989; Harden, 1990-93).
Fauna and habitat survey
Searches were conducted for habitat or resources o f relevance for threatened fauna species
known from the locality, or which might be anticipated to occur at the study site. Incidental
records and indirect searches o f fauna species were also maintained throughout the survey
period. Fauna surveys were designed to target particular threatened species known or likely
to occur in the area. The following methodologies were employed for the various
vertebrate fauna groups:
•

Reptiles and Amphibians (opportunistic and active hand searches 'rock rolling');

•

Diurnal Bird Surveys (incidental and targeted); and

•

Incidental mammal observations.

JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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Table 1: Summary o f survey effort employed for the flora and fauna surveys
Effort

Method
Flora
1. Traverses
2. Random searches
Reptiles and Amphibians
1. Traverses
2. Incidental records
Birds
1. Traverses
2. Incidental records
Mammals
1. Incidental records

Eg: 2 per vegetation community including habitat
searches.
Eg: priority of study site, including habitat assessment and
incidental records.
2 per vegetation community and watercourse/wetland
areas
Listening for frog calls
2 per vegetation community and extending into
surrounding areas
Any incidental records within the study site
Any incidental observations within the study site

3.1.3 Time Frame and Potential Limitations
The timing o f the study (early spring) and associated climatic conditions may have affected
the ability to detect the presence o f some vertebrate species, particularly amphibians, small
mammals and reptiles. Climatic conditions and seasonal variability affect the movement
and activity patterns o f many vertebrates such as those previously listed. These factors also
influence the ability to assess abundance and species diversity o f some native plants,
particularly native grasses and forbs. Some species, particularly threatened species may be
seasonal or vagrant (e.g. some plants, Superb Parrot), cryptic and difficult to survey (e.g.
orchids), or occur in low abundance and utilise large areas o f habitat. In order to overcome
some o f these limitations database searches were conducted for threatened species,
populations and ecological communities known to occur within the region. Habitats within
the study site and study area were assessed for likely habitat for any threatened species.
The information in this report has been used to interpret on site conditions; the actual
conditions may differ from those inferred. Consequently, this report should be read with an
understanding that it is a professional interpretation o f the site conditions based on a set of
data which, although considerably representative o f the types o f distribution o f flora and
fauna, cannot fully define conditions across the entire site or seasonal and diurnal
variations.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1

Flora

The survey identified 41 flora species. However, it is highly likely that other species
would be found on site through a more intensive survey conducted in autumn and spring
when plant growth and flowering periods are optimal. The dominant tree species recorded
was Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa). The understorey (shrub species) were uncommon
with only small number o f varied species throughout the study area. These understorey
species included Violet Kunzea (Kunzea parviflora), Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha)
and Hickory Wattle (Acacia implexa). Groundcover species varied across the study site
with introduced species being dominant although there was increased number o f native
groundcover species in the north eastern end o f the study site. Dominant groundcover
species recorded were Quaking Grass (Briza maxima), Haresfoot Clover (Trifolium
angustifolium), Ribwort (Plantago lanceolata), Wild Oats (Avena fatua), Wheatgrass
(Elymus scaber) and Stonecrop (Crassula colorata) on the road edges.
The study site is comprised o f one main vegetation community being scattered Grey Box
(Eucalyptus microcarpa) woodland. Some smaller saplings were also observed on site and
may have been Blakely's Red Gum (Eucalyptus blakelyi) although severe insect attack on
all green foliage prevented a positive identification from being made.
The preferred option will result in the removal o f a number o f trees and groundcover
disturbance/removal as a result o f the proposed activity going ahead. It is likely that one
mature Grey Box and a number o f other smaller trees will be removed within the study
site. A summary o f these trees is given below.
•

One large mature Grey Box on the northern edge o f option one. Diameter at breast
height (dbh) 100-125 centimetres and 15-20 metres tall. Tree is on moderate to good
condition with a small amount o f dieback. Three small hollows observed in tree with a
number o f other hollows in mid stages o f development but not yet suitable for fauna
occupation. This tree is providing seed for tree recruitment in the area but other mature
trees within the immediate vicinity are also providing seeds fort his purpose.

•

Four Grey Box in mallee like form (multi stemmed at base). Five to ten metres with a
dbh o f about 15 centimetres. Trees in good condition.

•

Ten Grey Box with a single stem all with a dbh <10 centimetres. Most in poor
condition and suffering from severe dieback due to insect attack.

•

Approximately 10 saplings less than 2 metres tall in poor to moderate condition.

1
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Plate 1: One o f the young trees to be removed as a result o f the proposed activity. Note the
severe dieback o f foliage due to insect attack.
In addition, a minimal amount o f dead wood may also be removed as a result o f the
proposed activity. This dead wood is located underneath the one large hollow bearing on
tree that is likely to be removed. To decrease the impacts on fauna this dead wood should
be relocated within the site and not completely removed (e.g. chipped and removed from
site).
During our survey, native pasture and mixed pasture were often intergraded and the
boundaries between the two were difficult to determine without undertaking a labour
intensive mapping exercise and surveys in autumn and spring. Generally, the south
western and mid sections o f the preferred option are dominated by introduced species
while the north eastern end although still containing at least 50 percent introduced species
also contains a large number o f native species including Wheatgrass (Elymus scaber),

1

Wallaby Grass (Austrodanthonia spp) and Pale Sundew (Drosera peltata).
A list o f all flora species observed is recorded in Appendix 1.
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3.2.2 Noxious Weeds
A review o f the Noxious Weeds listed for the Wagga Wagga Control Area indicates that
two species recorded during the survey are noxious.
Table 2: Declared noxious weeds for the Wagga Wagga Control Area that were observed
in the study site during the surveys
Common Name
St John's Wort
Patterson's Curse

Scientific Name
Hypericum perforatum
Echium plantagineum

Category
W2
W3

Category Ratings are as follows:
• W2 - Noxious Weed. Poses a threat to agriculture and landholder must continually
suppress and destroy the infestation
• W3 — Noxious Weed. Poses a threat to agriculture but distribution is not so widespread
that total suppression is impractical. Landholders must prevent the spread and reduce
the number o f infestation to the satisfaction o f the local control authority.
The management o f isolated weed species would require random spot spraying or control
measures when they are identified. Neither species were common within the study site with
both species occurring only sporadically. Given the wide distribution o f these species in
the region and the current minimal distribution within the study site this proposed road
realignment provides a good opportunity to eradicate this weed on site before it becomes
more widespread within the study area.

3.2.3 Vegetation Structure
The main vegetation community on site (Grey Box woodland) has been modified in the
past for agricultural and road building/access purposes. This vegetation community has
two level strata present with the understorey virtually absent and severely reduced in
patches. The canopy trees present are of varying ages with only two o f the trees within the
study site being old growth mature trees. The majority o f trees on site consist of
intermediate trees up to approximately 50 years in age and regenerating saplings varying in
height from 0.5 metres up to less than 5 metres. The woodland within the study site is of
low conservation value due to the history o f disturbance in the area although it does form
part o f a fragmented roadside corridor that runs along the roadside verge o f the Hume
Highway.
In neighbouring paddocks where woodland had been cleared for agriculture the
groundcover was dominated by introduced species such as Onion Grass (Romulea rosea).
The possible compound site is located at the north eastern end o f the preferred option on
private land. This compound site is located within a highly modified patch o f agricultural
land on the edge o f a Radiata Pine plantation. There was evidence that the site has been
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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extensively grazed and is dominated by introduced species such as Onion Grass and Wild
Oats.

•1

Plate 2: The location o f the proposed compound site for the storing o f equipment during
the construction period. The trees in the background are a Radiata Pine plantation.
3.2.4 Fauna

1

Two species o f mammal, twenty-two birds and two amphibians were identified during the
survey. None o f the species recorded are listed as threatened under the TSC Act. This is
not a complete list o f species for the area and subsequently a list o f species from previous
surveys and the NPWS Atlas o f NSW Wildlife have been provided in this report
(Appendix 2). The diversity o f species encountered is likely to be a function o f the brief
survey period and disturbed and modified nature o f the site.
Amphibians
Two amphibian species were observed within the study site. These species were the
Common Eastern Froglet (Crinia signifera) and the Spotted Marsh Frog (Limnodynastes
tasmaniensis). These species were observed in the small gullies and drainage lines in and
around the study site where water was readily available. No species were heard or
observed in the direct line o f the preferred realignment route but rather were heard and
seen within a 50-100 metre radius o f the direct realignment route. It is unlikely that any
threatened amphibian species (eg. Booroolong Frog
— Litoria booroolongensis) would
reside on site due to the ephemeral nature o f drainage lines on site and the highly altered
nature o f the site. This species prefers rocky permanent water courses in mountainous
regions such as those found further east towards Tumut and Kosciuzko National Park.
Birds
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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O f the twenty-two bird species observed within the study site are listed as threatened under
the NSW TSC Act. There are a number o f threatened bird species that may occasionally
occur in the study area and region. These may include the Brown Treecreeper (Climacteris
picumnus victoriae), Diamond Firetail (Stagonopleura guttata), Hooded Robin
(Melanodryas cucullata) and Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii). All o f these species are
listed as vulnerable under the TSC Act. In addition there are known records for the
nationally and state listed endangered Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor) within a three
kilometre radius o f the study site. In addition a number o f other bird species are listed as
declining bird species in the report of Reid (1999) and the following declining woodland
birds may occur within the study site:
•

Southern Whiteface (Aphelocephala leucopsis);

•

Eastern Yellow Robin; (Eopsaltria australis);

•

White-browed Babbler (Pomatostomus superciliosus);

•

Rufous Whistler (Pachycephala rufiventris);

•

White-browed Woodswallow (Artamus superciliosus); and

•

Dusky Woodswallow (Artamus cyanopterus).

It is likely that a number of other bird species from the region may frequent the site,
particularly during different seasons and when different plant species are in flower. The
most common species observed within the survey site included Galah (Eolophus
roseicapillus), Red-rumped Parrot (Psephotus haematonotus) and Australian Magpie
(Gymnorhina tibicen).
Mammals
Two species o f mammal were observed during the survey period. They were the
introduced Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) and the Eastern-grey Kangaroo (Macropus
giganteus). Rabbits are a feral species that are common in farmland areas while Eastern
Grey Kangaroos are common in the area. It is unlikely that any threatened mammals would
reside within the study site (eg. Squirrel Gliders — Petaurus norfolcensis) due to the lack of
hollow bearing trees for roosting and extended gaps between tree patches.
The small survey site/area and location near the Highway (excess noise can cause
interference with Anabat detectors) prevented the use o f an Anabat detector, but it is
unlikely that there are any permanent bat residents that will be directly affected by the
removal o f any trees within the study site due the limited availability o f hollow bearing and
mature trees for roosting. Some species may frequent the wider study area in the search for
food but it is unlikely that any bats that may be utilising trees within the direct line of the
realignment will be affected such that they will be permanently displaced.
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Table 3 contains a list o f threatened species that may potentially occur on site given the
observations made about habitat and vegetation on site and in the broader study area.
These species have been selected in accordance with the species known habitat preference
and the habitat found on site. Additional threatened species may also be found within the
region but the habitat on site is unlikely to support these species due to these species
habitat preferences and the known distributional range o f these species (see Appendix 6).
Table 3: Summary o f threatened fauna species known or likely to occur within suitable
habitat within the study site.
Species

Habitat Requirements

Brown Treecreeper (eastern subspecies)
(Climacteris picumnus victoriae)

Eucalypt woodlands usually lacking a
dense understorey. Tree hollows for
nesting. Trees, fallen timber and woody
debris for foraging.
Eucalypt woodlands, forest and mallee
with a grassy understorey.
Eucalypt woodlands, acacia shrublands
and open forests. Forages in open areas
with dead timbers and sparse shrub

Diamond Firetail
(Stagonopleura guttata)
Hooded Robin
(Melanodryas cucullata)

Black-chinned Honeyeater
(Melithreptus gularis gularis)
Speckled Warbler
(Pyrrholaemus sagittata)
Squirrel Glider
(Petaurus norfolcensis)
Superb Parrot
(Polytelis swainsonii)
Regent Honeyeater
(Xanthomyza phrygia)
Swift Parrot
(Lathamus discolor)
Turquoise Parrot
(Neophema pukhella)

JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY

cover.
Prefers box-ironbark woodlands o f a
minimum size o f 200 hectares.
Grassy woodlands with grassy tussocks,
dense litter and fallen branches.
High nectar producing eucalypt and
acacia woodlands. Nests in eucalypt
hollows.
Open woodlands and riverine forests.
Nest in River Red Gum and Box
woodland. Feed on flowering eucalypts.
Feeds on nectar in box-ironbark
woodlands and other coastal habitats.
Dry sclerophyll forests and woodlands
and other areas where winter blossoms
are available.
Edge o f eucalypt woodlands and hollow
stumps for nesting. Feed in grasslands,
weeds, heaths or clearings.
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3.3 Review of Threatened Species, Populations and Ecological
Communities

1

I f the proposed activity to conduct curve improvements on the Hume Highway should have
a potential impact on threatened species the development will need to be considered under
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. This acts states that, if a species of
flora or fauna listed in Schedule 1 or 2 o f the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 is
identified, a review o f the factors set out to establish if there is likely to be a significant
effect on that species, population, ecological community or habitat, must be undertaken.
Section 5a o f the EP&A Act, 1979 sets out eight points that must be addressed (known as
the Eight Part Test). This enables a decision to be made as to whether there is likely to be
a significant effect on the species and hence i f a Species Impact Statement is required
(NSW NPWS, 1995). Similarly the impact o f the proposal on Commonwealth listed
threatened species is assessed using the Assessment o f Significance Guidelines to
determine whether a significant impact is likely and if the proposal needs to be referred to
the Minister.
This survey has indicated no threatened species on the study site/area. The eight part test
would need to consider the impact o f the proposal on a number o f species that have known
habitat or likely habitat within the study area. These species include: Swift Parrot (known
feeding site within 2krn's o f study site), Turquoise Parrot (will feed in open areas on exotic
groundcovers), Regent Honeyeater (known feeding site within 2km's o f study site), Blackchinned Honeyeater (eastern subspecies) (will occasionally move across connected
corridors to access large remanent areas), Brown Treecreeper (eastern subspecies) (will
feed in and cross open/agricultural landscapes) and White Box Yellow Blakely's Red Gum
woodland. The eight part test has determined that a significant impact is not likely on these
species.
The EPBC Assessment o f Significance Guidelines were used to assess the significance of
the proposal on the endangered Swift Parrot and EEC o f Grassy White Box woodland. It
was determined that a significant impact is not likely and the proposal does not need to be
referred to the Minister.

1
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4 Potential Impacts of the Proposed Realignment
4.1 Impact of the Proposed Activity on Vegetation
The proposed activity will directly affect approximately 600 metres o f the Hume Highway
at Kyeamba. The proposed curve improvement will result in the removal o f some
individual trees including one mature Grey Box. In addition, another 26 trees/saplings will
be removed in order for the curve improvement to take place. The majority o f these 26
trees and saplings are in poor to moderate condition and at the time o f survey were
suffering severe dieback and loss o f foliage through insect attack.
Currently the roadside vegetation extends to approximately 30 metres from the current
roadway. The preferred curve improvement option will not result in the removal or
disturbance o f trees in this entire roadside area. The exact dimensions for the width of
removal are not known but discussions with RTA personnel on site estimate this width to
be no greater than 15 metres from the edge o f the current roadway. The majority of
roadside trees will be retained as the roadside corridor begins currently at approximately
10 from the current road edge and the current roadside corridor will not be completely
fragmented or isolated by tree removal.
The proposed activity should result in the removal and/or suppression o f noxious weeds on
site, which should benefit the surrounding areas by reducing the potential for further weed
intensification and weed spread. However, at the same time, it is important that the
proposed activity does not result in weed spread through inappropriate disposal of
vegetative material and inadvertent weed spread by vehicles and other equipment.
Although the vegetation on site is of low conservation value, the trees do form part o f a
near continuous roadside corridor that promotes the movement o f fauna species across the
landscape. Some o f the saplings to be removed may be Blakely's Red Gum which may
form part o f the White Box, Yellow Box, Blakely's Red Gum woodland Endangered
Ecological Community (EEC) but no positive identification could be made o f this species
due to the severe insect attack that had occurred to these saplings. The White Box, Yellow
Box Blakely's Red Gum woodland has a limited distribution across the state, with an
estimated four percent o f this community remaining in the south west slopes from original
pre European settlement. This EEC is also known to support several threatened and
declining flora and fauna species. It is possible that these trees could have been Red Box
(Eucalyptus polyanthemos) that is known to occur in the area.
Development o f the new road pavement will result in the removal o f native and exotic
groundcover species. Trees should be retained throughout the landscape wherever possible
and revegetation should take place in areas where vegetation disturbance on the new
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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roadsides has resulted in possible erosion problems due to lack o f groundcover and other
vegetation. Recent studies have demonstrated the value o f scattered trees to fauna in
agricultural landscapes (Gibbons and Boak, 2000; Law et al., 2000) as they provide fauna
habitat and can act as "stepping stones" for some species travelling between larger
remnants. The corridors o f vegetation within the study site exist as part o f a fragmented
corridor that runs along the roadside verges o f the Hume Highway and connects other
nearby woodland patches. The continued retention o f these connected woodlands is

1

imperative to the continuing survival and distribution o f both threatened and nonthreatened flora and fauna and ecosystem function.

Plate 3: The one mature tree that is likely to be removed as a result o f the proposed
activity.
Some dead wood currently on site may also be disturbed by the proposed activity. To
minimise this disturbance and its effect on fauna, the dead wood should be relocated on
site and not completely removed from the study site.

4.2 Impact of the Proposed Activity on Fauna
The proposed activity will result in minimal impacts on fauna in the area. The degree and
precise nature o f the impact will vary depending on the level o f disturbance to the
vegetation communities.
This survey quantified the use o f habitat within the study site for individual fauna species
o f which all observed were non-threatened. The study site has been modified in the past
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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primarily for road building and agricultural purposes. The study site contains vegetation of
low conservation value due to its small size, lack o f mature trees and fragmented nature. In
addition there is little to no understorey present and the groundcover consists of
predominately introduced species.

1

There was no evidence on site to suggest that any fauna species rely solely on the
vegetation within the study site as their primary habitat. The majority o f the species
observed were using the vegetation on site as a movement corridor and did not reside in the
vegetation on site for extended periods. The area is dominated by introduced plant species
and there is evidence o f rabbits occurring in the area (scats, burrows, scratching and
carcasses). It is likely that any threatened species that may use the vegetation on site would
do so infrequently and would not rely solely on the vegetation within this narrow corridor
for habitat.
Many o f the species encountered during the survey are common in agricultural landscapes.
Examples o f these species include the Red-nunped Parrot and Galah. Most o f the observed
species are likely to be non-permanent residents that use the vegetation on site as a
movement corridor to other larger remnants nearby such as the privately owned Tarcutta
Hills that provides habitat o f the largest White Box woodland remnant in southern New
South Wales (approximately 10Icm from study site).
Although the proposed activity will require that the on site drainage line by altered, the
current format o f this drainage line is concrete and supports little aquatic vegetation that
would permanently support any frog species. It is therefore unlikely that the alteration of
this concrete drainage line will significantly affect any amphibians within the study site.
It is likely that vegetation within the study site forms part o f a corridor between habitat
patches and nearby reserves (eg. Tarcutta Hills and Travelling Stock Routes). The retention
o f corridors and connected habitat patches is vital to the movement and dispersal o f fauna
especially woodland bird species, small mammals and some microchiropteran bats. The
retention o f hollow bearing trees within the study site and across the region is vital for the
persistence o f many species.
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5 Proposed Impact Amelioration Measures
The survey associated with this report did not identify any threatened species on site. The
report did not go to any lengths to determine the degree o f available habitat in the wider
region to determine whether the habitat for threatened species or EEC's is common and
widespread or limited in distribution. Therefore, the following recommendations are based
purely on the information gathered pertaining to this site and through literature.
1. A buffer o f 20 metres should be placed either side o f ephemeral creeks such as
those found at the north eastern end o f the preferred option to alleviate the potential
impact o f curve improvement on water quality.
2. Vegetation disturbance outside the study site should be kept to minimum in all
cases. This includes the movement o f vehicles and machinery outside the study site
footprint as provided by the RTA and shown in Figure 2.
3. Production and implementation o f a soil and erosion control plan to reduce the
likelihood o f top soil loss as a result o f the proposed activity.

1

4. Removal o f hollow bearing trees should occur in the period January to May to
avoid the breeding season o f bats, birds and arboreal fauna and the cooler months
when some species may be in torpor. The proposed works should be undertaken
outside the breeding season (August to December) to limit potential impacts on
fauna.
5. Prior to and after lopping, hollow limbs should be checked for the presence of
fauna. Any fauna should be relocated to nearby areas in identical habitat.
6. Any dead wood that needs to be removed on site should not be completely removed
off site or chipped but rather relocated within the roadside vegetation to continue in
aiding fauna as habitat.
7. It is likely that in the near future this road will be duplicated and consequently
revegetation works after this proposed activity will be minimal. Revegetation will
consist o f stabilisation of disturbed areas with native or sterile introduced seed mix,
probably applied with hydro-mulch. However future works (after duplication)
could use the revegetation program with the species suggested in Table 4.

1

8. A zero grazing tolerance should be negotiated with the landholder for stabilisation
areas within the compound site and roadside verges to allow for vegetation
stabilisation.
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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Stelling (1998) recommends a number o f local species suitable for revegetation in the area,
some o f which could be included when considering options for revegetation o f the study
site. These species are listed in Table 5.
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Table 4: List o f plants suitable fore revegetation in the study site.
Trees and Tall Shrubs
Long-leaf Box
(Eucalyptus goniocalyx)
Red Stringybark
(Eucalyptus macrorhyncha)
Silver Wattle
(Acacia dealbata)
Blakely's Red Gum
(Eucalyptus blakelyi)
Mugga Ironbark
(Eucalyptus sideroxylon)
Red Box
(Eucalyptus polyanthemos)
Kurrajong
(Brachychiton populneus)
Currawang
(Acacia doratoxylon)
Hickory Wattle
(Acacia implexa)
Drooping She oak
(Allocasuarina verticillata)

Shrubs
Spreading Wattle
(Acacia genistifolia)
Ploughshare Wattle
(Acacia gunnii)
Shiny Cassinia
(Cassinia longifolia)
Finger Flower
(Cheiranthera cyanea)
Narrow-leaf Hop-bush
(Dodonaea viscosa)
Bush-pea
(Pultenaea foliolosa)
Woolly Grevillea
(Grevillea lanigera)
Pink Five Corners
(Styphelia triflora)

Ground Coverers
Wiregrass
(Aristida spp.)
Nodding Blue-lily
(Stypandra glauca)
Red-leg Grass
(Bothriochloa macra)
Daphne Heath
(Brachyloma daphnoides)
Tall Sedge
(Carex appressa)
Grey Guinea-flower
(Hibbertia obtusifolia)
Many-flowered Mat-rush
(Lomandra multiflora)
Wallaby Grass
(Austrodanthonia spp.)
Showy Parrot-pea
(Dillwynia sericea)
Urn Heath
(Melichrus urceolatus)

Revegetation areas should b e protected from stock access to enable tree species to establish
and disturbed ground cover areas to recover. I n addition it is possible that with fencing to
exclude livestock many o f these areas may revegetate naturally.
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* denotes species presence
# denotes introduced species
There are 2 historical flora sightings on the Wildlife Atlas for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet
(8327) o f which both are threatened but neither were observed in this survey.
CSU survey = species observed in the current survey conducted by CSU at the proposed curve
improvement site at Kyeamba on the Hume Highway on the 2"d September 2004.
Family (bold) and Scientific Name

Common Name

CSU Survey

Asteraceae
Hypochaeris radicata #
Lactuca serriola #

Flatweed
Prickly Lettuce

Boraginaceae
Echium plantagineum #

Paterson's Curse

*

Twin-flowered Knawel

*

Sedge

*

Caryophyllaceae
Scleranthus biflorus
Cyperaceae
Carex inversa
Droseraceae
Drosera peltata

Pale sundew

Fabaceae (Faboideae)
Trifolium angustifolium

Narrow-leaf Clover

Fabaceae (Mimosaceae)
Acacia implexa

Hickory Wattle

Acacia pycnantha

Golden Wattle

Geraniaceae
Geranium solanderi

Native Geranium

Hypericaceae
Hypericum perforatum #

St John's Wort

Iridaceae
Romulea rosea #

Onion Grass

Juncaceae
Juncus spp.
Liliaceae
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Family (bold) and Scientific Name
Unknown Lily
Lomandraceae
Lomandra filiformis subsp. filiformis

Common Name

CSU Survey
*

Wattle Mat-rush

Myrtaceae
Eucalyptus blakelyi
Eucalyptus microcarpa
Kunzea parvifiora

Blakely's Red Gum
Grey Box
Violet Kunzea

Onagraceae
Epilobium hirtigerum

Willow Herb

Oxalidaceae
Oxalis pes-caprae #

Soursob

Plantaginaceae
Plantago lanceolata #

Ribwort

Poaceae
Aristida jerichoensis var. subspinulifera

No. 9 Wiregrass

Austrodanthonia spp.
Austrostipa scabra var. falcata

Slender Spear Grass

Avena fatua #

Wild Oats

Briza maxima #
Bromus diandrus
Cynodon dactylon

Quaking Grass
Brome Grass
Couch

Elymus scaber

Wheatgrass

Hordeum leporinum #

Barley Grass

Paspalum dilatum #
Phalaris aquatica #
Poa annua

Paspalum
Winter Grass

Poa sieberiana var. sieberiana

Snowgrass

Phalaris

Polygonaceae
Persica decipiens
Rumex brownii

Slender ICnotweed
Swamp Dock

Rumex crispus #
Rosaceae
Acaena novae-zelandiae
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Family (bold) and Scientific Name

Common Name

Scrophulariaceae
Verbascum virgatum #

Twiggy Mullein

CSU Survey

Sinopteridaceae
Cheilanthes austrotenuifolia

Rock Fern

*

Kurrajong

*

Sterculiaceae
Brachychiton populneus subsp. populneus
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* denotes species presence
There are 127 bird species (8 threatened), 8 amphibians (I threatened), 24 mammals (2 threatened)
and 14 reptiles with historical sightings on the Wildlife Atlas for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet
(8427) o f which none were observed in this survey.
Status = status under NSW TSC Act.
CSU survey = species observed in the current survey conducted by CSU at the proposed curve
improvement site at Kyeamba on the Hume Highway on 2"d September 2004.
Scientific Name
Amphibians
Crinia parinsignifera
Limnodynastes tasmaniensis
Ayes
Accipiter fasciatus
Anthochaera carunculata
Chenonetta jubata
Cincloramphus cruralis
Colluricincla harmonica
Coracina novaehollandiae
Corvus coronoides
Dacelo novaeguineae
Eolophus roseicapillus
Geopelia placida

Status

CSU Survey

Froglet
Spotted Marsh Frog

P
P

*
*

Collared Sparrowhawk
Red Wattlebird

P
P

*

Australian Wood Duck
Brown Songlark

P
P

*
*

Grey Shrike-thrush

P

*

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike
Australian Raven
Laughing Kookaburra

P
P

*
*

P
P
P

*
*

Common Name

Grallina cyanoleuca
Gymnorhina tibicen
Lichenostomus penicillatus

Galah
Peaceful Dove
Magpie-lark
Australian Magpie
White-plumed Honeyeater

P
P
P

Malurus cyaneus
Ocyphaps lophotes

Superb Fairy-wren
Crested Pigeon

P
P

Petroica phoenicea
Phaps chalcoptera
Platycercus adscitus eximius
Psephotus haematonotus
Rhipidura albiscapa

Flame Robin
Common Bronzewing
Eastern Rosella
Red-rumped Parrot

P
P
P

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

P
P

*

Rhipidura leucophrys
Sturnus vulgaris

Grey Fantail
Willie Wagtail
Common Starling

P
U

*
*

Mammals
Macropus giganteus
Oiyctolagus cuniculus

Eastern Grey Kangaroo
Rabbit

P
U

*
*
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APPENDIX 3 - RELEVANT LEGISLATION
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N S W Legislation
Native Vegetation Conservation Act, 1997
T h e Native Vegetation Conservation Act recognises that native vegetation varies across
regions and so should our planning. Regions have different types o f native vegetation and
differing land uses and need different management and conservation practices.
U n d e r the Act, local communities can develop regional solutions to native vegetation
management b y preparing regional vegetation management plans (RVMPs). A regional
vegetation management plan is a comprehensive plan for the future management o f a
region's native vegetation.
Threatened Species Conservation Act, 1995 ( T S C Act)
T h e T S C A c t contains provisions for conservation o f threatened species, populations,
ecological communities, critical habitat and listing o f key threatening processes in New
South Wales ( N S W National Parks and Wildlife Service, 1997a).
O n e o f the major features o f the Threatened Species Conservation A c t is the integration of
the conservation o f threatened species into development control processes under the
Environmental Planning a n d Assessment A c t 1979 (EP&A Act). The effect o f a
development o r activity on threatened species must b e considered b y a consent or
determining authority. Where there is likely to be a significant effect on threatened species,

1

the preparation o f a species impact statement is required. The consent or determining
authority must seek the approval o f the Director-General o f National Parks and Wildlife, or
in certain circumstances, consult with the Minister for the Environment (NSW National
Parks a n d Wildlife Service, 1997b).
T h e eight-part test has been designed to determine whether a development o r action is
likely to cause a significant effect on threatened species, populations o r ecological
communities a n d i f a species impact statement is required.
N a t i o n a l P a r k s a n d Wildlife Act, 1974
The National Parks a n d Wildlife Act, 1974 is the main legislation that defines the powers,
duties a n d functions o f the N S W National Parks and Wildlife Service relating to all areas
reserved as national parks, historic sites, nature reserves, Aboriginal areas, state recreation
areas a n d regional parks (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 1997b). Under this
legislation, all native fauna is protected and a permit is required to pick protected plant
species identified in Schedule 13 o f the Act.
N o x i o u s Weeds Act, 1993
This Act provides for the identification, classification and control o f noxious weeds in New
South Wales. Local Authorities and a number o f County Councils established b y local
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authorities to administer noxious weed control for their areas, administer the Act and are
responsible for ensuring compliance by owners and occupiers.
Sections 8 and 9 o f the Act establish weed control categories and specify the action
required in respect o f each weed control category. W1 and W2 noxious weeds must be
fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed. W1 category noxious weeds in addition
must be notified to the local control authority. W3 noxious weeds must be prevented from
spreading and its numbers and distribution must also be reduced. W4 noxious weeds must
be dealt with as specified in the Order (NSW Agriculture, 2001).

Commonwealth Legislation
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)
commenced on 16 July 2000. The Act allows for the Commonwealth to assess and approve
actions that have, may have or are likely to have a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance (NES). This occurs regardless o f the approval and
consent process o f NSW. It is up to the discretion o f the Commonwealth to determine
whether any referred action will have or may have a significant impact.

1

Matters o f NES include:
• declared World Heritage areas
• declared RAMSAR wetlands
• listed threatened species and ecological communities (Commonwealth species)
• listed migratory species
• nuclear actions, and
• the environment o f Commonwealth marine areas.
To obtain approval for an action under the EPBC Act where a significant impact on a
matter o f NES will or may occur, it needs to be referred to the Commonwealth
Environment Minister. Once referred to the Commonwealth Environment Minister, he or
she will decide whether the Project requires their approval.

Threatening Processes
There are several processes that have been identified as threatening fauna under State and
Commonwealth legislation. Those processes that the Proposal has the potential to
contribute to or should generally be aware o f are listed below.
N S W Threatened Species Conservation Act
• Clearing o f native vegetation.
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
•

Land clearance.
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APPENDIX 4 - EIGHT PART TESTS
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1

The following section addresses the eight part test for the fauna and flora identified by the
ATLAS database (NPWS, 2003), Threatened Species o f Western New South Wales (Ayers
et aL, 1996) and the list compiled by this survey as being either presumed extinct (E4)
endangered (El) or vulnerable (V). Species have been selected on each species known
habitat preference, distribution; historical records and the habitat found on site (see section
3.3).
Table A4: List o f threatened species known to and likely to reside in and around the
Proposal Site. This list has been compiled from historic observations as well as by
assessing vegetation types present on site and known associations with local threatened
species. Species highlighted in bold have had the eight part test applied.

1

Species Name
Botaurus poiciloptilus
Burhinus grallarius
Cacatua leadbeateri
Calyptorhynchus lathami
Climacteris picumnus victoriae
Dasyurus maculatus
Falco hypoleucos
Grantiella picta
Grus rubincunda
Lathamus discolor
Litoria raniformis
Lophoictinia isura
Macrotis lagotis
Melanodryas cucullata
Melithreptus gularis gularis
Neophema pulchella
Ninox connivens
Nyctophilus timoriensis

1

Oxyura australis
Petaurus norfokensis
Petroica rodinogaster
Phascolarctos cinereus
Polytelis swainsonii
Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis
Pyrrholaemus sagittata

Common Name
Australasian Bittern
Bush-stone Curlew
Pink Cockatoo
Glossy Black Cockatoo

NSW legislation
V
El
V
V

Brown Treecreeper

V

Spotted-tailed Quoll

V

Grey Falcon
Painted Honeyeater
Brolga

V
V
V

Swift Parrot
Southern Bell Frog
Square-tailed Kite
Bilby
Hooded Robin

El
E
V
E4

Black-chinned Honeyeater
Turquoise Parrot
Barking Owl

V
V

V

V
V

Greater Long-eared Bat
Blue-billed Duck

V

Squirrel Glider

V

Pink Robin

V
V

Koala
Superb Parrot
Grey-crowned Babbler
Speckled Warbler
Painted Snipe

V

Stictonetta naevosa
Tyto novaehollandiae

Diamond Firetail
Freckled Duck
Masked Owl

V
V
V
V
V
V

Xanthomyza Phiygia

Regent Honeyeater

El

Rostratula benghalensis
Stagonopleura guttata
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SWIFT PARROT (Lathamus discolor)

1. In the case of a threatened species, whether the life cycle of the species is likely to
be disrupted such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk o f extinction?
No Swift Parrots were observed during the survey, however, this species occurs in the
region and there are 2 historic records for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet. Swift Parrots
are migratory species that breed in the summer months in Tasmania and migrate to the
mainland in late Autumn where they distribute widely through Victoria and along the
eastern half o f New South Wales, particular where winter flowering eucalypts occur.
The study site contains a number of Grey Box that generally flower from February to June
which are known food sources o f this species while on the mainland. It is likely that trees
predominately within larger remnants such as Tarcutta Hills and Travelling Stock Routes
(TSR's) are utilised by this species when in the vicinity o f the study area. As only a small
number o f winter flowering eucalypts are to be removed as a result o f the proposed activity
it is unlikely that any major trees feed for this species will be affected by the proposed
activity.
The proposed activity may remove one tree with hollow bearing limbs and all other trees to
be removed are saplings or small trees in poor condition and is therefore unlikely to disrupt
the lifecycle o f this species such that it will decline. In addition, this species breeds in
Tasmania and the breeding time in the lifecycle o f this species is therefore unlikely to be
significantly affected. As the disturbance to trees will be minimal within the study site it is
unlikely that the population will be placed at risk o f extinction.
2. In the case of an endangered population, whether the life cycle of the species that
constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability
of the population is likely to be significantly compromised?
Swift Parrots are not listed as an endangered population.
3. In relation to the regional distribution of the habitat of a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area of known habitat is to
be removed.
The study site occurs across land that has been modified for agriculture and road building
purposes in the past, to the extent that trees have been cleared in the past and groundcover
has been extensively modified in most cases. The trees that will be affected by the
proposed activity in a typical year do not flower all through the winter and are therefore
unlikely to provide a reliable feed and habitat area for this species. In addition the area to
be directly affected by the proposed activity is less than 1 acre and the majority of
disturbance will be restricted to the roadway and verges already in use. Although the
vegetation on site could be potential habitat it is not known habitat and no Swift Parrots
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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were observed during the surveys. Although Swift Parrots are known to utilise hollow
limbs for roosting the availability o f similar and better quality habitat close by within
T S R ' s and Tarcutta Hills means that significant habitat for this species will not be
removed.
4. Whether an area o f known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat for a threatened species, population or
ecological community.
The study site and surrounding study area consists primarily o f fragmented patches of
woodland that has been modified for agriculture. A number o f habitat patches remain in
remnants around the study region where suitable winter flowering eucalypts can b e found
and where there are historical records for this species. A s only one hollow bearing tree and

1

26 small trees and saplings in poor condition are to b e removed as a result o f the proposed
activity it is unlikely that any potential o r known habitat within the study site will become
isolated as a result o f the proposed activity.
5. Whether critical habitat will be affected.
A t the time o f preparation o f this report, no critical habitat for this species had been
declared b y the Director-General o f the N S W NPWS. Therefore there is no impact on
declared critical habitat.
6. Whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar
protected areas) in the region.
In general, the region encompassing Wagga Wagga and the south west slopes is poorly
represented with respect to dedicated conservation reserves and can only b e described as
inadequate. However, recent agreements between N S W State Forests and N S W National
Parks and Wildlife Service has increased the number o f dedicated conservation reserves in
the region, which includes habitat for Swift Parrot. The privately owned conservation
property called Tarcutta Hills and T S R ' s (within 21(ms) provides suitable habitat for this
species in addition to other habitat patches in the area.
7. Whether the development or activity is o f a class o f development or activity that is
recognised as a threatening process.
T h e T S C A c t 1995 defines threatening process as ' a process that threatens, o r may have the
capability to threaten, the survival o r evolutionary development o f species, populations or
ecological communities'. Schedule 3 o f the TSC Act 1995 provides a list o f the key
threatening processes regarded to b e o f relevance to the TSC Act and its implementation.
A t present, twenty-three key threatening processes have been identified:
•

Alteration to natural flow regimes o f rivers and streams and their floodplains and
wetlands.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human-caused climate change.
Bushrock removal.
Clearing o f native vegetation.
Competition and grazing by feral European Rabbit.
Competition from feral honeybees.
Ecological consequences o f high frequency fire.
Entanglement in or ingestion o f anthropogenic debris in marine and estuarine
environments.
Infection o f native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi.
Removal o f dead wood and dead trees.
Loss and/or degradation o f sites used for hill-topping by Butterflies.
Predation by Gambusia holbrooki.
Predation by European Red Fox.
Predation by Feral Cat.
Predation from the Ship Rat Rattus rattus on Lord Howe Island.
Psittacine Circoviral (beak and feather) Disease affecting endangered psittacine species
and populations.
Infection o f frogs by amphibian chytrid causing the disease chytridiomycosis.
Invasion o f native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses.
Invasion o f native plant communities by bitou bush and boneseed.
Death or injury to marine species following capture in shark control programs on ocean
beaches.
Importation o f imported red fire ants into NSW.
Introduction o f the large earth bumblebee Bombus terrestris.
Feral Pigs.

The proposed development is a threatening process, as it will result in the clearance of
native vegetation in the form o f groundcovers and canopy trees for road improvement and
the possible removal o f minimal dead wood. This amount is likely to be small and will also
consist o f the maintenance and removal o f exotic species and therefore will not
significantly affect the distribution and abundance o f this species.

1

8. Whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at the limit
of its known distribution.
The Swift Parrot is close to the western limit o f its known distribution. Individuals at the
edge o f their distribution here will not be further restricted due to the availability o f other
suitable habitat within the broader study area and region.
BROWN TREECREEPER (Climacteris picumnus victoriae)
1. In the case of a threatened species, whether the life cycle of the species is likely to
be disrupted such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction?
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No Brown Treecreepers were observed within the study site during surveys. There are 10
historic records o f Brown Treecreepers for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet. They are
typically found in well-structured vegetation with a defined upper, middle and lower strata,
however, they are also found in degraded woodland, riparian and agricultural areas.

1

Given the nearby proximity o f Tarcutta Hills (approximately 10kms), other reserves (eg.
TSR's and Crown land) and scattered habitat patches, which provide primary habitat for
this species the likelihood o f a local population being placed at risk o f extinction is
considered to be remote. In addition only a small number o f trees are to be removed as a
result o f the proposed activity and habitat will be retained in the form o f the roadside
vegetation that will not be entirely removed or completely altered. It is possible that
permanent populations of this species exist within the wider study region and extending
towards Tarcutta Hills. As only one mature tree and 26 small trees and saplings are to be
removed as a result o f the proposed activity it is unlikely that a local population will be
placed at risk o f extinction..
2. In the case of an endangered population, whether the life cycle of the species that
constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability
o f the population is likely to be significantly compromised?
Currently, there are no endangered Brown Treecreepers populations listed.

1

3. In relation to the regional distribution of the habitat of a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area of known habitat is to
be removed.
The study site occurs across land that has been modified for agriculture and road building
purposes in the past, to the extent that trees have been cleared in the past and groundcover
has been extensively modified in most cases. The trees that will be affected by the
proposed activity form only a small fragmented patch o f possible habitat with little fallen
timber in the study site that could be used as habitat by this species. In addition the area to
be directly affected by the proposed activity is less than 1 acre and the majority of
disturbance will be restricted to the roadway and verges already in use. Although the
vegetation on site could be potential habitat for this species it is not known habitat and no
Brown Treecreepers were observed during the surveys. Although Brown Treecreepers are
known to utilise hollow limbs for roosting and eucalypts for foraging purposes the
availability o f similar and better quality habitat close by within TSR's (within 21ons) and
Tarcutta Hills means that significant habitat for this species will not be removed.
4. Whether an area of known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas of habitat for a threatened species, population or
ecological community.
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The study site and surrounding study area consists primarily o f fragmented patches of
woodland that has been modified for agriculture. A number o f habitat patches remain in
remnants around the study region where fallen timber and eucalypts for foraging can be
found and where there are historical records for this species. As only one hollow bearing
tree and 26 small trees and saplings in poor condition are to be removed as a result o f the
proposed activity it is unlikely that the any potential or known habitat within the study site
will become isolated as a result of the proposed activity.
5. Whether critical habitat will be affected.
At the time o f preparation o f this report, no critical habitat for this species had been
declared by the Director-General o f the NSW NPWS. As a consequence, it is not possible
to determine whether 'critical habitat will be affected' by the proposed development with
respect to this species.
6. Whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar
protected areas) in the region.
In general, the region encompassing Wagga Wagga and the south west slopes is poorly
represented with respect to dedicated conservation reserves and can only be described as
inadequate. However, recent agreements between NSW State Forests and NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service has increased the number o f dedicated conservation reserves in
the region, which includes habitat for Brown Treecreepers. In addition, the privately
owned conservation property called Tarcutta Hills provides suitable habitat for this species
in addition to other habitat patches in the area.

1

7. Whether the development or activity is of a class of development or activity that is
recognised as a threatening process.
The TSC Act defines threatening process as 'a process that threatens, or may have the
capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary development of species, populations or
ecological communities'. Schedule 3 of the TSC Act provides a list o f the key threatening
processes regarded to be o f relevance to the TSC Act and its implementation. At present,
twenty-three key threatening processes have been identified.
The proposed development is a threatening process, as it may result in the clearance of
native vegetation and the possible removal o f minimal dead wood. This amount is likely to
be small and will also consist o f the maintenance and removal o f exotic species and
therefore will not significantly affect the distribution and abundance o f this species.
8. Whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at the limit
of its known distribution.
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The threatened eastern subspecies o f the Brown Treecreeper has a western border that runs
through Wagga Wagga. Therefore this species is at the western limit o f its known
distribution. Individuals at the edge of their distribution here will not be further restricted
due to the availability o f other suitable habitat within the broader study area and region.
TURQUOISE PARROT (Neophema pulchella)
1. In the case of a threatened species, whether the life cycle of the species is likely to
be disrupted such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction?
There are two historical records for this species for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet but no
individuals were observed during the survey period. This species is usually found on the
edges o f eucalypt woodlands in sheltered valleys amongst rocky hills. They need to drink
everyday and therefore a permanent water source needs to be close by. They usually nest in
hollows, low within trees (often dead), logs and posts (Ayers et al. 1996) and will eat both
native and introduced pasture seeds.
The study site provides small isolated patches o f habitat appropriate for feeding o f this
species and it is possible that some individuals visit the study site and area but given the
fragmented nature o f the study site, few hollow stumps on site, and larger woodland areas
extending south o f the study site, other suitable habitat is available close by. These areas
also contain large amounts o f dead wood and trees for roosting purposes. Therefore the
likelihood o f local populations being placed at risk o f extinction is minimal though small
stumps should be retained within the study site.
2. In the case of an endangered population, whether the life cycle of the species that
constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability
of the population is likely to be significantly compromised?
Currently, there are no endangered Turquoise Parrot populations listed.
3. In relation to the regional distribution of the habitat of a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area of known habitat is to
be removed.
The proposed development will not result in the removal o f large tracts o f vegetation or
other suitable habitat for this species. Other similar habitat exists in the region particularly
to the north in the Tarcutta Hills conservation property and adjoining remanent vegetation
patches on private properties. Other similar and more suitable habitat exists in the wider
study region and this species may reside in these areas. Therefore in the context o f the
regional distribution o f habitat for the Turquoise Parrot, the proposed activity will not
remove a significant area o f known habitat.
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4. Whether an area of known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas of habitat for a threatened species, population or
ecological community.
The study site and surrounding study area consists primarily o f fragmented patches of
woodland that has been modified for agriculture. A number o f habitat patches remain in
remnants around the study region where suitable hollow roosting habitats and grasslands
can be found and where there are historical records for this species. As only one hollow
bearing tree and 26 small trees and saplings in poor condition are to be removed as a result
o f the proposed activity it is unlikely that the any potential or known habitat within the
study site will become isolated as a result o f the proposed activity.
5. Whether critical habitat will be affected.
At the time o f preparation o f this report, no critical habitat had been declared by the
Director-General of the NSW NPWS for this species. As a consequence, it is not possible
to determine whether 'critical habitat will be affected' by the proposed development for
this species.
6. Whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar
protected areas) in the region.
In general, the region encompassing Wagga Wagga and the south west slopes is poorly
represented with respect to dedicated conservation reserves and can only be described as
inadequate. However, recent agreements between NSW State Forests and NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service has increased the number o f dedicated conservation reserves in
the region, which includes habitat for Turquoise Parrots. In addition, the privately owned
conservation property called Tarcutta Hills and TSR's (within 2kms) provides suitable
habitat for this species in addition to other habitat patches in the area.
In this instance the proposal is not considered to represent a potential threat to the
conservation o f the Turquoise Parrot.
7. Whether the development or activity is of a class of development or activity that is
recognised as a threatening process.
The TSC Act 1995 defines threatening process as 'a process that threatens, or may have the
capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary development o f species, populations or
ecological communities'. Schedule 3 of the TSC Act 1995 provides a list o f the key
threatening processes regarded to be o f relevance to the TSC Act and its implementation.
At present, twenty-three key threatening processes have been identified.
The proposed development is a threatening process, as it may result in the clearance of
native vegetation in the form o f groundcovers and canopy cover and the possible removal
JOHNSTONE CENTRE - CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY
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o f minimal dead wood for road development. This amount is likely to be small and will
also consist o f the maintenance and removal o f exotic species and therefore will not
significantly affect the distribution and abundance o f the Turquoise Parrot.
8. Whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at the limit
of its known distribution.
This species has been recorded as far west as the Lachlan River in the Western Division all
the way to the east coast. Therefore the species is not at the limit o f its distribution.

BLACK-CHINNED HON EYEATER (Melithreptus gularis gularis)
1. In the case of a threatened species, whether the life cycle of the species is likely to
be disrupted such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction?
There are six historical records for this species for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet but no
individuals were observed during the survey period. In this region, this species is usually
found in large box-ironbark associations o f no less than 200 hectares in size. They feed on
insects, arthropods and lerps o f eucalypt forests.
The study site provides small isolated patches o f habitat appropriate for feeding but it is
unlikely that any individuals visit the study site and area given the fragmented nature of the
study site and this species preference for large remnants in excess o f 200 hectares. Other
suitable habitat is available close by in Tarcutta Hills and other reserves in the broader
study region to the south (eg. Maraguldrie Flora Reserve). Therefore the likelihood o f local
populations being placed at risk of extinction is minimal though vegetation on site should
be kept as intact as possible to help facilitate the movement o f this species to other
remnants across the landscape.
2. In the case of an endangered population, whether the life cycle of the species that
constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability
of the population is likely to be significantly compromised?
Currently, there are no endangered Black-chinned Honeyeater populations listed.
3. In relation to the regional distribution of the habitat of a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area of known habitat is to
be removed.
The proposed development will not result in the removal o f large tracts o f vegetation or
other suitable habitat for this species. Other similar habitat exists in the region particularly
to the north in the Tarcutta Hills conservation property and adjoining remanent vegetation
patches on private properties. Other similar and more suitable habitat exists in the wider
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study region and this species may reside in these areas. Therefore in the context o f the
regional distribution o f habitat for the Black-chinned Honeyeater, the proposed activity
will not remove a significant area o f known habitat.
4. Whether an area o f known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat for a threatened species, population or
ecological community.
T h e study site and surrounding study area consists primarily o f fragmented patches of
woodland that has been modified for agriculture. A number o f habitat patches remain in
remnants around the study region where there are historical records for this species. These
records are generally in larger remnant areas that are the preferred larger size remnant of
this species.

A s only one hollow bearing tree and 26 small trees and saplings in poor
condition are to be removed as a result o f the proposed activity it is unlikely that the
potential o r known habitat within the study site will become isolated as a result o f the
proposed activity.
5. Whether critical habitat will be affected.
A t the time o f preparation o f this report, n o critical habitat had been declared by the
Director-General o f the N S W NPWS for this species. As a consequence, it is not possible
to determine whether 'critical habitat will b e affected' by the proposed development for
this species.
6. Whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar
protected areas) in the region.
In general, the region encompassing Wagga Wagga and the south west slopes is poorly
represented with respect to dedicated conservation reserves and can only b e described as
inadequate. However, recent agreements between N S W State Forests and N S W National
Parks and Wildlife Service has increased the number o f dedicated conservation reserves in
the region, which includes habitat for Black-chinned Honeyeaters. In addition, the
privately owned conservation property called Tarcutta Hills and T S R ' s (within 2 kms)
provides suitable habitat for this species in addition to other habitat patches in the area.
In this instance the proposal is not considered to represent a potential threat to the
conservation o f the Black-chinned Honeyeater.
7. W h e t h e r the development or activity is o f a class o f development or activity that is
recognised as a threatening process.
T h e T S C Act 1995 defines threatening process as ' a process that threatens, o r m a y have the
capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary development o f species, populations or
ecological communities'. Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act 1995 provides a list o f the key
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threatening processes regarded to be o f relevance to the TSC Act and its implementation.
At present, twenty-three key threatening processes have been identified.
The proposed development is a threatening process, as it may result in the clearance of
native vegetation in the form o f groundcovers and canopy cover and the possible removal
o f minimal dead wood for road development. This amount is likely to be small and will
also consist o f the maintenance and removal o f exotic species and therefore will not
significantly affect the distribution and abundance o f the Black-chinned Honeyeater.
8. Whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at the limit
of its known distribution.
The eastern form o f the Black-chinned Honeyeater is found predominantly west o f the
Great Dividing Range in a narrow belt through NSW into southern Queensland, and south
into Victoria and South Australia where it occupies eucalypt woodlands within an
approximate annual rainfall range of 400-700mm (Blakers et al. 1984). This species is
therefore at the western most limit of the species range. Individuals at the edge o f their
distribution here will not be further restricted due to the availability o f other suitable
habitat within the broader study area and region.
REGENT HONEYEATER (Xanthomyza pinygia)
1. In the case of a threatened species, whether the life cycle of the species is likely to
be disrupted such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction?
There is one historical record for this species for the Tarcutta 1:100000 mapsheet but no
individual were observed during the survey period. In this region, this species is usually
found in eucalypt woodlands dominated by Red Ironbark, White Box and Yellow Box.

1

The study site provides small isolated patches o f habitat appropriate for feeding o f this
species and it is possible that some individuals visit the study site and area but given the
fragmented nature o f the study site and larger woodland areas extending north and south
o f the study site, other suitable habitat is available close by. These areas also contain large
amounts o f box-ironbark woodland that is the preferred feeding are for this species.
Therefore the likelihood o f local populations being placed at risk o f extinction is unlikely.
2. In the case of an endangered population, whether the life cycle of the species that
constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability
of the population is likely to be significantly compromised?
Currently, there are no endangered Regent Honeyeater populations listed.

1
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3. In relation to the regional distribution of the habitat of a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area of known habitat is to
be removed.
The proposed activity will not result in the removal o f large tracts o f vegetation or other
suitable habitat for this species. Other similar habitat exists in the region particularly to the
north in the Tarcutta Hills conservation property and adjoining remanent vegetation
patches on private properties. Other similar and more suitable habitat exists in the wider
study region and this species may reside in these areas. Therefore in the context o f the
regional distribution o f habitat for the Regent Honeyeater, the proposed activity will not
remove a significant area o f known habitat.
4. Whether an area of known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas of habitat for a threatened species, population or
ecological community.
The study site and surrounding study area consists primarily o f fragmented patches of
woodland that has been modified for agriculture. A number o f habitat patches remain in
remnants around the study region where suitable flowering and feeding habitats can be
found and where there is a historical records for this species. As only one hollow bearing
tree and 26 small trees and saplings in poor condition are to be removed as a result o f the
proposed activity it is unlikely that the any potential or known habitat within the study site
will become isolated as a result o f the proposed activity.
5. Whether critical habitat will be affected.
At the time o f preparation o f this report, no critical habitat had been declared by the
Director-General o f the NSW NPWS for this species. As a consequence, it is not possible
to determine whether 'critical habitat will be affected' by the proposed development for
this species.

1

1

6. Whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar
protected areas) in the region.
In general, the region encompassing Wagga Wagga and the south west slopes is poorly
represented with respect to dedicated conservation reserves and can only be described as
inadequate. However, recent agreements between NSW State Forests and NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service has increased the number o f dedicated conservation reserves in
the region, which includes habitat for Regent Honeyeaters. In addition, the privately owned
conservation property called Tarcutta Hills and TSR's (within 2 kms) provides suitable
habitat for this species in addition to other habitat patches in the area.
In this instance the proposal is not considered to represent a potential threat to the
conservation o f the Regent Honeyeater.
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7. Whether the development or activity is o f a class o f development or activity that is
recognised as a threatening process.

1

T h e T S C Act 1995 defines threatening process as ' a process that threatens, o r may have the
capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary development o f species, populations or
ecological communities'. Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act 1995 provides a list o f the key
threatening processes regarded to be o f relevance to the TSC Act and its implementation.
A t present, twenty-three key threatening processes have been identified.
T h e proposed development is a threatening process, as it may result in the clearance of
native vegetation in the form o f groundcovers and canopy cover and the possible removal
o f minimal dead wood for road development. This amount is likely to be small and will
also consist o f the maintenance and removal o f exotic species and therefore will not
significantly affect the distribution and abundance o f the Regent Honeyeater.
8. Whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at the limit
o f its known distribution.
This species has been recorded as far west as Griffith in the Western Division all the way
to the east coast. Therefore the species is not at the limit o f its distribution.
W H I T E BOX, Y E L L O W BOX, BLAKELY'S R E D G U M WOODLAND
1.
In the case o f a threatened species, whether the life cycle o f the species is likely
to b e disrupted such that a viable population o f the species is likely to b e placed at
risk o f extinction?
This is not a threatened species.
2.
In the case o f an endangered population, whether the life cycle o f the species
that constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the
viability o f the population is likely to be significantly compromised?
This is not an endangered population.
3.
In relation to the regional distribution o f the habitat o f a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area o f known habitat is to
b e removed.
T h e proposal will result in the removal o f a small number o f not positively identified
Blakely's R d G u m saplings in very poor condition due to dieback that forms part o f this
EEC. These saplings form part o f a fragmented corridor along the roadside o f the Hume
Highway but a greater number o f older trees (than the saplings) also occur with the study
site, are and locality. They exist in modified and degraded woodland o f low conservation
value due to their modified and fragmented nature. Some connectivity remains along

1

sections o f the Hume Highway and this connectivity remains along the highway in
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fragmented patches and corridors that extends to other larger reserves such as Tarcutta
Hills, T S R ' s and Maraguldrie Flora Reserve. None o f the possible trees to be removed
from this EEC are seed trees and they are unlikely to affect the distribution o f this
woodland b y their removal. White Box woodland and other variations on the endangered
ecological community occur throughout the region, however, the majority o f large, high
quality remnants occur in reserves in the regicn. Four percent o f the original extent of
White Box woodland remains in the South West Slopes. Because the community has been
so widely cleared, most remnants are worth retaining.
4.
Whether an area o f known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat for a threatened species, population or
ecological community.
T h e proposal will not isolate an area o f Box woodland. T h e study site is already highly
modified and exist in an agricultural landscape that is fragmented and the roadway has in
the past resulted in alteration to this community. The removal o f single o r small groups of
trees in a small area is highly unlikely to isolate other vegetation from other proximate
habitat o f the same o r similar community.
5.
Whether critical habitat will be affected.
A t the time o f preparation o f this report, no critical habitat had been declared by the
Director-General o f the N S W N P W S for this EEC. A s a consequence, it is no possible to
determine whether 'critical habitat will b e affected', by the proposal with respect to any
threatened species o f native fauna and flora.
6.
Whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar
protected areas) in the region.
White Box, Yellow Box, Blakely's Red G u m woodland is poorly represented in dedicated
conservation reserves in N S W and the South West Slopes. However Tarcutta Hills is a
large reserve approximately 10 kilometres from the study site that contains one o f the
largest reserved White Box woodlands in the south west slopes.
Whether the development or activity is o f a class o f development or activity that
7.
is recognised as a threatening process.
T h e T S C Act 1995 defines threatening process as ' a process that threatens, o r may have the
capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary development o f species, populations or
ecological communities'. Schedule 3 o f the TSC Act 1995 provides a list o f the key
threatening processes regarded to b e o f relevance to the TSC Act and its implementation.
A t present, twenty-three key threatening processes have been identified.

1

The proposed activity is a threatening process, as it would result in the clearance o f native
vegetation and the possible removal o f some dead wood, although the amount to be
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removed would be minimal and limited to a small (less than 1 acre) specified area that are
part o f fragmented corridor that extends along the Hume Highway.
Whether any threatened species, population or ecological communities is at the
8.
limit of its known distribution.
This proposal is not located at the limit o f the known distribution o f Box Woodland.
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APPENDIX 5 - EPBC ASSESSMENT
OF SIGNIFICANCE
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The table below considers the impact o f the development on all matters o f National
Environmental Significance (NES) as described in the EPBC Act 1999 relevant to the
proposal. One threatened species listed under the schedules o f the Act are likely to occur
in habitats similar to those on site; the Swift Parrot (endangered).
Matters to be addressed
(a) any environmental
impact on a World
Heritage Property;

Impact (Commonwealth Legislation)
No. There are no World Heritage Areas within the study area.

(b) any environmental
impact on Wetlands of
International
Importance;

No. There are no Wetlands o f International Importance within the study area.

(c) any environmental
impact on Commonwealth
Listed Threatened Species
and Ecological
Communities;

No threatened species were observed but the endangered Swift Parrot (Lathamus
discolor) and EEC o f Grassy White Box woodland may occur. This is listed under
Part 3 Subdivision C Section 18-19 o f the EPBC Act, and the Administrative
Guidelines for Significance have been applied as follows:

Swift Parrot
An action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a critically
endangered or endangered species i f it does, will, or is likely to:
Lead to a long-term decrease in the size o f population, or
•
Swift Parrots are not known to occur at the study site but they have been observed in
a TSR approximately 2 kilometres from the study site. It is unlikely that the removal
o f one mature tree and 26 young trees and saplings in poor condition would result in a
long term decrease in the size o f a population.
• reduce the area o f occupancy o f a species, or
A population o f Swift Parrots is not known to occur at the study site but they do
utilise flowering Box woodland for feeding. One large tree will be removed (and
some small saplings in poor health) and there are a number o f other large trees within
the study site that will not be affected by the proposed activity. Therefore any known
or potential areas o f occupancy will not be affected.
• fragment an existing important population into two or more populations, or
A population o f Swift Parrots is not known to occur at the study site and therefore
will not become fragmented into two or more populations. In addition the study site is
small (less than 1 acre) and would not pose an obstacle to the movement of
individuals due to connectivity remaining across the site.
• adversely affect habitat critical to the survival o f a species, or
A population o f Swift Parrots is not known to occur at the study site. Further the
study site could not be construed as critical habitat as similar examples o f this habitat
occur in proximate areas to the study site and are larger in size and provide winter
flowering eucalypts.
• disrupt the breeding cycle o f a population, or
A population o f Swift Parrots is not known to occur at the study site and only one tree
with hollows will be removed as a result o f the Proposal. In addition, Grey Box
usually do not flower through the winter and are less likely to form part o f feeding
habitat that could be used in the breeding season. In addition, this species is known to
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Matters to be addressed

Impact (Commonwealth Legislation)
breed almost entirely in Tasmania and therefore the breeding cycle o f this species
should not be disrupted.
modify, destroy, remove or isolate or decrease the availability or quality of
habitat to the extent that the species is likely to decline, or
The study site consists o f highly modified and disturbed Grey Box woodland. The
proposed activity will not remove habitat such that the species will decline, however,
retaining resources across the landscape will ensure that a decline in this species does
not occur.
•

result in invasive species that are harmful to a endangered species becoming
established in the endangered species' habitat*, or
It does not appear that any new invasive species, that are harmful to the Swift Parrot,
would become established following the actions o f the proposed activity.
•

*Introducing an invasive species into the habitat may result in that species becoming
established. An invasive species may harm a vulnerable species by direct competition,
modification o f habitat, or predation.
interferes with the recovery o f the species.
•
The recovery of the Swift Parrot depends on the management o f threats to the species
survival, which includes habitat removal. However, the small size o f already highly
disturbed woodland that would be affected by the proposed activity would not
interfere with this species recovery. In addition, there are a number o f habitat patches
within the locality that are more likely to aid in the recovery o f this specie that will
not be affected by the proposed activity.
Grassy White Box Woodland
An action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a critically
endangered or endangered ecological community i f it does, will, or is likely to:
Lead to long-term adverse affect on an ecological community, or
•
Box Woodlands constitute the majority o f native vegetation at the proposal sites, but
it is unlikely that the study site forms part o f the Grassy White Box Woodland EEC
due to the absence o f this and other associated species. The removal o f small saplings
and one mature tree would not result in a long term adverse affects on the EEC. Most
o f the trees to be removed exist an already fragmented environment in the removal of
trees from this area is unlikely to effect the community. The other retained trees will
continue to provide seed for regeneration in the future.

II

reduce the extent o f a community, or
•
The proposed activity will not reduce a part o f an already fragmented Grassy White
Box Woodland as other examples o f this fragmented community exist throughout the
study area, locality and beyond.
fragment an occurrence o f the community, or
•
The community at the study site is already fragmented and degraded and the proposal
will not significantly increase fragmentation o f this community.
adversely affect habitat critical to the survival o f an ecological community,
or
The proposed activity would not adversely affect habitat that is critical to the survival
o f the ecological community. Other large seed trees will remain nearby and
regeneration is evident in and around the study site.
•

•

modify or destroy abiotic factors (such as water, nutrients or soil) necessary
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Matters to be addressed

Impact (Commonwealth Legislation)
for the community's survival, or
Soils would be disturbed at the site and this should be minimised so that there will not
be weed invasion at the study site. The sites is already suffering from disturbance of
soil and water through road maintenance and everyday use but the proposed activity
can have a positive affect on these factors i f they are managed to improve soil
stability and structure.
result in invasive species that are harmful to the endangered ecological
community becoming established in an occurrence o f the community, or
By adopting weed monitoring following the development o f the proposed activity, it
does not appear that any new invasive species that are harmful to the Grassy White
Box Woodland would become established following the actions proposed by the
proposed activity.
•

• interferes with the recovery o f an ecological community.
The recovery of Grassy White Box Woodlands depends on the management o f known
areas of vegetation and reduced clearing o f these areas. The removal o f the some
saplings that are in poor health in degraded and fragmented woodland would not
interfere with the continued existence and recovery o f the community. Large seed
trees in the study are and locality will remain and continue to provide opportunities
for regeneration o f this species.
(c) any environmental
impact on
Commonwealth Listed
Migratory Species;

No. There are no Commonwealth Listed Migratory Species found in the study area.

(d) does any part o f the
Proposal involve a
Nuclear Action;

No. The Preferred Activity does not include Nuclear Action.

(e) any environmental
impact on a
Commonwealth
Marine Area;

No. There are no Commonwealth Marine Areas within the study area.

In addition, any direct or
indirect effect on
Commonwealth land.

No. The Preferred Activity does not directly or indirectly affect Commonwealth land.
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Endangered or Threatened Fauna Species
The following lists all Schedule 1 and 2 endangered or vulnerable fauna species (as in the
amended list in the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995) that have been recorded
within the region o f the application area (species records in the NPWS Wildlife Atlas
database Wagga LGA, August 2004) or have been identified by naturalists and scientists
studying the area.
Australasian Bittern (Botaurus poiciloptilus)
The Australasian Bittern is a wader that requires a dense reed bed as its principal habitat
type. It can be found in waterbodies as diverse as swamps, streams and estuaries.
A member o f the Family Ardeidae, the Australasian Bittern preys on insects, crustaceans,
frogs, fish and insects.
Breeding and nesting usually take place on a platform o f trampled weeds, rushes and
cumbungi, usually near water level in heavy cover.
Bush Thick-knee (curlew) (Burhinus magnirostris)
The habitat o f the Bush Thick-knee is eucalypt woodland with a dry grassy understorey. It
is absent from both treeless areas and dense forests. The favoured habitat in western NSW
is reported by Maher 1988 (cited in Smith 1991) to be Black Box (Eucalyptus
largiflorens) woodland.
It is a nocturnal species that forages the ground in woodland and in nearby open areas,
including cropland and saltmarshes. The diet comprises seeds, fruits and other plant
material along with insects and other invertebrates. Small reptiles and frogs also form part
o f their food source.
Breeding and nesting take place on bare ground.
Major Mitchell Cockatoo (Pink) (Cacatua leadbeatert)
The habitat o f the Major Mitchell Cockatoo consists mainly o f grasslands, gibber,
saltbush and mulga. Often found near timbered watercourses, with stands o f native pine,
she oak, belah or larger mallee with suitable nest hollows.
The diet consists o f fruit, including that o f the native fig, seashore plants and seeds of
native and introduced pines.
Breeding and nesting take place on a decayed bed o f debris that may include bark
fragments and pebbles in a tree hollow.
Glossy Black-cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus lathami)
In NSW the western boundary o f the Glossy Black-cockatoo extends from around Inverell
to Warrumbungle National Park and the hills west to around Cobar, to the Hervey Ranges,
Mount Hope, Hillston and Griffith (including the Lachlan and Cocoparra Ranges
respectively) and south to the Narrandera Range south west o f Ardlethan (Pizzey, 1980).
It normally lives in coastal woodlands and forests, open inland woodlands or timbered
watercourses where casuarinas are common.
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Breeding and nesting usually occur in the hollow o f mature or dead trees on flatter ground
at the base o f hills. The nest is a bed o f decayed debris from 3 to 30m above the ground.
Their diet consists almost exclusively o f sheoak seeds, although acacia, angophora and
eucalypt seeds have occasionally been recorded.
Clearing o f woodlands containing feed and nesting trees, grazing and predation by
possums on nests are the main threats to this species.
Brown Treecreeper (Climacterus picumnus victoriae)
The eastern subspecies o f the Brown Treecreeper Climacteris picumnus victoriae is
distributed through central NSW on the western side o f the Great Dividing Range and
sparsely scattered to the east o f the Divide in drier areas such as the Cumberland Plain of
Western Sydney, and in parts o f the Hunter, Clarence, Richmond and Snowy River valleys.
The western boundary o f the range o f Climacteris picumnus victoriae runs approximately
through Wagga Wagga, Temora, Forbes, Dubbo and Inverell and along this line the
subspecies intergrades with the arid zone subspecies o f Brown Treecreeper Climacteris
picumnus picumnus (Schodde and Mason 1999).
The Brown Treecreeper is a medium-sized insectivorous bird that occupies eucalypt
woodlands, particularly open woodland lacking a dense understorey. It is sedentary and
nests in tree hollows within permanent territories, breeding in pairs or communally in small
groups (Noske 1991). Birds forage on tree trunks and on the ground amongst leaf litter and
on fallen logs for ants, beetles and larvae (Noske 1979).
Brown treecreepers are threatened by clearance and the fragmentation o f the woodland
habitat including removal o f dead timber.
Spotted-tailed Quoll (Dasyurus maculatus)
The Spotted-tailed Quoll is similar to other quolls with rich red-brown to dark brown fur
with white spots on the body. However, this species as the name suggests, has spots on the
tail as well (Strahan, 1983).
They are found along the eastcoast of Australia in north-east Queensland, south-east
Queensland to eastern Victoria, Tasmania and southern Victoria (Strahan, 1995). They
inhabit open and tall open sclerophyll forests, woodlands and rainforests. They spend most
o f their time on the ground, however, they are agile climbers (Ayers etal., 1996).
The Spotted-tailed Quoll is an opportunistic hunter, feeding on birds, rats, gliding possums,
small macropods, reptiles and arthropods (Strahan, 1983). They are usually solitary and
mostly nocturnal, though they forage and bask during the day. They nest in hollows in
trees and logs and rock shelters (Ayers et al., 1996).
Forest clearing, accidental trapping, competition from introduced carnivores, fire and
disease possess the greatest threat to this species (Ayers et al., 1996).
Grey Falcon (Falco hypoleucos)
Habitat consists o f open country, wooded lands, semi-deserts, grassy inland plains,
timbered water courses and pastoral lands.
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The diet mainly consists o f birds, particularly gramnivorous parrots and pigeons, with
some records o f small mammals, reptiles and insects.
Breeding and nesting usually take place in old nests o f other species.
Painted Hon eyeater (Grande& pieta)
The Painted Honeyeater occurs in eastern Australia, except for far north Queensland, in
open forests and woodland, particularly in areas where casuarinas, acacias and mistletoe
occur (Ayers et al., 1996).
A nest is constructed o f fibrous roots, casuarina leaves and spider webs in the branch o f a
eucalypt, casuarina or melaleuca. They feed on mistletoe berries, eucalypt and mistletoe
nectar and insects (Ayers et al., 1996).
Competition from other honeyeaters, clearing o f suitable habitat and selective thinning of
trees possessing mistletoe threaten the persistence o f the species (Ayers et al., 1996).
Brolga (Grus rubicunda)
The Brolga typically prefers habitats that consist o f shallow swamps and their margins,
floodplains, grasslands, paddocks and ploughed fields, irrigated pastures, stubble and
crops.
Brolgas are omnivorous with their diet consisting o f grain crops, in particular sorghum
and maize, as well as tubers. A variety o f insects, spiders, freshwater and marine
molluscs, crustaceans, small mammals and reptiles and frogs comprise the rest o f their
diet.
Breeding and nesting usually take place in a nest constructed o f grasses and plant stems,
on small islands in swamps or in water. Occasionally eggs are laid on bare ground.
Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor)
The Swift Parrot occurs in south eastern Australia and Tasmania in a wide variety of
timbered country pursuing flowering eucalypts.
Pairs migrate to the mainland in February to April to feed on winter flowering eucalypts
and return to Tasmania to breed in September. They feed on eucalypt nectar and pollen
along with lerps, insects and insect larvae, seeds, fruit and berries (Reader's Digest, 1986;
Ayers etal., 1996).

1
1

They nest in a hollow limb or hole in a tree, usually a eucalypt (Reader's Digest, 1986).
Existence o f the Swift Parrot is threatened by clearing o f feed trees on the mainland and
trapping for the bird trade (Ayers etal., 1996).
Southern Bell Frog (Litoria raniformis)
Formerly abundant in the far south west o f the state along the Murray River (Sadlier and
Pressey, 1994). Its range has since contracted to the Murrumbidgee River between Hay
and Balranald where it is common, on the Murray west o f Mildura and on the upper
reaches o f the Murray and Lachlan Rivers in reduced numbers.
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This frog is a largely aquatic species found among vegetation within or at the edges of
permanent water such as streams, swamps, lagoons and dams.
It is an opportunistic feeder that feeds primarily on invertebrates and other frogs.
Destruction o f permanent wetland habitats by hydrological changes, clearing o f wetland
vegetation and trampling o f grazing stock, along with high pesticide concentrations and
salination effect the viability o f this species.
Square-tailed Kite (Lophoictinia isura)
The habitat o f the Square-tailed Kite consists o f open forests and woodlands, timbered
watercourses, rocky hills and gorges.
Their diet mainly consists o f passerine bird species, foliage, insects and sometimes small
mammals and lizards.
Breeding and nesting usually occur in trees where the nest is large and constructed of
loose sticks.
Bilby (Macrotis lagotis)
The Bilby is now confined to the deserts o f central Australia, with satellite populations
present in the Kimberley and Warburton regions o f Western Australia and south-western
Queensland (Johnson, 1995).
It now occupies a variety o f habitats, ranging from the clayey and stony downs soils of
Queensland with sparse ground cover, to sands with spinifex (Triodia and Plectrachne
spp.) and massive red earths with Acacia shrubland.
They are known to eat insects (primarily beetle larvae from Acacia roots, snails and
termites), small vertebrates, seeds, bulbs, fruit and fungi in their normal habitats (Johnson
and Johnson, 1983; Johnson, 1995).
The Bilby lives and breeds in burrows that may be three metres long and up to 1.8 metres
deep, but which contain no nest material. The entrance is usually concealed by spinifex or
other low vegetation and is always left open (Johnson and Johnson, 1983; Johnson, 1995).
Hooded Robin (Melanothyas cucullata)
The south-eastern form o f the Hooded Robin Melanodryas cucullata cucullata, is
distributed throughout south-eastern Australia, from Central Queensland, to Spencer Gulf,
South Australia. This form o f the Hooded Robin occurs throughout NSW except for the
north-west o f the state where it inter-grades with the smaller northern form o f the Hooded
Robin M. cucullata picata (Schodde & Mason 1999).
They occupy a wide range o f Eucalypt woodlands, Acacia shrublands and open forests
(Blakers et al. 1984). In temperate woodlands, the species favours open areas adjoining
large woodland blocks, with areas o f dead timber and sparse shrub cover (Fitri and Ford
1997). In semi-arid western NSW, the species favours open woodlands o f Belah,
Rosewood, Mulga and Cypress.
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Hooded Robins live in small family groups o f pairs or trios, and build cup-shaped nests.
Home ranges are relatively large, and averaged 18ha for birds from the New England
Tableland (Fitri and Ford 1997). The species feeds on the ground by pouncing on insects,
and forages in areas with a mix o f bare ground, ground cover and litter (Blakers et al.
1984, H. Recher, pers. comm).
The Hooded Robin has declined significantly in range and population. Declines have been
reported from the following areas: the Cumberland Plain, Western Sydney (Hoskin 1991)
with Keast (1995) reporting the species to be extinct from the area and Egan et al. (1997)
recording a local extinction near Scheyville; the New England Tableland (Barrett et al.
1994; Fitri and Ford 1997); the central west around Orange area (Heron 1973); the area
bounded by Parkes, Tottenham and Condobolin (N. Schrader, unpubl.); and from around
Inverell (Baldwin 1975). Fisher (1997) predicted Hooded Robins would decline from the
Bathurst area if current land management practices continued. Reid (1999) identified the
species as a `decliner' in a review o f bird status in the NSW sheep-wheatbelt.
The Hooded Robin is threatened by clearance and fragmentation o f habitat including
removal o f dead timber.
Black-chinned Honeyeater (Melithreplus gularis)
The eastern form o f the Black-chinned Honeyeater is found predominantly west o f the
Great Dividing Range in a narrow belt through NSW into southern Queensland, and south
into Victoria and South Australia where it occupies eucalypt woodlands within an
approximate annual rainfall range o f 400-700mm (Blakers et al. 1984). In NSW, the
species is mainly found in woodlands containing box-ironbark associations and River Red
Gum. Black-chinned Honeyeaters are also known from drier coastal woodlands o f the
Cumberland Plain, Western Sydney and in the Hunter, Richmond and Clarence Valleys.
The Black-chinned Honeyeater is a medium-sized green and white passerine bird with a
black head. The species builds compact, cup-shaped nests and feeds on arthropods, nectar
and lerp from eucalypt foliage and bark (Blakers etal. 1984).
Black-chinned Honeyeaters were widely distributed and occurred naturally at low
densities. Black-chinned Honeyeaters were recorded at densities ranging between 0.02 to
0.26 per hectare in box-ironbark forests in Victoria (Traill 1995) and in northern NSW at
0.28 per hectare (Oliver etal. 1999).
The Black-chinned Honeyeater has declined in numbers and is no longer found in parts of
its range. For example, population declines have been reported from the Cumberland Plain,
Western Sydney (Hoskin 1991; Keast 1995; Egan et al. 1997) and the species was absent
throughout a survey o f 195 remnants near Forbes (Major et al. 1998). Incidental reports
also show a decline in the occurrence o f birds with the species now only occasionally
recorded at a site near Moree where once they were regular, and an apparent 10 year
absence from a once regular recording site near Wagga Wagga. The species does not
persist in remnants less than 200 ha in area. Reid (1999) identified the species as a
`decliner' in a review o f bird species' status in the NSW sheep-wheatbelt.

1

Black-chinned Honeyeaters are threatened by clearance and the fragmentation of
woodland habitat.
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Turquoise Parrot (Neophema pulchella)
The Turquoise Parrot utilises a variety o f habitats depending on seasonal conditions, but it
generally prefers open woodlands, woodland or open forest edges with a grassy
understorey, often in rough, rocky or broken country.
It is a ground feeder o f seeds, native grasses and other ground cover or pasture species
when available.
For nesting purposes it utilises stumps, hollow logs or tree hollows.
Barking Owl (Ninox connivens)
Primarily inhabits open forest and woodland, in warm lowland areas on gentle terrain
(Ayers et al. 1996). It roosts by day in dense streamside galleries and thickets of
Casuarina and Acacia as well as eucalypts, and forages in adjacent woodland; it is often
associated with red gum species (Higgins 1999). Barking Owls are assumed to be
sedentary, living singly, in pairs or family groups o f three to five in permanent territories
containing several roost sites.
These owls hunt nocturnally for a variety o f mammals up to the size o f a rabbit, primarily
native gliders (Kavanagh and Bamkin 1995).

1

Barking Owls are threatening by habitat clearance, logging and firewood harvesting and
feral honeybees, which can take over the owls' nesting hollows (Kavanagh and Bamkin
1995).
Greater Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus timoriensis)
Occurs in three main areas in south-western Western Australia, South Australia and central
New South Wales to Southern Queensland (Strahan, 1983). They inhabit dry open
woodlands, particularly around River Red Gums that line watercourses and lakes. They
roost in tree hollows, under loose bark, in mud nests o f Fairy Martins and in buildings
(Ayers et al., 1996).
They forage for large moths and beetles over water and hover around trees searching for
insects on leaves and branches (Ayers et al., 1996).
Threatening processes include clearing o f roosting trees and grazing, resulting in poor
regeneration o f hollow-producing trees and predation by feral cats (Ayers et al., 1996).
Blue-billed Duck (Oxyura australis)
The Blue-billed Duck prefers habitats o f permanent freshwater swamps, dams, lakes and
larger rivers, usually with a cover o f dense vegetation.
Blue-billed Ducks feed upon a wide variety o f seeds and leaves o f freshwater plants as
well as large numbers o f midge, caddisfly and dragonfly larvae.

1

Breeding and nesting take place in a cup-shaped nest constructed in rushes, reeds, sticks,
cumbungi or lignum with a little down lining. Often a canopy o f surrounding growth is
pulled over it in cumbungi, rush, lignum or tea-tree, either over water or on the ground if
on an island. Occasionally they will utilise the old nest o f other waterfowl.
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Squirrel Glider (Petaurus norfolcensis)
The range o f the Squirrel Glider extends from southern Victoria to north Queensland,
roughly following the Great Dividing Range and its western slopes. Within it's range it
inhabits a variety o f wet and dry sclerophyll forests including open forests, low open
forests and woodlands where it lives in family groups (Ayers et al., 1996).
It forages at night in the upper canopy feeding on nectar, invertebrates, pollen, lerps and
sugary extracts from berries and fruits along with the occasional small bird and mice
(Ayers et al., 1996).
The persistence o f the Squirrel Glider over its current range is threatened by clearing of
woodland for agriculture, logging, grazing, predation by owls, foxes and cats, and loss of
genetic diversity (Ayers et al., 1996).
Pink Robin (Petroica rodinogaster)
Pink Robins prefer dense fern-filled gullies and areas o f shady undergrowth during their
breeding season. These birds tend to disperse to more open forests in the autumn and
winter as well as any areas that are tree protected. They prefer a diet o f insets and other
small invertebrates and are usually seen singly or in pairs.
They are threatened by clearing o f suitable habitat as well as timber harvesting which
removes both the understorey and canopy species that are needed for breeding and
foraging.

Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus)
The Koala has an extensive but disjunct distribution from northern Queensland to
southern Victoria (Strahan, 1995). Essentially arboreal it is an extremely agile climber and
leaper.
It is restricted to eucalypt forest and feeds almost exclusively on the leaves o f eucalypts.
In particular the River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), Grey Gum (Eucalyptus
punctata), Matma Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis), Swamp Gum (Eucalyptus robusta) and
Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis).
Breeding occurs in trees during summer. Although it lives predominantly in trees, it may
travel for some distance on the ground in search o f food.
Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii)
The habitat o f the Superb Parrot primarily consists o f riverine forests and neighbouring
woodlands o f River Oaks (Casuarina cunninghamiana), Yellow Box (Eucalyptus
melliodora) and other eucalypts as well as stubble, pastures, sugar gum windbreaks and
homestead gardens.
Their diet consists o f seeds o f grasses, herbs, crops and weeds. It also feeds upon fruit and
blossoms o f eucalypts and acacias.
Breeding and nesting usually occur in hollow eucalypt limbs.

1
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Grey-crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis)
Grey-crowned Babblers are the largest and most conspicuous o f Australia's four babblers.
The species live and breed in a co-ordinated communal group which may include up to 12
individuals. Grey-crowned Babblers have a wide distribution in northern and eastern
Australia, west to the Pilbara region, WA, and southeast to southeastern South Australia.
The species inhabit open woodland and along streams in cleared areas.

1

Grey-crowned Babblers breed from July-February and utilise domed nests o f twigs and
grass reached by a small tunnel. The nests are lined with fine grass and fur or cow dung.
The species has a distinctive call, usually a repeated chuck and loud wee-oo.
Speckled Warbler (Pyrrholaemus sagittata)
The Speckled Warbler is distributed from south-eastern Queensland, through central and
eastern NSW to Victoria. In NSW, Speckled Warblers occupy eucalypt and cypress
woodlands on the slopes west o f the Great Dividing Range, with an extension o f range into
the cypress woodlands o f the northern Riverina. Populations also occur in drier coastal
areas such as the Cumberland Plain, Western Sydney and the Hunter and Snowy River
valleys (Blakers et al. 1984, Schodde & Mason 1999).
Speckled Warblers inhabit woodlands with a grassy understorey, often on ridges or gullies.
The species is sedentary, living in pairs or trios and nests on the ground in grass tussocks,
dense litter and fallen branches. They forage on the ground and in the understorey for
arthropods and seeds (Ford et al. 1986). Home ranges vary from 6-12 hectares.
The Speckled Warbler has declined in numbers from large parts o f its range. Declines have
been reported from the Cumberland Plain (Hoskin 1991; Keast 1995; Egan etal. 1997), the
New England Tableland (Barrett et al. 1994), and from around Parkes (N. Schrader,
unpubl.). Fisher (1997) predicted Speckled Warblers would become extinct in the Bathurst
area i f current land management practices were not reversed. Further, Reid (1999)
identified the species as a `decliner' in a review o f bird status in the NSW sheep-wheatbelt.
The Speckled Warbler is threatened by clearance and fragmentation o f habitat including
removal o f dead timber.
Painted Snipe (Rostratula benghalensis)
The habitat o f the Painted Snipe consists o f swamp fringes, dams, sewage farms and
marshy areas that generally have a cover o f grasses, lignum, low scrub and open timber.
Their diet mainly consists o f aquatic plants and seeds, insects, worms, molluscs,
crustaceans and other invertebrates.
Breeding and nesting take place in a well made saucer o f twigs, reeds and grasses which
is often set on a small hummock above water level, usually in cover. The nest may also
have a canopy o f stems and grasses.

1

Predation by foxes, reduction o f vegetative cover by livestock, cultivation around swamp
and marsh edges and changes to flooding patterns threaten the survival o f the Painted
Snipe (Ayers et al., 1996).
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Diamond Firetail (Stagonopleura guttata)
The Diamond Firetail is distributed through central and eastern NSW, extending north into
southern and central Queensland and south through Victoria to the Eyre Peninsula, South
Australia. In NSW, the species occurs predominantly west o f the Great Dividing Range,
although populations are known from drier coastal areas such as the Cumberland Plain of
western Sydney and the Hunter, Clarence, Richmond and Snowy River valleys (Blakers et
al. 1984, Schodde & Mason 1999).
The Diamond Firetail is a brightly coloured finch that occupies eucalypt woodlands,
forests and mallee where there is a grassy understorey. Firetails build bottle-shaped nests in
trees and bushes, and forage on the ground, largely for grass seeds and other plant material,
but also for insects (Blakers etal. 1984, Read 1994).
The Diamond Firetail has disappeared from parts o f its former range and has declined in
numbers in many areas. Declines have been recorded on the Cumberland Plain, western
Sydney (Hoskin 1991; Keast 1995) with a local extinction near Scheyville (Egan et al.
1997). On the New England Tableland, declines in populations are apparent (Barrett et al.
1994) and the species has become extinct within Imbota Nature Reserve and surrounds (H.
Ford, pers. comm.). Reid (1999) identified the species as a `decliner' in a review o f bird
status in the NSW sheep-wheatbelt; and Fisher (1997) predicted that Diamond Firetails
would significantly decline from the Bathurst District i f current trends in land management
persisted.
The Diamond Firetail is threatened by clearance and fragmentation o f habitat.
Freckled Duck (Stictonetta naevosa)
The habitat o f the Freckled Duck is heavily vegetated swamps, large open lakes and
associated shores and floodwaters.
They feed by filtering and dabbling, which limits their foraging to aquatic habitats,
especially shallow productive waters or soft mud at wetland edges.
Breeding and nesting usually occur in a well constructed bowl shaped nest o f stems and
sticks in lignum or in overhanging tea-tree branch or flood debris close to water. It will at
times utilise old coots nest.
Masked Owl (Tyto novaehollandiae)
The Masked Owl is predominately a coastal species but are also sparsely distributed in
inland NSW. They have home ranges o f 500-1000 hectares per pair and prefer eucalypt
forests and open woodlands. They roost in tree hollows, caves and crevices and under
dense foliage.
They are threatened by clearing, timber harvesting, altered fire regimes and predation by
foxes.

1

Regent Honeyeater (Xanthomyza phrygia)
The Regent Honeyeater inhabits regions in south eastern Australia in eucalypt forest and
woodland, and are often associated with Eucalyptus robusta and She-oaks. However,
roadside verges also provide valuable habitat for the species at certain times o f the year
(Ayers et al., 1996).
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They are a nectivorous species, utilising the resources provided by ironbarks, mistletoe
and banksias. They also consume insects, manna, seeds and fruits (Ayers et al., 1996).
The Regent Honeyeater is threatened by clearing o f suitable habitat, lack o f adequate
regeneration o f trees along roadsides and logging o f ironbark forests (Ayers etal., 1996).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

The N S W Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) proposes to realign a section of the Hume
Highway 67.2 - 68.2 km south of Gundagai to improve road safety in this location.

•

An Aboriginal archaeological assessment of the land that will be impacted by the proposed
works, ie the curve realignment area and a works compound area, was conducted in October
2004. The study included literature review and heritage database searches, field survey and
report compilation.

•

Most o f the realignment study area has undergone considerable disturbance as a result of
previous land clearance and construction, and use and maintenance as a major road corridor.
The proposed compound area has also been heavily disturbed and is now planted with pine
trees.

•

No Aboriginal sites have been previously recorded as occurring in the Kyeamba Hill study
area.

•

No Aboriginal sites, objects or areas of potential archaeological deposit were identified during
the course of this survey

•

The study area is considered to have low Aboriginal archaeological potential.

•

A tree with a surveyor's mark was identified during the course of the field survey. The tree is
located inside the paddock adjacent to the road, 3.4 m from the fenceline.

•

It is recommended that
-

There are no Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints to the proposed roads work at
Kyeamba Hill.

-

If any item suspected of being an 'Aboriginal Object', (as defined under the NPW Act), is
discovered during work in the study area, then work must cease in the area of the find, and
the Department of Environment and Conservation [NPWS] notified.

-

In the first instance, impact to the surveyors mark tree should be avoided.
If this is not feasible then further assessment of the tree to determine the age of the mark
(and ascertain whether it is a 'Heritage Item' under the NSW Heritage Act) should be
conducted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) proposes to realign a section of the Hume Highway
67.2 - 68.2 km south of Gundagai to improve road safety in this location. The proposed works include
realigning the highway at the northernmost curve to a 600 m radius curve. The road is in cut in this
location and further cut and minor vegetation removal will be required to accommodate the highway.
(Figures 1, 2 and 3).
The RTA is undertaking a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) for the proposal to fulfil
requirements of Section 111 (Part V) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
This report documents the results of an Aboriginal archaeological assessment of the land that will be
impacted by the proposed works. These areas include the land affected by the curve realignment
and a possible works compound located immediately north of the realignment area. The report was
commissioned by the RTA and represents the Aboriginal cultural heritage component of the REF for
the realignment and alterations.

1.1 Report Outline
This report:
•

Documents the methodology implemented for the study.

•

Describes the environmental setting of the study area.

•

Provides a background of local and regional archaeology for the study area.

•

Describes the field survey, strategy and results.

•

Provides management recommendations based on the results of the investigation.

Figure 1 General Location of the Study Area
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Figure 2 General location of Study Area (shown in red)
Kyeamba 1:25,000 topo map 2nd Edition
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Figure 3 Option 1 and possible compound site (shown in red)
(Option 2 not covered in this assessment).
Aerial photograph suppled by RTA
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2. ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION
The study area falls within the boundaries of the Wagga Wagga Local Aboriginal Land Council.
Attempts were made to contact the Land Council prior to the field survey and to invite a
representative to participate in the field inspection of the study area. However, the Land Council is
currently under restructure and consequently no Aboriginal representatives were in attendance onsite for the field survey.

3. STUDY METHODOLOGY
3.1 Literature and Database Review
A range of documentation was used in assessing the state of archaeological knowledge for the
Kyeamba area and the surrounding region.
Aboriginal literature sources included the NSW Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC)
Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS), associated files and catalogue of
archaeological reports, and theses held in the library of the Department of Archaeology and
Anthropology, Australian National University.
This background research was used to determine if known Aboriginal sites were located within the
area under investigation, to facilitate site prediction on the basis of known regional and local site
patterns, and to place the area within an archaeological and research management context.

3.2 Fieldwork
Archaeologist Matthew Barber and field assistant Daniel Powell conducted the field survey in
September 2004.
Survey involved the field team walking across the study area in both systematic and opportunistic
survey traverses. All areas of ground disturbance and surface visibility were inspected for Aboriginal
sites. All large and mature native trees were inspected for Aboriginal scarring.

3.3 Project Personnel
The field survey was conducted by Matthew Barber with field assistance provided by Daniel Powell.
The report was prepared by Suzanne Thompson-Wright and Kerry Navin.
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT
The study area is located within a transitional topographic regime between the southern tablelands to
the east and the riverine plains to the west. The general topography can be characterised by rolling
and undulating terrain with broad and open valley floors bounded by steep to moderately graded
discontinuous ranges. Nearby Kilgowla Mountain is approximately 519 m AHD.
The proposed road alignment and works compound area are situated within the valleys of Kyeamba
Creek and Keajura Creek. Both Keajura Creek and Kyeamba Creek flow into the Murrumbidgee
River situated 35 km to the north and 25 km to the northeast respectively.
The proposed road alignment is situated on the Late Silurian Kyeamba Adamellite, which overlies the
Wagga Marginal Basin of the early to late Ordovician with minor remnants of the earlier Cainozoic
Quaternary Terrestrial Basin on the northern alignment.
The Wagga Marginal Basin consists of shale, quartzite, impure sandstone, black slate and siltstone
and the Quaternary Terrestrial Basins contain floodplain sediments and high-level terrace sediments
of the Murray Valley.
The topography in the study area comprises generally moderate to steep slopes (8-15°).
The realignment study area has been cleared of most original vegetation. Stands of regenerating
Eucalypts occur along the existing road verges and in discrete stands across the area. Mature and
old growth native Eucalypts occur sporadically throughout most of the study area, including adjacent
to, and between, the existing Hume Highway carriageway.
Most o f the realignment study area has undergone considerable disturbance as a result of previous
land clearance and construction, and use and maintenance as a major road corridor. The road
reserve has undergone landscape disturbance with road construction, cutting and importation of fill to
form a level roadway. Two benches are visible on the road batter and a drain has been cut in the top
of the batter.
The compound area has been heavily disturbed and is now planted with pine trees. Soil here is a
sandy loam.
The survival of a variety of Aboriginal archaeological sites will have been prejudiced as a result of
these landscape modifications. Vegetation clearance results in the destruction of a number of site
types including carved and scarred trees, and may also impact stone arrangements and earth rings
or bora grounds. Artefact scatters and archaeological deposits may also be disturbed by vegetation
clearance and can be significantly degraded or destroyed by ploughing, erosion and vehicle impact.
Sites are unlikely to survive intact after major road construction activities.
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Figure 4 The study area showing proposed realignment and local ground surface disturbance.
Aerial photograph suppled by RTA.
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5. ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
5.1 Tribal Boundaries
The Kyeamba study area forms part of the low relief and undulating country situated between the
extensive western foothills of the Great Dividing Range and the flat inter-riverine plains further to the
west. During the period of European exploration and first settlement the study area would have fallen
within the area occupied by the Narrungdera people (White 1986). This was one of the sub-groups of
the southern Wiradjuri mentioned by Mathews as occupying '...the Murrumbidgee River from Jugiong
to Hay, extending southerly to the Murray...' (Mathews 1897:112).
The 'Wiradjuri' territory was located within the Murray-Darling Basin and extended from Dubbo and
Bylong in the north to Tallangatta in the south and west from Lithgow to the Hay Plain and Ivanhoe
(Tindale 1974). The territory extends into three general physiographic regions: the highlands (central
tablelands) in the east, the riverine plains in the west and the transitional western slopes zone in
between (White 1986:39). The Kyeamba study area falls within the transitional zone.

5.2 Regional and Local Overview
Few archaeological surveys or investigations have been carried out within the region immediately
surrounding and including Kyeamba study area, and few Aboriginal sites had been recorded. A
search of the N S W NPWS Register of Aboriginal Sites (Aboriginal Heritage Information Management
System) indicated that one site; a scarred tree, had been located in the area in an area 400 km2
around Kyeamba. The tree (NPWS Site # 56-2-0024) is located approximately four kilometres
northeast of the study area.
This paucity of recordings of Aboriginal sites is attributed to the limited amount of systematic
archaeological field survey undertaken in the general Kyeamba Hill area.
Surveys in the general region in which the Kyeamba study area is located include Koettig 1984
(Gundagai), Silcox 1992 (Jugiong), Navin 1994 (Gundagai), Navin 1994 (Coolac), Navin, Officer and
Legge 1994 (Coolac), and Navin Officer Heritage Consultants 2004 (Coolac). Most of these studies
relate to proposed works on the Hume Highway.
Koettig recorded an open artefact scatter, NPWS Site Number 56-3-0005, in the course of a survey
for a water treatment works at Gundagai. The site was situated on the northern bank of a basal
hillslope gully, draining directly into the Murrumbidgee River. The site comprised four artefacts
located in a disturbed context along a 28 m surface exposure (Koettig 1984).
Silcox did not locate any Aboriginal sites or relics in the course of a survey of areas affected by
bridgeworks on the proposed Hume Highway deviation around Jugiong (Silcox 1992). Silcox noted
that the survey areas had been previously disturbed.
Navin located four Aboriginal sites in the course of a survey for a bridge and road duplication at
Gundagai. The study area comprised approximately 75 ha, 80% of which was situated on the present
Murrumbidgee River floodplain. The sites comprised two open artefact scatters (South Gundagai 1
and 2) and two probable Aboriginal scarred trees (South Gundagai 3 and 4).
Navin, Officer, and Legge carried out a survey for the proposed Coolac Bypass Hume Highway
upgrade in 1994.Three scarred trees (CBI, CBA 2, CBA 4), two artefact scatters (CBA 3 and CBA 6)
and one artefact scatter/procurement site including archaeological deposit (CBA 5) were identified in
the course o f the survey. One isolated find (IF1) was also located in the study area (Navin, Officer &
Legge 1994).
In 1996 three artefact scatters (CBA 7, CBA 8 and CBA9) and a possible Aboriginal scarred tree
(CBA 10) were recorded during survey and subsequent re-assessment of Alternatives A-2 and AB at
Coolac (Navin and Officer 1996).
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Navin Officer Heritage Consultants undertook a review of previous archaeological work at Coolac in
2004. One new Aboriginal artefact scatter CBA 11, as well as an area of potential archaeological
deposit (CBA PAD 1), were identified in the course of the assessment.

5.3 The Study Area
No Aboriginal sites have been previously recorded as occurring in the Kyeamba Hill study area.
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6. SURVEY RESULTS
6.1 Aboriginal Sites
No Aboriginal sites, objects or areas of potential archaeological deposit were identified during the
course of this survey.
The majority of the study area consists of both low to moderately graded basal valley slopes situated
away from permanent water sources and creek banks and terraces. In addition most of these areas
have been significantly impacted by vegetation clearance, agricultural soil disturbance, and road
construction. The study area is considered to have low Aboriginal archaeological potential.

6.2 European Sites
This study does not address non indigenous heritage, however a tree with a surveyor's mark was
identified during the course of the survey and is documented here for the information of the RTA
(GDA [66] 557565.6079217).
The tree is located inside the paddock adjacent to the road, 3.4 m from the fenceline. The tree is in
fair condition although some crown branches are missing and a split is visible high up on the tree
trunk.
This large (possible Yellow Box) tree, is approximately 15 m high and 4.75 m in girth. The tree scar
dimensions are 105 x 42 x 9 cm. (Plates 1 and 2)

Plate 1 Surveyors mark on tree
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Plate 2 Tree with surveyors mark

6.3 Survey Coverage and Visibility Variables
The effectiveness of archaeological field survey is to a large degree related to the obtrusiveness of
the sites being looked for and the incidence and quality of ground surface visibility. Visibility variables
were estimated for all areas of comprehensive survey within the study area. These estimates provide
a measure with which to gauge the effectiveness of the survey and level of sampling conducted.
They can also be used to gauge the number and type of sites that may not have been detected by
the survey.
Ground surface visibility is a measure of the bare ground visible to the archaeologist during the
survey. There are two main variables used to assess ground surface visibility, the frequency of
exposure encountered by the surveyor and the quality of visibility within those exposures. The
predominant factors affecting the quality of ground surface visibility within an exposure are the extent
of vegetation and ground litter, the depth and origin of exposure, the extent of recent sedimentary
deposition, and the level of visual interference from surface gravels. Two variables of ground surface
visibility were estimated during the survey:
•

a percentage estimate of the total area of ground inspected which contained useable exposures
of bare ground;

•

a percentage estimate of the average levels of ground surface visibility within those exposures.
This is a net estimate and accounts for all impacting visual and physical variables including the
archaeological potential of the sediment or rock exposed.

The obtrusiveness of different site types is also an important factor in assessing the impact of
visibility levels. For example, artefacts made from locally occurring rock such as quartz may be more
difficult to detect under usual field survey conditions than rock types that are foreign to the area. The
impact of natural gravels on artefact detection was taken into account in the visibility variables
estimates outlined above.
The natural incidence of sandstone platforms suitable for grinding grooves or engraving, together
with the incidence of old growth trees, are important considerations in identifying both survey
effectiveness and site location patterns outside of environmentally determined factors.
The following table summarises estimates for the degree to which separate landforms within the
study area were examined and also indicates the exposure incidence and average ground visibility
present in each case. A total of 100% of the ground area in the study area was inspected during the
survey, with 10% providing useable archaeological exposures for Realignment Option One and 75%
for the possible compound site.
A graphic approximation of the surface survey coverage achieved within the study area is shown in
Figure 5.
Taking into account survey coverage, archaeologically useable exposures, and visibility variables,
the effective survey coverage (ESC) was 12.5% of the total survey area. The ESC attempts to
provide an estimate of the proportion of the total study area that provided a net 100% level of ground
surface visibility to archaeological surveyors.
The ESC calculation is defined and required by the NPWS and stated to be of use in assessing and
cross comparing the adequacy of archaeological surface surveys. The actual utility of the ESC
calculation however is challenged by many archaeologists. The limitations of the ESC calculation are
emphasised by differences in the subjective assessment of exposure and visibility levels, variations
in how survey units are defined and measured, and differences in how and which variables are
estimated and combined. In reality, ESC results tend only to be meaningful when compared across
surveys conducted by the same surveyors and ESC measurers.
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Figure 5 A graphic approximation of the surface survey coverage achieved within the study area for
Option 1 and possible compound site. Aerial photograph provided by RTA
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7. STATUTORY INFORMATION1
7.1 The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
The following summary is based on:
•

the provisions of the current National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (as amended). It should be
noted that amendments to this Act were passed by both houses of the NSW State Government
in 2001 (no.130, assented 19/12/2001). Some of these amendments are yet to be proclaimed.

•

Department of Environment and Conservation policy as presented in the 1997 Standards and
Guidelines Kit for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage provided by the NSW NPWS, and as
communicated orally to the consultants on a periodic basis. The 1997 Standards and Guidelines
Kit is currently under review and subject to change in the near future.

The guideline documents presented in the 1997 Standards and Guidelines Kit were stated to be
working drafts and subject to an 18 months performance review. The Standards Manual was defined
not to be a draft and subject to periodic supplements.
The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (as amended) provides the primary basis for the legal
protection and management of Aboriginal sites within NSW. The implementation of the Aboriginal
heritage provisions of the Act is the responsibility of the Department of Environment and
Conservation (DEC).
The rationale behind the Act is the prevention of unnecessary or unwarranted destruction of relics,
and the active protection and conservation of relics that are of high cultural significance.
With the exception of some artefacts in collections, or those specifically made for sale, the Act
generally defines all Aboriginal artefacts to be 'Aboriginal Objects' and to be the property of the
Crown. An Aboriginal object has a broad definition and is inclusive of most archaeological evidence
The Act then provides various controls for the protection, management and disturbance of Aboriginal
Objects.
An Aboriginal object is defined as:
'any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale)
relating to the Aboriginal habitation of the area that comprises New South
Wales, being habitation before or concurrent with (or both) the occupation of
that area by persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal
remains.' [Section 5(1)].
In practice, archaeologists use a methodology that groups 'Aboriginal Objects' into various site
classifications according to the nature, occurrence and exposure of archaeological material evidence.
The archaeological definition of a site may vary according to survey objectives, however a site is not
recognised or defined as a legal entity in the Act. It should be noted that even single and isolated
artefacts are protected as Aboriginal Objects under the Act.
Generally it is an offence to do any of the following without a Permit from the Director-General of the
Department of Environment and Conservation under Section 87: disturb or excavate any land for the
purpose of discovering an Aboriginal Object; disturbing or moving an Aboriginal Object; take
possession of or removing an Aboriginal Object from certain lands; and erecting a building or
structure to store Aboriginal Objects on certain land (Section 86). The maximum penalty is $11,000
for individuals and $22,000 for corporations. Section 175B outlines circumstances where corporation

1

T h e following information is provided as a guide only and is accurate to the best knowledge of Navin Officer Heritage
Consultants. Readers are advised that this information is subject to confirmation from qualified legal opinion.
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directors may be taken to have contravened these provisions, based on the acts or omissions of that
Corporation.
Consents regarding the use or destruction of Aboriginal Objects are managed through a system of
Permits and Consents under the provisions of Sections 87 and 90 of the Act. The processing and
assessment of Permit and Consent applications is dependent upon adequate archaeological review
and assessment, together with an appropriate level of Aboriginal community liaison and involvement
(refer Standards for Archaeological Practice in Aboriginal Heritage Management in 1997 NPWS
Standards and Guidelines Kit).
The Minister may declare any place which, in his or her opinion, is or was of special Aboriginal
significance with respect to Aboriginal culture, to be an Aboriginal place (Section 84). The DirectorGeneral has responsibility for the preservation and protection of the Aboriginal place (Section 85). An
area declared to be an Aboriginal place may remain in private ownership, or be acquired by the
Crown by agreement or by a compulsory process (Section 145).
The Director General may make an interim protection order and order that an action cease where
that action is, or is likely to, significantly affect an Aboriginal object of Aboriginal place. Such an order
is current for 40 days (Section 91AA, Schedule 3[10]). Such an order does not apply to certain
actions, such as where they are in accordance with development consents or emergency
procedures.
General Management Constraints and Requirements
The Act, together with the policies of the Department of Environment and Conservation provide the
following constraints and requirements on land owners and managers:
•

It is an offence to knowingly disturb an Aboriginal Object (or site) without an appropriate permit or
consent (Sections 87 and 90);

•

Prior to instigating any action which may conceivably disturb an Aboriginal Object (this generally
means land surface disturbance or felling of mature trees), archaeological survey and
assessment is required (refer Standards for Archaeological Practice in Aboriginal Heritage
Management in 1997 NPWS Standards and Guidelines Kit).

•

When the archaeological resource of an area is known or can be reliably predicted, appropriate
landuse practices should be adopted which will minimise the necessity for the destruction of
sites/Aboriginal Objects, and prevent destruction to sites/Aboriginal Objects which warrant
conservation (refer Standards for Archaeological Practice in Aboriginal Heritage Management in
1997 NPWS Standards and Guidelines Kit).

•

Documented and appropriate consultation with relevant Aboriginal Community representatives is
required by the Department of Environment and Conservation as part of the prerequisite
information necessary for endorsement of consultant recommendations or the provision of
Consents and Permits by the NPWS (refer Standards for Archaeological Practice in Aboriginal
Heritage Management in 1997 NPWS Standards and Guidelines Kit).

7.2 The National Parks and Wildlife Amendment Bill 2001
Although this Act was passed by both houses of the NSW parliament in 2001, a number of its
provisions with regard to Aboriginal cultural heritage have yet to be gazetted and are not yet law.
These include the following provisions:
•

The requirement for a section 90 'Consent to Destroy' from the Director General will be replaced
by a 'heritage impact permit' (Schedule 3[1], 3[3-8]).

•

The offence under section 90 of the Principal Act of 'knowingly' destroying, defacing or damaging
Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal Places without Consent will be changed so that the element of
knowledge will be removed (Schedule 3 [21). The amended section 90, subsection 1 will read:
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'A person must not destroy, deface, damage or desecrate, or cause or permit
the destruction, defacement, damage or desecration of, an Aboriginal object or
Aboriginal place.'
•

Section 90 subsection 1 will not apply when an Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place is dealt with
in accordance with a heritage impact permit issued by the Director-General (Schedule 3[3],
Section 90(1B) in amended Act).

•

It will be a defence to a prosecution for an offence against subsection 1 if the defendant shows
that:
(a) he or she took reasonable precautions and exercised due diligence to determine whether
the action constituting the alleged offence would, or would be likely to, impact on the
Aboriginal object of Aboriginal place concerned, and
(b) the person reasonably believed that the action would not destroy, deface, damage or
desecrate the Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place.' (Schedule 3[3], Section 90(1C) in
amended Act)

•

A court will be able to direct a person to mitigate damage to or restore an Aboriginal object or an
Aboriginal place in appropriate circumstances viitlen finding the person guilty of an offence
referred to in section 90 of the Principal Act (Schedule 3[9]).

•

Schedule 4[8] of the Bill provides for the Director-General to withhold in the public interest
specified documents in the possession of the NPWS which relate to the location of Aboriginal
objects, or the cultural values of an Aboriginal place or Aboriginal object.

7.3 Statutory constraints arising from artefacts which constitute background
scatter
Background scatter is a term used generally by archaeologists to refer to artefacts that cannot be
usefully related to a place or focus of past activity. There is no single concept for background 'scatter'
or discard, and therefore no agreed definition. The recognition of background material within a
particular study area is dependent on an appreciation of local contextual and taphonomic factors.
Artefacts within a 'background' scatter can be found in most landscape types and may vary
considerably in density.
Standard archaeological methodologies cannot effectively predict the location of individual
background scatter artefacts. Surface survey may detect background material either as individual
artefacts (Isolated finds'), or even as small, low-density 'sites'. Subsurface testing may sample, and
through analysis, characterise background material. However, beyond the scope of archaeological
sampling, the potential to encounter background artefacts within the context of development related
ground disturbance will always remain.
Most previous cultural resource management archaeological methodologies have acknowledged that
there is little scientific justification for the conduct of archaeological salvage or ground disturbance
monitoring to effect the recovery of background artefacts. The intrinsic scientific value of any
recovered artefacts does not, in general, outweigh the expense of conducting the monitoring.
However, low density distributions of artefacts are a current subject of interest by some heritage
practitioners and DEC policy regarding this issue may change in the future. The monitoring of
construction related ground works by Aboriginal groups is now increasingly practiced. The recovery
of background scatter artefacts is often a probable outcome of such monitoring exercises.
Given the nature of statutory and DEC policy requirements in NSW (refer Section 9), the detection of
background artefacts during monitoring can be problematic. Unless the Aboriginal object is covered
by a current Consent or Permit (or Heritage Impact Permit (HIP)), from DEC, all further impact to the
find, and the ground in its immediate vicinity, must cease until one is gained. It may take up to eight
weeks for this to occur. In the past, however, DEC has not as a general rule granted Consents to
cover artefacts within background scatters. This is because DEC only provide Consents where the
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significance and location of the Aboriginal Objects to be impacted can be reliably defined. By their
very nature, this cannot be done for artefacts that constitute a background scatter.
The present policies of DEC do not provide an effective or proactive means of dealing with the
statutory constraints posed by the detection of background scatter artefacts during development
works. It should therefore be noted, that in the event that an Aboriginal artefact ('Aboriginal object') is
detected during monitoring of ground disturbance within a development study area, and that area is
not covered by a Consent to Destroy (or Heritage Impact Permit), there may be considerable delays
to development works while an application for a Consent to Destroy is processed.

7.4 Environmental Planning & Assessment Act (1979)
The EP & A Act and its regulations, schedules and associated guidelines require that environmental
impacts are considered in land use planning and decision making. Environmental impacts include
cultural heritage assessment.
There are three main areas of protection under the Act:
•

Planning instruments allow particular uses for land and specify constraints. Part III governs the
preparation of planning instruments. Both Aboriginal and Historic (Non-Indigenous) cultural
heritage values should be assessed when determining land use.

•

Section 90 lists impacts which must be considered before development approval is granted. Part
IV relates to the development assessment process for local government authorities. Impact to
both Aboriginal and Historic (Non-Indigenous) cultural heritage values are included.

•

State Government agencies which act as the determining authority on the environmental impacts
of proposed activities must consider a variety of community and cultural factors in their decisions,
including Aboriginal and Historic (Non-Indigenous) cultural heritage values. Part V relates to
activities which do not require consent but still require an environmental evaluation, such as
proposals by government authorities.

Under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act (1979) the Minister of Urban Affairs and
Planning may make various planning instruments such as regional environmental plans (section 51)
and local environment plans (section 70). The Minister may direct a public authority such as a Local
Council, to exercise certain actions within a specified time, including the preparation of draft Local
Environmental Plans and appropriate provisions to achieve the principles and aims of the Act
(section 117).
These planning instruments may identify places and features of cultural heritage significance and
define various statutory requirements regarding the potential development, modification and
conservation of these items. In general, places of identified significance, or places requiring further
assessment, are listed in various heritage schedules that may form part of a Local Environmental
Plan (LEP) or a Regional Environmental Plan (REP). Listed heritage items are then protected from
certain defined activities, normally including demolition, renovation, excavation, subdivision, and
other forms or damage, unless consent has been gained from an identified consent authority. The
consent authority under a LEP is normally the local Shire or City Council.
In addition to the development of these environmental planning instruments, the Director of the
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (DIPNR) or a local Council may
prepare a Development Control Plan (DCP), where it is considered that more detailed provisions or
guidelines are required over any part of land covered by an REP, LEP or their Drafts (sections 51A
and 72).
In determining a development application (DA), a consent authority, such as a local Council, must
take into consideration any of the following which are relevant to the subject application (section
79C(1) Potential Matters for Consideration):
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•

the provisions of any environmental planning instrument, or draft environmental planning
instrument (which has been placed on public exhibition); any development control plan; and the
regulations;

•

the likely impacts of that development on the natural and built environments, and the social and
economic impacts on the locality;

•

the suitability of the site for the development;

•

any submissions made in accordance with the Act or the regulations; and

•

the public interest.

Best Practice Guidelines have been issued by DIPNR on the use of section 79C(1) and include an
assessment of how the proposed development will affect the heritage significance of the property, or
adjacent properties, in terms of the historic, scientific, cultural, spiritual and archaeological of
Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal and natural heritage.
If a development consent is required from council under the provisions of a LEP and a permit or
license is also required from a State Government Agency an integrated development must be
submitted to the consent authority. A development is an 'integrated development' if it requires an
approval under section 90 of the NSW National Parks & Wildlife Act, 1974 or if the Director General
of NPWS is of the opinion that consultation with an Aboriginal group or organisation should be
consulted prior to a determination being made. Any development approval issued for an integrated
development of this kind must be consistent with the general terms of approval or requirements
provided by the relevant State Government Agency.
The Environmental Planning & Assessment Act, 1979, as amended, provides for the listing of
heritage items and conservation areas and for the protection of these items or areas through
environmental planning instruments (like LEPs and REPs) at the local government and State
planning levels. These statutory planning instruments usually contain provisions for the conservation
of these items and areas as well as an assessment process to reduce the impacts of new
development on the heritage significance of a place, building or conservation area.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of the assessment documented in this report it is recommended that:
There are no Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints to the proposed roads work at Kyeannba Hill.
If any item suspected of being an 'Aboriginal Object', (as defined under the NPW Act), is
discovered during work in the study areas, then work must cease in the area of the find, and the
Department of Environment and Conservation [NPWS] notified.
In the first instance, impact to the surveyors mark tree should be avoided.
If this is not feasible then further assessment of the tree to determine the age of the mark (and
ascertain whether it is a 'Heritage Item' under the NSW Heritage Act) should be conducted.
Three copies of this report should be sent to:
Dr Phillip Boot
Archaeologist
Southern Aboriginal Heritage Unit
Department of Environment and Conservation
PO Box 2115
QUEANBEYAN NSW 2620
One copy of this report should be provided to:
The Secretary
Wagga Wagga LALC
PO BOX 403
W A G G A W A G G A NSW 2650

1
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Summary
Matters o f National Environmental Significance
This part of the report summarises the matters of national environmental significance that may
occur in, or may relate to, the area you nominated. Further information is available in the detail
part o f the report, which can be accessed by scrolling or following the links below. If you are
proposing to undertake an activity that may have a significant impact on one or more matters of
national environmental significance then you should consider the Administrative Guidelines on

http://www.deh.gov.au/cgi-bin/erin/ert/epbc/epbc_report.pl
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Significance - see http://www deh.gov au/epbc/assessmentsapprovals/guidelines/index.html.
None
World Heritage Properties:
National Heritage Places:

None

Wetlands o f International Significance:
(Ramsar Sites)

2

Commonwealth Marine Areas:

None

Threatened Ecological Communities:

1

Threatened Species:

12

Migratory Species:

6

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act
This part of the report summarises other matters protected under the Act that may relate to the
area you nominated. Approval may be required for a proposed activity that significantly affects the
environment on Commonwealth land, when the action is outside the Commonwealth land, or the
environment anywhere when the action is taken on Commonwealth land. Approval may also be
required for the Commonwealth or Commonwealth agencies proposing to take an action that is
likely to have a significant impact on the environment anywhere.

1

The EPBC Act protects the environment on Commonwealth land, the environment from the
actions taken on Commonwealth land, and the environment from actions taken by Commonwealth
agencies. A s heritage values of a place are part of the 'environment', these aspects of the EPBC
Act protect the Commonwealth Heritage values of a Commonwealth Heritage place and the
heritage values of a place on the Register of the National Estate. Information on the new heritage
laws can be found at http_://www.deh.gov.au/heritage/index.html.
Please note that the current dataset on Commonwealth land is not complete. Further information
on Commonwealth land would need to be obtained from relevant sources including
Commonwealth agencies, local agencies, and land tenure maps.
A permit may be required for activities in or on a Commonwealth area that may affect a member of
a listed threatened species or ecological community, a member of a listed migratory species,
whales and other cetaceans, or a member o f a listed marine species. Information on EPBC Act
permit requirements and application forms can be found at
http://www.deh.gov.au/epbc/permits/index.html.
Commonwealth Lands:

None

Commonwealth Heritage Places:

None

Places on the RNE:

None

Listed Marine Species:

6

Whales and Other Cetaceans:

None

Critical Habitats:

None

Commonwealth Reserves:

None

Extra Information
This part of the report provides information that may also be relevant to the area you have
nominated.
State and Territory Reserves:

None

Other Commonwealth Reserves:

None
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1

Regional F o r e s t Agreements:

Details
Matters of National Environmental Significance
Wetlands of International Significance [ Dataset information]
(Ramsar Sites)
FIVEBOUGH AND TUCKERBIL SWAMPS

Within same catchment as Ramsar
site

GININI FLATS SUBALPINE BOG COMPLEX

Within same catchment as Ramsar
site

Threatened Ecological Communities [ Dataset
Information]

Status

Grassy_ White Box Woodlands

Endangered Community may occur within area

Threatened Species [ Dataset Information ]

Status

Type of Presence

Type of Presence

Birds

1

Lathamus discolor
Swift Parrot

Endangered Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Polytelis swainsonii
Superb Parrot

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat likely to
occur within area

Rostratula australis
Australian Painted Snipe

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Xanthomyza phrygia
Regent Honeyeater

Endangered Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Fishes
Maccullochella pee/ii peelii*
Murray Cod, Cod, Goodoo

Vulnerable

Macq_uaria australasica *
Macquarie Perch

Endangered Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Frogs
Litoria raniformis *
Southern Bell Frog, Growling Grass Frog,
Warty Bell Frog, Green and Golden Frog

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Mammals
Dasyurqsmaculatus maculatus (SE mainland
population)
Spot-tailed Quoll, Spotted-tail Quoll, Tiger
Quoll (southeastern mainland population)

Endangered Species or species habitat likely to
occur within area

N_yctophilus timoriensis (South-eastern form)
Eastern Long-eared Bat

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat likely to
occur within area

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat likely to

Reptiles
Delma impar *
Striped Legless Lizard
Plants
Ammobium craspedioides
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occur within area

Yass Daisy
Diuris sheaffia 7
1a
Tricolour Diuris

Vulnerable

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Migratory Species [ Dataset Information]

Status

Type of Presence

Haliaeetus leucogaster
White-bellied Sea-Eagle

Migratory

Species or species habitat likely to
occur within area

Hirundapus caudacutus
White-throated Needletail

Migratory

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Myiagra cyanoleuca
Satin Flycatcher

Migratory

Breeding likely to occur within area

Xanthomyza phrygia
Regent Honeyeater

Migratory

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Gallinago hardwickii
Latham's Snipe, Japanese Snipe

Migratory

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Rostratula berighalensis s. lat.
Painted Snipe

Migratory

Species or species habitat may
occur within area

Migratory Terrestrial Species
Birds

Migratory Wetland Species
Birds

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act
Status

Type of Presence

Gallinago hardwickii
Latham's Snipe, Japanese Snipe

Listed overfly
marine
area

Species or species habitat may occur
within area

Haliaeetus leucog_aster
White-bellied Sea-Eagle

Listed

Species or species habitat likely to
occur within area

Hirundapus caudacutus
White-throated Needletail

Listed overfly
marine
area

Species or species habitat may occur
within area

Lathamus discolor
Swift Parrot

Listed overfly
marine
area

Species or species habitat may occur
within area

Myiagra cyanoleuca
Satin Flycatcher

Listed overfly
marine
area

Breeding likely to occur within area

Rostratula behohalensis s. lat.
Painted Snipe

Listed overfly
marine
area

Species or species habitat may occur
within area

Listed Marine Species [ Dataset Information ]
Birds
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Extra Information
Regional Forest Agreements [ Dataset Information]
Note that all RFA areas including those still under consideration have been included.
Southern RFA, New South Wales

Caveat
The information presented in this report has been provided by a range of data sources as
3C-,.." ,1 e c ! : at the end of the report.
This report is designed to assist in identifying the locations of places which may be relevant in
determining obligations under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation A c t 1999.
It holds mapped locations of World Heritage and Register of National Estate properties, Wetlands of
International Importance, Commonwealth and State/Territory reserves, listed threatened, migratory
and marine species and listed threatened ecological communities. Mapping of Commonwealth land
is not complete at this stage. Maps have been collated from a range of sources at various
resolutions.

1
1

Not all species listed under the EPBC Act have been mapped (see below) and therefore a report is
a general guide only. Where available data supports mapping, the type of presence that can be
determined from the data is indicated in general terms. People using this information in making a
referral may need to consider the qualifications below and may need to seek and consider other
information sources.
For threatened ecological communities where the distribution is well known, maps are derived from
recovery plans, State vegetation maps, remote sensing imagery and other sources. Where
threatened ecological community distributions are less well known, existing vegetation maps and
point location data are used to produce indicative distribution maps.
For species where the distributions are well known, maps are digitised from sources such as
recovery plans and detailed habitat studies. Where appropriate, core breeding, foraging and
roosting areas are indicated under "type of presence". For species whose distributions are less well
known, point locations are collated from government wildlife authorities, museums, and nongovernment organisations; bioclimatic distribution models are generated and these validated by
experts. In some cases, the distribution maps are based solely on expert knowledge.
Only selected species covered by the migratory and marine provisions of the Act have been
mapped.
The following species and ecological communities have not been mapped and do not appear in
reports produced from this database:
• threatened species listed as extinct or considered as vagrants
• some species and ecological communities that have only recently been listed
• some terrestrial species that overfly the Commonwealth marine area
• migratory species that are very widespread, vagrant, or only occur in small numbers.
The following groups have been mapped, but may not cover the complete distribution of the
species:
• non-threatened seabirds which have only been mapped for recorded breeding sites;
• seals which have only been mapped for breeding sites near the Australian continent.

Ihtp:/www.deh.gov.au/cg-ibn
i/ern
i/ert/epbc/epbc

report.pl
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Such breeding sites may be important for the protection of the Commonwealth Marine environment.
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Noxious
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NSW DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY INDUSTRIES

Home >
•i Farm management

Pest and weeds management » Weeds management

Noxious weed declarations

Noxious weed declarations in NSW
Wagga Wagga
The following weeds are declared noxious in the Wagga Wagga control area. The 'details link on each listing
information on the legal requirements of the weed's listing and any variation in status within the local control
list of all weeds in all control areas is also available as a PDF document.
Common n a m e

Scientific name

Category

African boxthorn

Lycium ferocissimum

W2

details

Alligator weed

Altemanthera philoxeroides

W1

details

Bathurst
Noogoora
Californian
Cockle burrs

Xanthium spp.

W2

details

Black knapweed

Centaurea nigra

W1

details

Black willow

Salix nigra

W2

details

Blackberry

Rubus fruticosus (agg. spp.)

W2

details

Blue heliotrope

Heliotropium amplexicaule

W2

details

Broom rape

Orobanche spp.

W1

details

Buffalo burr

Solanum rostratum

W3

details

Cabomba

Cabomba spp.

W4g

details

Cape tulips

Homeria spp.

W2

details

Columbus grass

Sorghum x almum

W2

details

Devil's claw (purple-flower) Proboscidea louisianica

W2

details

Devil's claw (yellow-flower) Ibicella lutea

W2

details

Dodder

Cuscuta campestris

W1

details

Galvanized burr

Sclerolaena birchii

W2

details

Harrisia cactus

Harrisia spp.

W4f

details

Hawkweed

Hieracium spp.

W1

details

Hemlock

Con/urn maculatum

W2

details

Horehound

Marrubium vulgare

W3

details

Horsetail

Equisetum spp.

W1

details

Johnson grass

Sorghum halepense

W2

details

Karroo thorn

Acacia karroo

W1

details

Kochia

Kochia scoparia

W1

details

Lagarosiphon

Lagarosiphon major

W1

details

Mexican feather grass

Nassella tenuissima syn St/pa tenuissima

W1

details

Miconia

Miconia spp.

W1

details

Parthenium weed

Parthenium hysterophorus

W1

details

Paterson's curse,Vipers
Italian bugloss

Echium spp.

W3

details

http://www.agric.nsw.gov.ati/noxweed/?Mtval=weedindex.html&action=find&Na=W...
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Prickly pears

O p u n t i a spp.

W4f

details

Rhus tree

T o x i c o d e n d r o n succedaneum

W2

details

Salvinia molesta

WI

details

Scotch
Illyrian
S t e m l e s s thistles

O n o p o r d u m spp.

W2

details

Senegal t e a plant

G y m n o c o r o n i s spilantholdes

W1

details

S e r r a t e d tussock

Nassella trichotoma

W2

details

S i a m weed

C h r o m o l a e n a odorata

W1

details

Silk f o r a g e sorghum

S o r g h u m spp. h y b r i d cv.

W2

details

S i l v e r l e a f nightshade

S o l a n u m elaeagnifolium

W3

details

S p i n y burrgrass

Cenchrus incertus

W4e

details

S p i n y burrgrass

Cenchrus longispinus

W4e

details

S p o t t e d knapweed

C e n t a u r e a maculosa

W1

details

S t B a r n a b y ' s thistle

C e n t a u r e a soistitialis

W2

details

S t J o h n ' s wort

H y p e r i c u m perforatum

W2

details

S t a r thistle

C e n t a u r e a calcitrapa

W2

details

S w e e t briar

Rosa rubiginosa

W3

details

Tree o f heaven

A i l a n t h u s altissima

W3

details

W a t e r hyacinth

Eichhornia crassipes

W1

details

W a t e r lettuce

Pistia stratiotes

W1

details

Wild radish

R a p h a n u s raphanistrum

W2

details

Willows

S a l i x spp.

W4g

details

i Salvinia

I

Return t o s t a r t page

The information contained in this web page is based on knowledge and understanding a t the t i m e o f writing. However,
in knowledge, users are reminded of the need to ensure that information upon which t h e y rely is up to date and to chE
information with the appropriate officer of NSW Department o f Primary Industries o r the user's independent adviser.
0 State of New South Wales, NSW Department o f Primary Industries, 2004

http://www.agric.nsw.gov.au/noxweed/?MIval=weedindex.html&action=find&lga=W...
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Listing Heritage Items
S t a t e H e r i t a g e I n v e n t o r y S e a r c h Results

Statutory Listed Items
I n f o r m a t i o n a n d i t e m s listed in t h e S t a t e H e r i t a g e I n v e n t o r y c o m e f r o m a n u m b e r o f s o u r c e s . T h i s mean:
s e v e r a l e n t r i e s f o r t h e s a m e h e r i t a g e i t e m in t h e d a t a b a s e . F o r c l a r i t y , t h e s e a r c h r e s u l t s h a v e b e e n divic
•
•

T h e f i r s t s e c t i o n c o n t a i n s i t e m s listed o n t h e S t a t e H e r i t a g e R e g i s t e r , c o v e r e d b y a n I n t e r i m Heritz
u n d e r s e c t i o n 1 3 0 o f t h e N S W H e r i t a g e A c t . T h i s i n f o r m a t i o n is p r o v i d e d b y t h e N S W H e r i t a g e Offi
T h e s e c o n d s e c t i o n c o n t a i n s i t e m s listed b y Local C o u n c i l s & S h i r e s a n d S t a t e G o v e r n m e n t Agenci(
a l s o c o n t a i n a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n on s o m e o f t h e i t e m s l i s t e d in t h e f i r s t section.

Section 1. Items listed under the NSW Heritage Act.
T h e s e a r c h r e s u l t s c a n b e r e s o r t e d b y c l i c k i n g o n t h e ( s o r t ) o p t i o n a t t h e t o p o f e a c h column.
I

I

I

I t e m N a m e (sort)

A d d r e s s (sort)

S u b u r b (sort)

L G A (sort)

S
R

Bomen Railway Station

Main Southern railway

Bomen

Wagga
Wagga

Yt

Hambledon Homestead

Tarcutta Street

Tarcutta

Wagga
Wagga

Yi

Wagga Wagga Railway Station and
yard group

Main Southern railway

W a a Wagga
Wagga
Waa

wagga
Wagga

Y,

There were 3 records in this section matching your search criteria.
Section 2. Items listed by Local Government and State agencies.
I t e m N a m e (sort)

A d d r e s s (sort)

S u b u r b ( s o r t ) L G A (sort)

Bomen Railway Station

Main Southern railway

Bomen

Wagga
Wagga

Bomen

Wagga
Wagga

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

Ladysmith

Wagga
Wagga

Bomen Railway Station

Item

136 Docker Street

Ladysmith Station And Yard Group
Murrumbidgee River Underbridge,
Wagga Wagga

Lattice Bridge 1.75Km North Of
Station

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

Shops

9-11 Gurvvood Street

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/07_subnav_01_1 .cfm
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LI
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I

Wagga
Wagga

S.

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

Li

South O f Station At Cassidy Pde &
Booking Ave

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

S•

Wagga Wagga Agricultural Institute

Pine Gully Rd.

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

S•

Wagga Wagga Ambulance Station

JOHNSTON STREET

WAGGA WAGGA

Wagga
Wagga

S

S•

Tarcutta Street, Wagga Wagga
Underbridge

Steel Girder 1Km Before Station

Terrace Building

106-110 Tompson Street

Wagga Wagga (521.7 Km) Footbridge

Wagga Wagga

I

I

I

I

Wagga Wagga Base Hospital

EDWARD STREET

WAGGA WAGGA

Wagga
Wagga

Wagga Wagga Court House

Fitzmaurice Street

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

Li

Wagga Wagga Court House

Fitzmaurice Street

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

Li

Wagga Wagga Fire Station

3 6 - 3 8 The Esplanade

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

S

Wagga Wagga Station And Yard Group

Wagga Wagga

Wagga
Wagga

S

Wagga Wagga Underbridge
(Murrumbidgee River)

Wagga
Wagga W aggaWagga

S

I

I

I

Wagga Wagga Viaducts

South Of Bowen Across Murrumbidgee
Wagga Wagga
Flood Plain

Wagga
Wagga

S•

Wagga Wagga Yard Footbridge

A t Station

Wagga
Wagga

S•

Wagga Wagga

I

111

I
T h e r e w e r e 1 9 r e c o r d s in t h i s s e c t i o n m a t c h i n g y o u r s e a r c h c r i t e r i a .

T h e r e w a s a t o t a l o f 2 2 r e c o r d s m a t c h i n g y o u r s e a r c h criteria.
Key:
LGA = Local Government Area
GAZ= NSW Government Gazette (statutory listings prior to 1997), HGA = Heritage Grant Application, HS = Heritage Study, LGOV = Local (
Government Agency.

N o t e : T h e H e r i t a g e O f f i c e s e e k s t o k e e p t h e S t a t e H e r i t a g e I n v e n t o r y ( S H I ) u p t o d a t e , hoi
l i s t i n g s i n L o c a l a n d R e g i o n a l E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n s ( L E P s a n d R E P s ) m a y n o t y e t b e includE
w i t h t h e r e l e v a n t L o c a l C o u n c i l o r S h i r e f o r t h e m o s t r e c e n t listings.
O . State Heritage inventory

Contacting Us

News

Media Releases

Publications

Permits and Applications

Fro

••••
A L .

-

http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/07 subnav_01_1.cfm

--

WWW Links

Terms of
1
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Australian Heritage Database
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Search Results
edit search I hew search I about the Australian Heritage Database I Heritage home I Australian
Heritage Council home
34 results found.
CBC Bank (former) Fitzmaurice St

1

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

CBC Bank (former) Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Church and Cathedral Group Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Church and Cathedral Group Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Civic Group Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Civic Group Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Estella Homestead, Outbuildings and Barn Old
Narrandera Rd

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Hambledon Homestead Hume Highway

Tarcutta, NSW

Hampden Bridge Hampden Ave

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Hampden Bridge Hampden Ave

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

House Cobden La

Malebo via
Wagga Wagga,
NSW
Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Murrumbidgee River Rail Bridge
Murrumbidgee River Rail Bridge

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Police Station Sturt St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Police Station Sturt St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Railway Station Station PI

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

http://www.deh.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl

(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Indicative Place)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Rqgisterecl)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Indicative Place)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Re_gistered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the

26/7/2004
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Railway Station Station PI

Wagga VVagga,
NSW

St Andrews Manse Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Andrews Manse Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Andrews Presbyterian Church Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Andrews Presbyterian Church Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Johns Anglican Church Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Johns Ang_lican Church Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Michaels Cathedral Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Michaels Cathedral Church St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Michaels Presbytery (The Bishops House) Church
St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

St Michaels Presbytery (The Bishops House) Church
St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Tarcutta Hills Woodland Remnant

Tarcutta, NSW

Wagga South Public School Edward St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Wagga South Public School Edward St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Wa_gga Wagga Courthouse Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Wagga Wagga Courthouse Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Wagga Wagga Post Office fformer) Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

Wagga Wagga Post Office (former) Fitzmaurice St

Wagga Wagga,
NSW

http://www.deh.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl

National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Indicative Place)
Register of the
National Estate
(Indicative Place)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
(Registered)
Register of the
National Estate
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South-western region

R TA

Contact us

Ahu.

.s

:-Th'emap

R a t e d websites

South-western rec on
Home > Environment > Heritage > Heritage and conservation register > South-western region
In T h i s Section
South-Western Region
Abbotsford Bridge over Murray River at Curlwaa
Barham Bridge over Murray River

a H u n t e r recicf,

4301082

a Northern region
S o u t h - w e s t e r n reglt:c
a
a Southern region
a Sydney region

4301079

Barmah Bridge over Murray River
Biggara Bridge over Murray River
Bringenbrong_ Bridge over Murray River

4301069

Cobram Bridge over Murray River
lndi Bridge over Murray River

4301.068.

John Foord Bridge over Murray River at Corowa
Speewa Ferry - Murray River

4301081

Towong Bridge over Murray River

4301070

4301046
4301074

a ' N e stern region

4301002
4301018

Back to top

1

Terms o f Use I Online Privacy Policy
© Roads and Traffic Authority (NSW)

Disclaimer

Last Updated: 16 March 2004

1

http://whomesta.nsw.gov.au/cgi-bin/index.cgi?fuseaction=heritage.show&id=southwes... 26/7/2004
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HUME HIGHWAY

Scale of Mapping:

other

Latitude:
Longitude:

-35.507745
147.563455

Profile Date:
Photo Taken:

February 01, 1999
both site & profile

Soil Map Code:

bgz

6 %, measured
null m

Aspect:

north west

LANDFORM:
Site Morphology:
Pos in LF Element:

mid-slope
Mid

Landform Element:
Plan Curvature:

hillslope
Divergent

granite
nil
weak
highly weathered rock

Substrate:

granite

Site Disturbance:

highly disturbed

SITE CONDITION:
Ground Cover °/0:
Current Condition
(s):

b.-

c,r

TOPOGRAPHY:
Slope:
Elevation:

VEGETATION:
Vegetation
Cornmunity:
Growth Form(s):
Upper Stratum
Height:

vajrr„,

_

5

SOIL AND MAP CODES:
Geology Map Code: pm
Chromosol, Red
Aust. Soil
Classification:
Great Soil Group:
Red Earth

LITHOLOGY:
Solum PM:
Rock Outcrop:
Substrate Strength:
Weathering &
Alteration:
Discontinuities:
Fragment Amount:

I

•n4

OBSCRAS - ROSEWOOD (1003645)

SITE DETAILS:
Described by:
Danielle Hopman
Nature of Exposure: gully
No of Layers:
4

I

I

''''''-iitiZailikr''.

PROFILE MAP DETAILS:
ROSEWOOD (8426)
1:100,000
Mapsheet:
AMG Northing:
6070488
AMG Easting:
551097
AMG Zone:
55

I

r

J.,./..

.

1

,

4

5 " .• ; 1 . ' 1 ' 7 5

I

.

2
<2 %

woodland grass u'storey
tree
12 - < 20 m

90 %
firm

http://is.d1wc.nsw.gov.au:8080/salis/servlet/SoilTechnical?protileld=29097
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Soil Technical Report

LAND USE:
Site:

volun /native pasture

HYDROLOGY:
Free Water Depth: null m
Runoff:
high
Free Water Salinity: null dS

General Area:

volun./native pasture

Run-on:
Profile Drainage:

low
well drained

EROSION:
EROSION
HAZARD:

very high

SALINITY:

no salting evident

FIELD NOTES:

R3 TPD = 8.3m. grey box, acacia spp. 6kgqmba

SOIL DESCRIPTION:
LAYER 1
Depth:

A2 horizon
00.00 - 00 10 m

TEXTURE:

coarse sand

STRUCTURE:
Grade of Pedality:

single grained

SOIL WATER
STATUS:

Fabric:

sandy

Shape:

wavy

Fabric:

sandy

Fabric:

sandy

dry

SOIL ERODIBILTY: high
BOUNDARY:
Distinctiveness:

clear (20-50 mm)

LAYER 2
Depth:

B1 horizon
00.10 - 00.60 m

TEXTURE:

coarse loamy sand

STRUCTURE:
Grade of Pedality:

single grained

SOIL WATER
STATUS:

dry

SOIL ERODIBILTY: high
LAYER 3
Depth:

B2 horizon
00.60 - 02.50 m

STRUCTURE:
Grade of Pedality:

massive

SOIL WATER

dry

http://is.d1wc.nsw.gov.au:8080/salis/servlet/SoilTechnical?profileId=29097

14/10/2004
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Soil T e c h n i c a l Report

Page 3 01-3

STATUS:
LAYER 4
Depth:

C horizon
02.50 - 05.00 m

TEXTURE:

coarse sandy clay

STRUCTURE:
Grade of Pedality:
Dominant Peds:

moderate pedality
10-20 mm, polyhedral

SOIL WATER
STATUS:

Fabric:

rough-faced peds

dry

SOIL ERODIBILTY: high
Depth:

08.00 m

LABORATORY TESTS:
SALIS Soil Technical Report

To contact i s call (02) 9895 6204 or email: ,•11:, d
© NSW Department of Land and Water Conservation

http://is.d1wc.nsw.gov.au:8080/salis/servlet/SoilTechnical?profileld=29097

14-Oct-2004 11:27 AM
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Brungle/Tumut Local Aboriginal Land Council
95 C a p p e r S t r e e t , T u m u t N S W 2720
T E L E P H O N E (02) 6947 4518 FAX (02) 6947 4501
PO BOX 684 T u m u t NSW 2720
Email brungletumutlalcii higpond.coimaii

O U R R E F 2004/MON-024

26 November 2004
To
W a y n e Walgers
RTA
P O B o x 484
W A G G A W A G G A N S W 2650
Australia

RE: 1 S i t e O f f i c e r f o r K y e a m b a c u r v e s i n s p e c t i o n o n 25/11/2004
Dear Wayne,

Bill Leigh conducted the site inspection on behalf of the Brungle/Tumut Aboriginal Land
Council. Bill report summery includes "no area with potential for [aboriginal] sites due to
previous disturbance".
Please except this letter as confirmation that no heritage or cultural artifacts of significance
are evident in the area surveyed.
Attached:
0

sheets from Site Monitor; and

o

invoice for work carried out for RTA;

Regards

7)

Dayid Pryce
Coordinator
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Message

CARBERY Kelly
From:

Earnshaw, Colin [Earnshaw.Colin@wagga.nsw.gov.au]

Sent:

Friday, 15 October 2004 8:11 AM

To:

CARBERY Kelly

Subject: FW: Proposed realignment of Hume Highway at Kyeamba Hill

Kelly Carbery
RTA
Proposed realignment of Hume Highway at Kyeamba Hill
Please be advised that Council has no objections to the proposed realignment o f Hume Highway at
Kyeamba Hill
The work will presumably involve some removal o f trees and other vegetation and we would ask that
you carry out the appropriate environmental assessment and make every effort to minimise the
environmental impact, particularly impact onto biodiversity, o f the works.
Colin Earnshaw
Manager
Engineering Assets & Services
Wagga Wagga City Council
W a g g a W a g g a C i t y Council
http://www.wagga.nsw.gov.au

Attention:
The i n f o r m a t i o n c o n t a i n e d in this e - m a i l message and a n y a t t a c h e d files m a y be confidential i n f o r m a t i o n . I f you are n o t the
intended recipient, a n y use, disclosure o r copying of this e - m a i l is u n a u t h o r i s e d . I f y o u h a v e received this e - m a i l in error,
please n o t i f y Wagga Wagga City Council i m m e d i a t e l y by reply e - m a i l and delete t h e original.
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